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ABSTRACT
College students face an important developmental transition that can be
accompanied by increased risk for mental health issues and vulnerability to stress and
adversity. Increased levels of psychological well-being (PWB) have been found to buffer
this risk. Pertinent for this educational phase, research shows that skills for improving
PWB may be learned through PWB intervention – such trainings may be effective in
improving students’ mental health performance, similar to intellectual training for
academic performance. This dissertation examined the present state of PWB
intervention science, along with an arising hypothesis of PWB as a process, and
developed a new conceptual and statistical model for more deeply assessing PWB
change in intervention.
Study 1 explored recent developments in PWB science and its rapid evolution
alongside mobile health care (mHealth) assessment/delivery platforms, which reveal
granular behavioral processes. The hypothesis of PWB as a process was posited and
defined as a continual process of healthy functioning that unfolds over a lifetime, and
cannot be fully assessed with prevailing statistical methods. The Bayesian statistical
framework was offered as a flexible and unified solution to addressing new, previously
unanswerable research questions related to PWB inference and dynamic measurement.
Study 2 thus utilized Bayesian methods to develop a new approach – the growth of
hierarchical autoregression (GoHiAR) model, articulated by theoretically meaningful time
series parameters nested within a growth curve model – for assessing PWB processes
and how they are differentially impacted by PWB interventions. Specifically, this model
was applied to an 8-week mHealth intervention study (n=160) to investigate and improve
college student mental health. This empirical assessment aimed to explore: (1) how
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dynamic PWB characteristics of college students change over 8 weeks of mobile
assessment, (2) how two separate mHealth PWB interventions differentially change
these characteristics, and (3) how moderating factors relate to whether one student does
better/worse with a particular intervention. Findings suggest that (1) the mobile
assessment tool itself may have longitudinally improved college student PWB, as
evidenced by instances of directional changes in dynamic characteristics (increased
baseline levels, decreased fluctuation, and increased regulation) of PWB outcomes; and
(2) although the mHealth interventions did not have added benefit over mobile
assessment at the group level; (3) these interventions were differentially beneficial for
students based on their level of negative affect (NA). Specifically, for college students
with low NA, both mHealth interventions – positive practices (PPI) and positive practices
with brief meditation exercises (PPI+Med) – as well as digital monitoring alone (control
group), were beneficial in improving PWB. Conversely, for college students with high
NA, digital monitoring and positive practices remained beneficial; but the added
component of brief meditative exercises (PPI+Med) appeared to have negatively
affected PWB. Although we might have hypothesized that students with high NA would
do worse overall in both interventions – this does not explain why one intervention
appears to work, and the other does not, for this sub-group. These results provide
evidence to suggest that certain kinds of PWB interventions are differentially suitable for
different groups of college students. Overall, the findings highlight an important need to
further investigate (1) the utility of tailoring meditation interventions for participants with
highly negative emotional experiences, and (2) the efficacy of digital monitoring in and of
itself as an intervention.
In conclusion, it is critical to take a nuanced, process-oriented approach to
improve our understanding of PWB interventions for addressing the mental health needs
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of college populations. As such, this project aimed to contribute precise and rigorous
findings, to build a more detailed understanding of a specific and highly applicable form
of PWB intervention implementation: individual, short-term, mobile PWB interventions
with intensive monitoring, for instilling positive PWB change in college students. By
avoiding overgeneralization, acknowledging our study-design limitations, and fully
exploring the differential factors that impact PWB change over time, such research can
empower educational institutions to begin developing and offering effectively tailored
interventions that incite socioemotional learning and sustainable personal growth in
students with diverse backgrounds and needs. Broadly, this nuanced, process-oriented
approach may be applied to improving PWB intervention in a wide range of populations,
to better foster mental health in our society as a whole.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1. Introduction on PWB intervention for addressing college student mental health
According to national surveys of adults in the US, the perceived purpose of
higher education is to promote personal growth (Taylor et al., 2011). However, during
this developmental period, college students face an increased risk of mental health
issues and vulnerability to stress and adversity compared to other age groups (Bayram
& Bilgel, 2008). Fortunately, a growing body of psychological research indicates that
increases in psychological well-being (PWB) – defined as the diverse and multifaceted
experience of feeling good (affective feeling/eudaimona) and functioning well (positive
functioning/hedonia; Keyes & Annas, 2009) – can mitigate these risks (Kuppens, Allen,
& Sheeber, 2010; Biswas-Diener, Kashdan, & Minhas, 2011). Moreover, behavioral
intervention scientists contend that institutions of higher education can buffer mental
health adversity in students by creating learning programs to cultivate mental health
performance, not just academic performance.
In the US, college students – defined in this dissertation as a population of
undergraduate youths, often in residence on campus, 18-22 years old – undertake a
uniquely transformative developmental period (from adolescence to adulthood)
characterized by dramatic upheavals such as: demanding new personal responsibilities,
abrupt loss of childhood institutional supports, and radically different social environments
(Dvořáková et al., 2017; Schulenberg, Sameroff, & Cicchetti, 2004). As a result, college
can be a period of increased risk for clinical levels of anxiety, depression, and stress,
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which predict various negative outcomes into adulthood (Roza, Hofstra, van der Ende, &
Verhulst, 2003; Rao, Hammen, & Daley, 1999). Studies report that US college students
are seeking counseling services in increasing numbers, with heightened severity of
mental health concerns (Prince, 2015). Ongoing longitudinal research reflects a
consistent, sustained decrease in population-level mental health during the transition to
college (Udhayakumar & Illango, 2018; Conley, Kirsch, Dickson, & Bryant, 2014), with
issues substantially escalating in the last three decades (Stolzenberg, 2018).
Moreover, the development of negative coping behaviors in college has been
shown to exacerbate mental health outcomes. Students with maladaptive coping
behaviors – such as frequent binge drinking (Bravo, Pearson, & Henson, 2017), poor
sleeping habits (Singleton & Wolfson, 2009), and compulsive technology use
(Deatherage, Servaty-Seib, & Aksoz, 2014) – face heightened risk of deteriorating
mental health (Cotton, 2008). Negative coping behaviors can have a uniquely high
impact on college students, compared to other populations, as they face a critical and
malleable developmental turning point, with long-term effects into adulthood (Mallett,
Varvil-Weld, Turrisi, & Read, 2011).
As a respite, evidence from behavioral science indicates PWB may play a key
role in combating mental health issues in college. Research shows that higher levels of
PWB appear to offer a broadly protective effect (Roberts & Bengtson, 1993; Sin &
Lyubomirsky, 2009), and may buffer students against maladaptive coping and mental
health risks. Specifically, findings show that college students with higher levels of PWB
exhibit decreased levels of: depression, anxiety, psychological distress, stress, sleep
disorder, and chronic illness (Bowman, 2010; Davies, Morriss, & Glazebrook, 2014;
Keyes, 2007). Moreover, high-levels of PWB have been found to predict advantageous
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outcomes in college, such as academic success and higher GPAs, as compared to lowlevels of PWB (Kryza-Lacombe, Tanzini, & O’Neill, 2018).
In addition – and highly applicable for this educational phase of life – relevant
systems theories prove there is a value in considering (1) PWB is a process that can be
changed over time, and (2) skills for improving PWB may be learned through PWB
intervention. Firstly, longitudinal studies of affective experience inform us that affective
experience is a process that unfolds in the short-term, and changes over time (Kuppens,
Allen, & Sheeber, 2010; Pettersson et al., 2013). This is highly suggestive of the theory
that PWB is a process, since positive emotions are a central element of PWB that
related to positive affect. Secondly, systems theory research informs us that learning is a
process involving fundamental transformation of an existing process (Zimmerman, 2000;
Ram & Gerstorf, 2009). This is highly relevant to PWB intervention research, since PWB
interventions have been found to enact transformational change (i.e., pre-to-post
intervention change) in existing processes (i.e., affective regulation). In fact there is a
broad body of literature on pre-to-post intervention changes in PWB. College students
specifically have been found to experience changes in PWB, post-intervention, including:
increased quality of positive relationships, increased ability to manage of future life
decisions, and increased resiliency in enduring various challenges (Shapiro, Brown &
Astin, 2008). More research is needed to investigate how PWB intervention practices –
including positive and contemplative mental trainings – might effectively teach skills for
targeting PWB processes, and how different interventions differentially impact PWB over
time (Smeets et al., 2014; McConville, McAleer, & Hahne, 2017; Wasson et al., 2016).
The purpose of this two-study dissertation was to examine the present state
of PWB intervention science, and to develop a new conceptual and statistical model for
more deeply assessing PWB change in college student intervention. The first study,
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Chapter 2 explored contemporary PWB theory within the context of evolving mobile
health care (mHealth) assessment/delivery platforms that offer dynamic insight into
psychological phenomena. Drawing on the literature, this study proposed the hypothesis
that PWB is a process, which requires new statistical methods to be fully assessed.
Chapter 2 thus offered a dynamic model implemented in the Bayesian statistical
framework as a solution for assessing PWB as a process, and addressing previously
unanswerable research questions in this line of inquiry. As a response, the second study
(Chapter 3) used Bayesian methods to develop a new approach – the growth of
hierarchical autoregression (GoHiAR) model – for assessing PWB processes in college
students, and how they are differentially impacted by PWB interventions. Chapter 3
applied GoHiAR to an 8-week mHealth intervention study (n=160) to investigate and
improve college student mental health. Chapter 4 discussed our empirical findings from
a broader perspective, with the goal of building a more detailed understanding of our
limitations and lessons learned regarding our specific and highly applicable form of PWB
intervention implementation: individual, short-term, mobile PWB interventions with
intensive monitoring, for instilling positive PWB change in college students.
This introduction chapter is divided into four sections. The first section
contextualizes PWB with a general overview of the literature on its evolving multivariate
and temporal theories. The second section discusses process-oriented psychological
literature and its relevance for PWB research. The third section introduces two main
empirically backed PWB intervention practices, and theory behind the mechanisms,
processes, and moderators that influence PWB change. The fourth and final section
describes how PWB and PWB intervention are handled in Chapter 2 and 3 of this
dissertation with a logic model that illustrates our proposed approach.
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2. Theoretical background on PWB
From a theoretical perspective, the term psychological well-being is often treated
in the literature as interchangeable and synonymous with the terms subjective well-being
and flourishing (Butler & Kern, 2016). This dissertation upholds the view that there is no
“best” model for PWB, rather that different theories offer different advantages for
operationalizing the subjective construct of mental health with concrete tools for
measurement and inquiry. Moreover, since our focus is largely on the temporal aspects
of PWB, we remain more broadly oriented to its conceptual aspects – at times offering
contextual background from alternative and overlapping mental health frameworks. In
our empirical application, Chapter 3 will employ a specific PWB construct (PERMA),
which we outline in section 4. To begin, we present a theoretical overview on the (a)
multifaceted, and (b) temporal nature of PWB, before an overview of relevant processoriented research is given.

a. Multivariate theories of PWB
PWB has been operationalized in various forms over the course of its evolution in
the literature. At the broadest level, PWB is described in terms of two fundamental and
overarching components: hedonic well-being, defined as experiencing positive emotions,
or “feeling good” (Henderson, Knight, & Richardson, 2014); and eudaimonic well-being,
defined as living virtuously, or “functioning well” (Boehm et al., 2016). Hedonic and
eudaimonic elements of PWB are by definition interrelated – this means that the two
capture different constructs, and at the same time one (feeling good) can be considered
a component of the other (functioning well; Ryff, 2014).
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At a more nuanced level, PWB is described in terms of the differing elements of
hedonic and eudaimonic behavior such as autonomy, positive relationships, positive
emotions, personal growth, meaning in life, and more. Table 1-1 outlines several of the
most prominent multivariate theories of eudaimonia and hedonia, including: Ryff’s theory

Table 1-1: Prominent psychological well-being theories.

of PWB across six domains (2014), Seligman’s theory of flourishing across five elements
(2011), and Diener’s theory of subjective-well-being across affective and cognitive
elements (1999). Although some researchers have handled hedonic and eudaimonic
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elements of PWB with separate constructs (i.e., using eudaimonia using Ryff’s Scales of
Psychological Well-Being to capture eudaimonia, while using Diener’s subjective wellbeing construct to capture hedonia; Huat & Waterman, 2014), others consider these
constructs simultaneously (i.e., Seligman has deemed PWB as both hedonic and
eudaimonic; Seligman, 2011). For instance, a person with many positive social
connections (eudaimonia) may at the same time experience low levels of positive
emotions (hedonia). Joint hedonic-eudaimonic constructs are advantageous in
conveying the complexity of the human experience, inherently offering a more nuanced
perspective on what contributes to “a full life.”
In short, the scientific advancement in our understanding of the various and
distinct layers of PWB has grown exponentially in recent years. It is from this deeper
vantage point that new lines of inquiry are arising to consider the dynamic characteristics
of PWB.

b. Dynamic theories of PWB
From a conceptual perspective, PWB science is moving away from longstanding
“trait-level” theoretical paradigms, to argue that there is no such thing as “perfect” mental
health as a stable end point (Busseri & Sadava, 2013; Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman,
& Tuerlinckx, 2015; Biswas-Diener, Kashdan, & Minhas, 2011; Pettersson et al., 2013).
It is now widely recognized that mental health is not simply the absence of disease, but
the dynamic presence of flourishing. Moreover, the language inherent to PWB definitions
has long reflected its dynamic nature. For instance, one of the most widely accepted
definitions of eudaimonia – “my activity while in pursuit of virtue, excellence, and the best
within me” (Kern, Waters, Adler, & White, 2015) – implies that eudaimonia is a process,
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not simply an outcome. In other words, eudaimonic well-being represents one’s actions,
or way of being, while in pursuit of virtue (Kern, Waters, Adler, & White, 2015). Similarly,
other definitions describe hedonia as an affective process of experiencing positive
feelings, which ebb and flow in the short term and transform more substantially over the
long term (Diener, Lucas, & Scollon, 2009).
From a quantitative perspective, we can collect repeated measures over time to
study how PWB unfolds over the momentary timescale (e.g., seconds, hours, days).
Such dynamic measurement elucidates the fact that the aggregate measures most
commonly collected (e.g., cross section, or yearly time scales) oversimplify important
patterns of daily ebbs and flows (Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman, & Tuerlinckx, 2015).
Moreover, dynamic PWB measurement is possible in large part due to mobile
assessment tools and their intensive longitudinal data (ILD) outcomes. ILD, defined as
data with many measurements over time (e.g., 30-200) from more than a handful of
individuals, allows researchers to assess foundational processes of psychological
phenomena that unfold over multiple time scales. For instance, raw daily measures from
ILD allow us to zoom in on a momentary timescale (e.g., day to day), and aggregate ILD
measures that are collapsed across broader time periods allow us to zoom out on a
long-term timescale (e.g., year to year; Ram & Gerstorf, 2009). More and more
researchers are using ILD to demonstrate that PWB is not a fixed trait across contexts
and time – rather, it arises continuously and within specific daily life contexts
(Sonnentag, 2015).
As these process-oriented lines of inquiry into PWB are still emerging, recent
advances in the quantitative literature offer highly applicable theories for informing our
research questions. Next we present an overview of the most relevant quantitative
theories for process-oriented PWB research, before we review the literature on PWB
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interventions and theories on the mechanisms, processes, and moderators that
influence PWB change.

3. Relevant developments in process-oriented research
From a systems theory perspective, longitudinal data shows that individuals are
ever fluctuating and evolving organisms, such that one may be thought of as selfcontained, dynamic process system (Hertzog & Nesselroade, 2003). Systems
approaches to behavioral research have provided nuanced, process-oriented
understandings of psychological phenomena such as cognitive processing and affective
experience (Bringmann et al., 2018; Kuppens, Allen, & Sheeber, 2010; Ram, Brose, &
Molenaar, 2013; Walls & Schafer, 2006). Here we review two process-oriented theories
that are highly relevant for more deeply understanding PWB – as well as PWB change,
in the context of intervention. Chapters 2 and 3 will focus on process-oriented measures
of PWB in terms of specific dynamic characteristics outlined in section 4.

a. Individual differences in dynamic properties
Quantitative findings show that individual differences in both long-term changes
and short-term variability (i.e., intraindividual variability, IIV) are key aspects of our
everyday lives (Nesselroade, 1991). In other words, individuals exhibit multifaceted
differences – they differ from others, and they differ from themselves over time.
Longitudinal monitoring shows that “individuals who manifest intraindividual variability
tend to differ from themselves over time as much as they differ from each other at a
given time” (Nesselroade, 1991). Thus, how a person differs from themselves, both
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across time points, and across contexts, is as or more important as how a person differs
from someone else. For example, research has found meaningful patterns in individual
differences of positive affect. One such study found that older adults with lower levels of
daily fluctuations in positive affect had higher levels of self-regulation after negative
events, whereas adults with higher daily fluctuations were less adept at self-regulation in
similar circumstances (Röcke & Smith, 2009).
To better understand the different ways in which individuals differ from
themselves and each other, quantitative researchers have begun to articulate
theoretically meaningful dynamic characteristics via dynamic process model parameters
(Pettersson et al., 2013). Moreover, several studies have successfully employed time
series and differential equation models to measure a set of three sufficient dynamic
characteristics, which collectively summarize the unique dynamic profiles, specific to
each individual (Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman, & Tuerlinckx, 2015). These
characteristics are defined in these studies as: (1) changes in baseline: representing
how much a person’s average levels of affective experience changes in the relative longterm; (2) intraindividual variability (IIV): representing how dramatically or imperceptibly a
person’s level of affective experience fluctuates in day-to-day momentary experience;
and (3) regulation: representing how quickly or slowly a person returns to their baseline
levels of affect. We note here, that for our purposes IIV is intended to represent a
characteristic of the person, however we acknowledge that it is impossible to separate
person-level volatility from environmental-level volatility from this measure alone. Thus –
to be discussed more throughout the dissertation – it is ideal to supplement measures of
IIV with other concurrent measures of environmental experience. To date, affective
research into these characteristics has found them to be sufficient for describing the
widely varying patterns of individual differences with which core affect changes over time
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(Kuppens, Oravecz & Tuerlinckx, 2010; Westerman et al., 2017; Wood et al., 2017). As
such, dynamic characteristics may be highly relevant for elucidating individual
differences in PWB research – particularly related to its hedonic elements, which
strongly overlap with affective experience (Fredrickson & Losada, 2005). A better
understanding of individual differences in dynamic PWB characteristics – across
eudaimonic, as well as hedonic elements – would open the door to a deeper
understanding of PWB and how to impact it. This dissertation designs a new model for
such investigation (discussed below).

b. Changes in dynamic properties over long-term timescales
Expanding from the research above, systems theories have further shown that
dynamic characteristics are not static, and may in fact change over long-term
timescales. This is highly relevant for PWB research, specifically within the context of
interventions – which at their core aim to instill positive change. For instance, although
many longitudinal studies have assumed a process system of interest to be stationary –
defined as the stable quality of a process system that maintains the same statistical
properties over time, i.e., constant mean, variance, correlation, etc. – this theory is not
always tenable (Hamaker, Kuiper, & Grasman, 2015; Molenaar, 2004). Non-stationarity
– defined as the unstable qualities of a process system that exhibits several change
processes at once, i.e., change within change, occurring simultaneously at multiple time
scales – is increasingly evidenced in longitudinal research (Ebner-Priemer & Trull, 2009;
Ram, Brose, & Molenaar, 2013). In fact, some systems theory researchers claim that the
intrinsic human processes of development, habituation, and learning and are inherently
non-stationary (Molenaar, 2004).
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Process-oriented theories of learning are specifically relevant to theories of PWB
change in the context of intervention. From a non-stationary systems theory perspective,
learning is defined as the experience of transformational change that reorganizes an
existing process into an entirely different pattern (Zimmerman 2000; Ram & Gerstorf,
2009), and is comprised of multiple subcomponent change processes at once (Schmitz
& Wiese, 2006). Since PWB interventions intend to shape and change mental health
over time, these interventions are premised on the same properties that define learning
as above: instilling a transformational process (pre-to-post intervention change) within an
existing process (daily functioning). In fact, although PWB interventions with mental
trainings are often termed socioemotional learning – similar to intellectual trainings for
academic learning (Davidson & Schuyler, 2015) – to date PWB intervention outcomes
have not been studied from a systems theory perspective.
Unfortunately, theories of non-stationarity have historically presented largely
insurmountable challenges for statistical assessment, since most of our prevailing
longitudinal methods operate based on the assumption of stationarity (Ram, Brose, &
Molenaar, 2013; Ebner-Priemer & Trull, 2009; Hamaker, Kuiper, & Grasman, 2015).
Recent exceptions are arising in new methodological developments measure changes in
processes, and dynamic characteristics, over time. For instance, some researchers
(again in the field of affective science) have extended dynamic models to successfully
handle non-stationarity, for instance with time-varying parameters, regime switching
methods, and cyclical dynamics to adequately capture how human processes change
over time (Bulteel et al., 2014; Hamaker & Grasman, 2011; de Haan-Rietdijk et al., 2014;
Madhyastha et al., 2011).
A better understanding of the learning process, and longitudinal changes (or lack
of changes), incurred in PWB during intervention would enable researchers to identify
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specific PWB intervention practices that instill sustainable, ongoing, and cumulative skill
cultivation (e.g., lasting cultivation of PWB). To facilitate this nuanced understanding, this
dissertation will develop a new approach for handling process-oriented PWB intervention
questions that could not have been previously answered.

4. Enacting PWB change through intervention
From an intervention perspective, PWB intervention science investigates whether
and how specific programs may or may not enact successful behavioral change.
Although not yet largely informed by the systems theories above, this research has
begun to evidence (1) certain programs that effectively change PWB, and (2) theories
behind how PWB change is enacted. Thus, the following section presents a third line of
research into (1) the different kinds of PWB intervention practices, and (2) the
mechanisms, processes, and moderators that influence PWB change. In our empirical
application, Chapter 3 will employ two specific implementations of PWB intervention
practices, to be outlined in section 4.

a. Contemporary PWB intervention practices
Advances in PWB intervention research suggest that PWB can be changed and
improved through sustained practices that involve intentional mental training (Huta, &
Waterman, 2014; Diener, Lucas, & Scollon, 2009). For instance, various PWB
interventions have successfully employed mental training through contemplative
practices, some of which have been in existence for thousands of years. An eclectic
variety of contemporary PWB interventions have taken new and traditional practices,
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and packaged them into programs that are empirically proven to help strengthen PWB
processes in target populations like college students. Briefly, we next introduce two main
categories of PWB intervention practices.
Contemplative practices. Contemplative practices are defined as mental
trainings that have been used for thousands of years to enhance PWB and foster health
(Davidson et al., 2012). Such practices include meditation, yoga, tai chi, and qi gong. For
instance, the practice of mindfulness delivered in Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction
(MBSR; Grossman, Niemann, Schmidt, & Walach, 204) involves the “intentional
cultivation of nonjudgmental moment-to-moment awareness” through formal practices
such as sitting meditation, and informal practices such as consciously bringing
awareness into one’s everyday life activities (Haruki, Ishii, & Suzuki, 1996). Within the
context of intervention science, research suggests contemplative practices contribute to
increased average levels of PWB (Weinstein, Brown, & Ryan, 2009, Grossman et al.,
2004; Sin & Lyubomirsky, 2009). Furthermore, through offering sustained daily
disciplines, contemplative practices are aimed at cultivating mental skills that positively
influence PWB processes such as attentional regulation and emotion regulation (Ekman
et al., 2005; Ricard, Lutz, & Davidson, 2014; Roeser, 2013).
Positive practices. Positive practices are defined as intentional and regular
positive activities that aim to stimulate behaviors and thoughts associated with highlevels of PWB. Such positive practices involve interventions themed around gratitude,
forgiveness, savoring, strengths, meaning, empathy, courage, and mindfulness (Layous,
Chancellor, Lyubomirsky, Wang, & Doraiswamy, 2011). Research indicates that positive
practices may be less stigmatizing than interventions focusing on difficulties and deficits.
For example, the positive practice of three good things typically involves a sustained
period of identifying three things each day that went well, and explaining why (Emmons
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& McCullough, 2003). Similar to contemplative practices, a large body of intervention
research supports the efficacy of positive practices (Sheldon et al., 2002; Wing, Schutte,
& Byrne, 2006; Layous, Nelson, & Lyubomirsky, 2013) and their capacity to enhance
average levels of PWB (Bolier et al., 2013). Beyond aggregate measures, evidence also
suggests that positive practices target dynamic PWB processes, such as one’s momentto-moment engagement, more effectively than other cognitive techniques (Seligman,
Steen, Park, & Peterson, 2005; Schueller & Parks, 2012).
In short, research backs the fact that various contemplative and positive
practices can be successfully employed in PWB interventions that ultimately and
positively impact PWB.

b. How PWB interventions work
Theories behind the mechanisms of PWB change are still newly emerging in the
field. Appropriate understanding of how PWB interventions work strengthens our ability
to design more successful interventions that effectively target key mechanisms of PWB
change. From a process-oriented perspective, PWB intervention targets may be thought
of on the macro level as learning – i.e., transformational changes in existing patterns of
PWB functioning (see above; Ram & Gerstorf, 2009) – and in the micro level as change
mechanisms – i.e., multifaceted mechanisms that collectively contribute to the broader
transformational change.
On the macro level, although much remains unknown about PWB learning
processes (as well as their link to PWB change mechanisms, discussed next), processoriented PWB intervention scientists are now working to flesh out theories of the
intervention response as a learning process, to better understand and help optimize
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outcomes. Evidence suggests that successful mental trainings work by initiating learning
processes that, like exercise, involve a lifelong strengthening of PWB functioning
processes. For instance, Davidson and Schuyler (2015) propose that effective PWB
interventions work through instigating a process of skill building – akin to learning –
comprised of four subcomponent processes, namely: the cultivation of resilience,
gratitude, outlook, and attention.
On the micro level, PWB intervention research has identified three centrally
important change mechanisms that are present in a number of the most empirically
validated PWB interventions. Although this research is still emerging, findings indicate
that successful PWB interventions may involve one or more of these mechanisms.
Moreover, these mechanisms may have heterogeneous effects on PWB outcomes
based on contextual factors. Briefly, these three key mechanisms include: (1) increased
seeing/acting on the positive, i.e., improving one’s ability to notice positive experiences
and to simultaneously savor them (Garland et al., 2015); (2) increased cognitive
evaluations, i.e., fostering a more positive interpretation of one’s life events (Peters,
Flink, Boersma & Linton, 2010); and (3) increased present-moment awareness, i.e.,
strengthened ability pay attention to present-moment experience without rumination or
mind wandering (Vago & David, 2012). Through understanding the processes implicated
in PWB intervention response we can begin to identify programs that are most effective
for improving PWB, and to explore ways of tailoring content that is optimally beneficial in
specific contexts.
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c. Moderators of change
From an individual differences perspective, the field has further found that
different people exhibit different kinds of changes in intervention, due to moderating
factors. Thus, understanding differential PWB intervention outcomes is centrally
important to designing programs that can effectively reach often diverse participants. For
example, empirically-identified moderators of PWB intervention success include
emotional states at the onset of study and personality characteristics (Nelson &
Lyubomirky, 2016). Specifically for college students, PWB intervention success (in terms
of increased PWB during/after the intervention) has been linked to higher baseline levels
of negative emotion (Sin & Lyubomirsky, 2009), and higher levels of acceptability
(Mermelstein & Garske, 2015). These findings point to the need for more nuanced
insight into the kinds of intervention content that will best serve particular groups of
college students.
In short, PWB interventions and the underpinning mechanisms, processes, and
moderators that influence PWB change, point to the outstanding need for deeper
exploration into which kinds of practices may be differentially effective for different kinds
of college student participants. We aim to address this need in this dissertation by
proposing a new research approach, illustrated with an empirical application. The next
and final section outlines the working model that this dissertation will use in the context
of Chapter 3’s specific empirical implementation, and before summarizing its broader
impact in a final overview.
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5. The present studies
Based on the above theory, this dissertation will articulate the need for more
deeply assessing PWB change in intervention (Chapter 2), and will develop a conceptual
and statistical model for doing so (Chapter 3). In application, Chapter 3 will employ this
model in an empirical study that is theoretically oriented on specific elements of PWB
within two specific implementations of PWB intervention for college students. Below we
present an outline of Chapter 3’s chosen measures and PWB intervention practices,
before tying them together in a logic model of our proposed model. We emphasize that
the study design employed in this dissertation focuses on two highly specific PWB
intervention implementations, within a distinct population. Our overarching aim is to
contribute specificity – rather than overgeneralization – to the growing body of PWB
intervention literature with contextually grounded inference. Specifically, our findings will
be limited to the context of testing the efficacy of individual (rather than group-oriented),
short-term, mobile PWB interventions with intensive monitoring, for fostering improved
PWB functioning in college students. As a final reflection, Chapter 4 will review the
limitations of the present studies and offer solutions for improving future research on
PWB interventions, for college students and beyond.

a. Chosen measures of PWB
In terms of the underpinning theoretical elements of PWB, Chapter 3 will use a
working model of PWB based on the PERMA model (Seligman, 2011) of the five pillars
of flourishing. Due to its theoretically comprehensive breadth, we chose the PERMA
framework for deepening our understanding of college students’ multifaceted experience
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of PWB. The PERMA model describes five dimensions of PWB: (1) positive emotions
(P): feelings of pleasantness in the moment; (2) engagement (E): feeling absorbed in a
challenging activity that is well matched to ones strengths; (3) positive relationships (R):
having a balanced social life and often being in the company of people who care about
you; (4) meaning (M): belonging to something larger than oneself (e.g., helping
humanity, participating in community activities, religion etc.); and (5) accomplishment
(A): achieving success in life for the sake of accomplishment alone. These five elements
can be divided into the broader categories of hedonic and eudaimonic PWB.
1. Hedonic PWB
a. Positive emotions
2. Eudaimonic PWB
a. Engagement
b. Positive relationships
c. Meaning
d. Accomplishment
By containing both hedonic and eudaimonic elements, the PERMA framework provides
a complex perspective on what contributes to a “life worth living”. In so doing the
framework extends beyond a model for understanding happiness in the moment, to also
focus on empowering human flourishing in the long term.

b. Chosen measures of individual differences
In terms of capturing individual differences in PWB, Chapter 3 will assess three
dynamic PWB characteristics – and achieves this by developing a new statistical model
that coherently articulates these characteristics, and how they change over time. This
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project based this choice of characteristics on relevant and applicable findings from the
field of affective science (see above; e.g., Kuppens, Oravecz & Tuerlinckx, 2010;
Oravecz, Tuerlinckx, & Vanderkerckhove, 2011), as well as from the emerging literature
on longitudinal change characteristics of eudaimonic well-being (Jivraj et al., 2014;
Busseri & Sadava, 2013; Upadaya & Salmela-Aro, 2017; Huxhold, Fiori, & Windsor,
2013), which warrants deeper investigation at a dynamic level. They include:
1. Changes in baseline PWB experience: how much a person’s average level of PWB
changes in the long-term (relative to the time scale of study) and whether this is
positive, negative, or neutral
2. Intraindividual variability (IIV) in PWB experience: how dramatically or imperceptibly
a person’s level of PWB fluctuates from moment to moment
3. Regulation of PWB experience: how quickly or slowly a person returns to their
baseline levels of PWB.
By articulating individual differences in terms of dynamic characteristics enables
us to compare how participant PWB differs between individuals. Importantly, by
extending our model to longitudinally assess these characteristics, we are also able to
explore how PWB changes within an individual over the course of an intervention.

c. Chosen interventions
In terms of our chosen PWB intervention exercises for our empirical study,
Chapter 3 will focus on four specific positive and contemplative practices that have been
empirically validated in the literature. The practices below were chosen based on their
proven ability to target at least one of the previously mentioned mechanisms of:
seeing/acting on the positive, increase cognitive evaluations, and increase present-
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moment awareness (Lyubomirsky et al., 2011; Schueller & Parks, 2012) – particularly in
college population (Seligman et al., 2005; Buchanan & Bardi, 2010; Peters et al. 2010).
These specific positive and contemplative practices (described in more detail in Chapter
3) will include:
1. Positive practices
a. Three good things: a practice involving writing about three good things that
happened to the participant earlier in the same day.
b. Acts of kindness: a practice involving writing about random acts of kindness that
the participant completed earlier in the same day.
c. Best possible self: a practice involving writing a reflection about a participant’s
character strengths.
2. Contemplative practices
a. Meditative exercises: a practice to engage in brief guided meditation sessions
(recording), with prompts to set an intention related to the positive practices later
in the evening, and follow-up reminders throughout the day to relax and
remember one’s intention.
By employing empirically backed PWB interventions that we know we can trust,
enables us to test more nuanced process-oriented research questions, such as how and
why PWB changes differently for different college students. Thus, we will employ two
different versions of the empirically validated interventions above, in digitally delivered
intervention format, to assess their varying effects and how we can better reach diverse
college student participants.
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d. Logic model as a representation of the study inputs and outputs
Lastly, Figure 1-1 illustrates the overarching theoretical logic model tested in this
dissertation, representing how we will tie together the study inputs and outputs defined
above. This model theorizes that for targeting positive changes in PWB: specific
intervention inputs (i.e., PWB intervention program content), catalyze a learning process
(i.e., a developmentally transformative process comprised of specific change
mechanisms), that if successful is expected to activate change mechanisms (i.e.,
increased seeing/acting on the positive, increased cognitive evaluations, increased
present-moment awareness), which yield measurable changes in PWB process
dynamics (i.e., baseline, IIV, and regulatory changes) – which ideally represent
improving PWB. This approach also allows assessment of how moderating factors (i.e.,
negative affect, acceptability) influence whether or not a particular individual is more/less
likely to succeed with their particular program. Assessment of our proximal outcomes –
i.e., whether or not PWB improves – provides valuable insight into how specific
interventions succeed or do not succeed. Our specific application aims to assess how
specific contemplative and positive PWB interventions differentially succeed in helping
positively change PWB in college students.
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Figure 1-1: Logic model representing the proposed framework, and its inputs and
outputs for more deeply assessing PWB change in the context of college student
intervention. Here: specific intervention inputs (i.e., PWB intervention program content),
catalyze a learning process (i.e., a developmentally transformative process comprised of
specific change mechanisms), that if successful is expected to activate change
mechanisms (i.e., increased seeing/acting on the positive, increased cognitive
evaluations, increased present-moment awareness) that yield measurable changes in
PWB process dynamics (i.e., baseline, IIV, and regulation) – which ideally represent
improving PWB. This framework also allows assessment of how moderating factors (i.e.,
negative affect, acceptability) influence whether or not a particular individual is more/less
likely to succeed with their particular program.

6. Conclusion
This dissertation addresses an important need to develop a unified processoriented approach to more deeply understanding PWB interventions for addressing
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mental health needs in college. Findings will facilitate broader discussions regarding how
PWB changes over time, the factors that differentially impact it, and the highly specific
limitations of our empirical study. Findings will also offer lessons learned for future
researchers to help empower educational institutions to begin developing and offering
effectively tailored interventions that incite sustainable personal growth in students with
diverse backgrounds and needs. Further, this approach may benefit the broader field of
behavior research, as it may be applied to improving PWB intervention in other diverse
populations, to better foster mental health in our society as a whole.
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Chapter 2
Quantitative methods for assessing PWB intervention: The current state of PWB
intervention science, outstanding questions and need for new methods, and the
Bayesian framework as a comprehensive and flexible solution

1. The recent proliferation of PWB intervention research, new technology and the
need for new methods, and a possible solution in using the Bayesian statistical
framework
People with poor mental health have the highest prevalence of mental disorders
including depression and anxiety. Conversely adults who flourish in life – who exhibit
high levels of psychological well-being (PWB) and by definition experience more positive
emotions, feel engaged in their daily activities, maintain positive relationships, connect
with a larger sense of purpose, and have a sense of accomplishment in working towards
goals (Butler & Kern, 2016) – have the lowest prevalence of mental disorder or
comorbidity (Keyes, 2005). Mounting evidence in behavioral intervention science shows
that PWB interventions can effectively promote PWB and foster mental health in realworld contexts (Diener, 2013). Moreover, these interventions have a positive global
ripple effect (Muñoz, 2010). Findings suggest that PWB interventions have the capacity
to broadly impact public health, and the global society as a whole (Walton, 2014). As a
result, PWB intervention science has recently evolved and expanded in tandem with a
growing public interest. The field is currently experiencing an onset of more and more
nuanced PWB interventions, targeting more and more specific populations.
The proliferation of PWB intervention programs arrives hand in hand with
contemporary development of mobile health care (mHealth) tools, which are both a
byproduct and motivator of the movement. Technology platforms help streamline the
design and packaging of PWB interventions, enabling designs that are highly reusable –
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without risking diminishing the integrity of the content each time it is reused – and that
provide new ecological advantages for monitoring and tailoring interventions, outside of
clinical and laboratory settings. Ecological mHealth tools also broaden the PWB
intervention participant-base by make these programs more accessible and sustainable
for a large number of people who would not otherwise be able to access them.
Despite the advantages of mHealth, it is important to consider that without adept
statistical methods for assessment, the progression and adoption of technology-based
interventions is capable of unfolding much faster than our ability to rigorously evaluate
the intensive PWB data produced by these tools (Nilsen et al., 2012; Van Dam et al.,
2018; Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015). Consequently, PWB scientists currently face an
important need to acquire alternative statistical methods that can keep pace with the
evolving technologies and questions of our time.
One way to address these needs is to circumvent the statistical limitations of the
classical statistical framework by choosing an alternative framework. For instance,
choosing a statistical framework that flexibly handles the sophisticated dynamic models
that are most suitable for high-volume, longitudinal mHealth data, allows us to capture
more nuanced patterns of PWB processes – such as those that unfold, hour by hour or
minute by minute, in one’s daily life. This paper proposes using the Bayesian statistical
framework as a solution for strengthening our ability to study and understand PWB and
PWB intervention within the rapidly changing context of intervention science. Here we
review the outstanding research questions currently faced in PWB intervention science,
why new methodological approaches are needed to address them, and how the
Bayesian statistical framework can serve as a powerful solution.
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2. The current state of PWB intervention science: Exploring PWB as a process
within the context of intervention
Broadly, this paper presents an emerging hypothesis of PWB as a process that unfolds
and is impacted within the context of intervention. Here we begin by contextualizing this
hypothesis with the following theoretical overview of the current state of PWB
intervention science, and the process-oriented lines of research that led us here. With
this background, we hope to establish a foundational understanding that explains the
origins of our field’s outstanding process-oriented research questions and underpinning
statistical barriers to answering them. The following passages flesh out four
contemporary foci of study from which our most pertinent outstanding questions arise.

a. Background theory on individual differences in PWB
A primary focus of contemporary PWB intervention science is on elucidating
individual differences in PWB experience. As described by Hertzog and Nesselroade
(2003), individuals may be thought of as dynamic systems, experiencing multifaceted
psychological states that fluctuate and unfold over precise time frames – such as this
moment, today, the past few days. Thus, individuals inherently differ from others
(interindividual differences), as well as from themselves (intraindividual differences).
Such diverse differences cannot be fully captured by cross sectional data, or long-term
timescales (e.g., year-to-year) and require moment-to-moment assessment (Molenaar,
2004). Thanks to the emergence of ecological mHealth tools, PWB intervention studies
are now investigating PWB on momentary timescales (e.g., minute-to-minute, hour-tohour, day-to-day), thus helping advance our knowledge of individual differences in
multivariate elements of PWB.
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The evolution of PWB theory has dramatically expanded to include individual
differences over the course of the past several decades, in large part due to mobile
assessment tools and the growing prevalence of intensive longitudinal data (ILD). Since
its foundational beginnings, PWB theory has expanded from trait-level constructs (e.g.,
Diener, 1985) to multivariate state-level constructs (e.g., Keyes, Shmotkin, & Ryff, 2002;
Huta & Waterman, 2014). Despite this expansion in understanding its substantive
nature, the dynamic nature of PWB has remained overlooked until very recently (BiswasDiener, Kashdan, & Minhas, 2011). Now with burgeoning mHealth technology, PWB
researchers are equipped to capture ILD, defined as data with many measurements over
time (e.g., 30-200) from more than a handful of individuals. ILD provides key advantages
for psychology research by allowing for simultaneous capture of the foundational
processes that underlie practically all psychological phenomena, and that dynamically
unfold over multiple time scales: zoomed-in on a momentary timescale (e.g., daily
change patterns) and zoomed out on a long-term-time-scale (e.g., pre-to-post
intervention growth; Ram & Gerstorf, 2009). More and more researchers are using ILD
to demonstrate that PWB is not a fixed trait across contexts and time. Rather, processoriented perspectives are showing that PWB is a dynamic phenomenon that arises
continuously and within specific daily life contexts (Sonnentag, 2015). The driving force
behind this process-oriented paradigm shift comes from statistical underpinnings in
quantitative psychology, which are paving the way towards investigating PWB as a
process.
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Quantitative underpinnings
Along with the proliferation of mHealth research, current headway in exploring
individual differences in PWB research has been made possible by quantitative studies
in the field of developmental psychology. Contemporary developmental methodologists
argue that individual differences in both long-term changes and short-term variability are
key aspects of our everyday lives, yet most of our founding psychological literature has
grossly overlooked behavior in the short-term (Nesselroade, 1991). As an overview,
Table 2-1 presents the key quantitative terminologies for developmental change,
including: inter-individual change (IEC), intra-individual change (IIC), inter-individual
variation (IEV), intra-individual variability (IIV), dynamic processes, and dynamic
attributes. Readers should orient themselves to this section by carefully reviewing these
definitions. It should be noted that this perspective is informed by Ram and Gerstof’s
(2009) theory of IIV which statistically parses apart the momentary person-specific
experiences of net-IIV/dynamic characteristics (i.e., non-time-structured change patterns
across the momentary timescale) and time-structured-IIV/dynamic processes (i.e.,
sequentially unfolding change patterns across the momentary timescale; see Table 2-1).
As noted above, the majority of psychological research has taken a populationlevel, or top-down (detailed later) approach to assessment in which relations among
variables are primarily examined at the group-level (i.e., IEC and IEV), and all
assessments of change and variance are made in reference to aggregate behavior. Topdown approaches limit research by neglecting momentary timescale changes (i.e., IIC),
and within-person variability (i.e., IIV). For instance, quantitative investigations show that
IEV analyses yield different results than similar IIV studies, which may lead to bias or
misinterpretation (Molenaar, 2004). Moreover, analyses have shown that “individuals
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who manifest intraindividual variability tend to differ from themselves over time as much
as they differ from each other at a given time” (Nesselroade, 1991). In terms of
understanding change, this means that how a person differs from themselves, both
across time points, and across contexts, is as or more important as how a person differs
from someone else. Idiographic researchers argue it is necessary to capture personspecific measures (i.e., IIV) alongside cross-person comparisons (i.e., IEV): “To the
extent that IIV features differ between people, indicates important differences worth
exploring” (Gest, Molloy, & Ram, 2015). In short, the quantitative literature indicates an
immense value in looking at both momentary and long-term timescale differences in
psychological experiences, including PWB.

Table 2-1: Quantitative terminology for developmental change.
Table 1.1. Quantitative terminology for developmental change
Term
Definition
Long-term timescale change Change occurring across a broad timescale, such as months,
years, decades, lifetimes.
Momentary timescale change Change occurring across moment-to-moment timescales, such
as hours, minutes, seconds.
Inter-individual change (IEC) Long-term timescale change at the group-level, typically
defined as changes that are enduring and developmental.
Intra-individual change (IIC)
Long-term timescale change at the person-level, typically
defined as changes that are enduring and developmental.
Inter-individual variation (IEV) Long-term timescale variability at the group-level, which is net
(non-time-structured) variation between individuals.
Intra-individual variability (IIV) Momentary timescale variability at the person-level,
characterized as the time-structured ebb and flow of present
experience, defined below as dynamic attributes and dynamic
processes.
Dynamic attributes Net (non-time-structured) change patterns across the
(net-IIV)
momentary timescale, at the person-level; these changes are
not systematically ordered in relation to time, and are
quantified using measures such as intra-individual standard
deviation (iSD).
Dynamic processes Time-structured change patterns across the momentary
(time-structured IIV) timescale, at the person-level; these changes are
systematically ordered with respect to time, and are quantified
using time-series or dynamical model parameters (e.g.,
regulation).

Example
3-month length of an intervention.
Hours across which daily levels of positive affect changes.
An aggregate trajectory of pre-to-post intervention
emotional change.
A person-specific trajectory of pre-to-post intervention
emotional change.
How a person-specific trajectory of pre-to-post intervention
emotional change varies from the aggregate trajectory.
How an individual’s emotions vary from hour to hour.

A person’s general level of momentary variation in
emotional change, measured in terms of lability.

A person’s moment-to-moment patterns of emotion
regulation.
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Person-specific characteristics of PWB
Quantitative findings in process-oriented research have also uncovered dynamic,
person-specific characteristics of psychological functioning that are highly applicable to
understanding PWB as a process. One such characteristic that has been heavily studied
in developmental psychology is net-IIV (more informally referred in the literature as IIV;
Ram & Gerstorf, 2009). Net-IIV, typically measured as intra-individual standard
deviation, is an important measure of individual differences that can be considered a
trait-like variable capable of predicting future outcomes. For instance, evidence shows
that stable-levels of net-IIV in positive affect in older adults (70-80 years old) predict
higher levels of self-regulation for this age group, during the typical course of
positive/negative daily events, as compared to younger adults (20-30 years old; Röcke &
Smith, 2009).
As applied to PWB, researchers may capitalize on these findings to explore how
net-IIV in elements of PWB can predict long-term growth and success in PWB
intervention (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013). To illustrate, one might hypothesize that
people with high net-IIV in positive emotion may be more strongly impacted by PWB
intervention, based on prior findings that people with high net-IIV in affective states have
higher levels of openness to experience (Eid & Diener, 1999). Based on this hypothesis,
Figure 2-1 offers a hypothetical depiction of how we may observe (1) pre-to-post PWB
intervention growth in positive emotion (black lines), and (2) daily net-IIV in positive
emotion on a momentary-time-scale (colored lines; note that higher net-IIV corresponds
to more widely fluctuating colored lines). This shows how two people with different levels
of daily net-IIV in positive emotion may change differentially over the course of an
intervention: the person in the right panel illustrates a hypothesis that people with higher
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net-IIV in elements of PWB, such as positive emotion, will benefit more from intervention
in terms exhibiting higher increases in positive emotion. Thus, net-IIV can give us an indepth, real-world understanding of the behavior of people undergoing PWB intervention,
which illuminates when to tailor programs differentially in order to reach more people,
more effectively.

Figure 2-1: Person-specific change: momentary timescale variation (colored lines,
observed data across 6 daily measures, for each of 56 days of study) and long-term
timescale growth (black lines, model-predicted growth averaged across 56 days of
study) for two different intervention participants

Expanding from the research on net-IIV to the broader category of IIV (both net
and time-structured aspects), longitudinal researchers have started working to identify a
set of sufficient dynamic characteristics that collectively can help us define the unique
dynamic profiles specific to each person. To date, studies have found three specific
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components of IIV change to be sufficient for describing the widely varying patterns of
individual differences with which core affect changes over time (Kuppens, Oravecz &
Tuerlinckx, 2010). These dynamic characteristics can be successfully mapped onto a
variety of statistical process model parameters (Pettersson et al., 2013), including time
series and differential equation model parameters (Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman, &
Tuerlinckx, 2015). Specifically, these net- and time-structured-IIV characteristics (all
occurring over the momentary timescale; see Table 2-1), are defined as: (1) changes in
baseline: a time-structured change pattern that represents how much a person’s
average levels of psychological experience changes in the relative long-term, and
whether this change is positive, negative, or zero; (2) net-IIV: a non-time-structured
change pattern that represents how dramatically or imperceptibly a person’s level of
psychological experience fluctuates in momentary experience; and (3) regulation: a timestructure change pattern that represents how quickly or slowly a person returns to their
baseline levels of experience. As an aside, we note that there is a diverse body of
literature on the multifaceted possible meanings of IIV (for more detail see e.g., Ram &
Gerstorf, 2009), and to clarify we specifically define IIV in our present context as
variability that represents a person-level characteristic. We recognize that IIV may also
capture an environment-level characteristic (i.e., environmental volatility, turbulent life
circumstances, etc.), which is impossible to separate from person-level variability from
this measure alone. With this in mind, we recommend measuring IIV alongside other
measures of environmental experience to avoid misleading inferential assumptions.
To illustrate the utility of these dynamic characteristics in application, a study
might investigate whether different people undergoing the same PWB intervention
experience intraindividual differences – or, different kinds of longitudinal changes –
between the beginning and end of the intervention. Figure 2-2 is a sample illustration of
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(1) pre-to-post intervention changes in baseline PWB, and (2) differences in these
characteristics per person. Thus, we observe two participants who experience individual
differences in baseline levels, and baseline changes, over the course of the intervention
study. For participant 1 the majority of their positive emotion reports fall within the middle
range of the scale, over the duration of the study, with no substantial change in baseline
occurring during the intervention period. For participant 2, their baseline level starts
slightly lower than participant 1, however the baseline slightly decreases during the
intervention, and then continues to increase more dramatically after the intervention is
completed. Such patterns suggest that participant 2 experienced positive effects from
the intervention.

Figure 2-2: Person-specific dynamic characteristic of baseline, for pre-, during-, and
post-intervention time periods. Between-person differences in momentary timescale
changes of baseline levels of positive emotion (positive emotion, colored lines of
observed data across each day of study), across 56 days of study.
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Figure 2-3 is a sample illustration of (1) fluctuations in PWB experience (net-IIV) over
the course of an intervention, and (2) differences in these characteristics per person.
Similar to the previous figure, we observe two participants who experience individual
differences in net-IIV levels, and net-IIV changes, over the course of the intervention
study. Thus, participant 1 exhibits relatively high levels of variation that remain stable
during and after the intervention. Conversely, participant 3 exhibits low levels of variation
that spike during the intervention study, and then decrease again after the intervention is
completed. Such patterns raise the possibility that participant 3 experienced negative
effects from the intervention.

Figure 2-3: Person-specific dynamic characteristic of net-intra-individual variation (netIIV), for pre-, during-, and post-intervention time periods. Between-person differences in
momentary timescale levels of variation (positive emotion, colored lines of observed data
across each day of study), across 56 days of study.
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Figure 2-4: Person-specific dynamic characteristic of regulation, for pre-, during-, and
post-intervention time periods. Between-person differences in momentary timescale
changes in the rate at which people return to baseline (positive emotion, colored lines of
observed data across each day of study), across 56 days of study.
Figure 2-4 is a sample illustration of (1) pre-to-post intervention experiences of
regulation, in terms of how quickly a person returns to their PWB baseline, and (2)
differences in these characteristics per person. Once more we see two participants
experiencing individual differences in regulation, and changes in regulation, over the
course of the intervention study. Again, participant 1 exhibits a relatively consistently
spiked pattern that indicates a quick return to baseline, which is maintained over the
course of the intervention. Participant 4 however exhibits an inconsistent spiked pattern
before intervention, which changes and smoothes out during and after the intervention –
suggesting that the intervention helped improve positive emotion regulation in participant
4. Together these sufficient characteristics paint a dynamic profile of each person,
unique to their individual attributes for each characteristic.
In broader application to psychological science, the above characteristics have
been used to sufficiently describe the major processes contributing to individual
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differences in dynamic phenomena such as daily affective experiences (Kuppens,
Oravecz & Tuerlinckx, 2010). These indicators have also been linked to personality
types (Oravecz, Tuerlinckx, & Vanderkerckhove, 2011), affect dynamics in psychiatric
disorders (Westerman et al., 2017), and age-related differences in affect dynamics
(Wood et al., 2017). The present study hypothesizes that such individual differences
must also exist in PWB experience, due to PWB’s theoretical overlap with affective
experience: positive emotion is a core component of PWB that has already been found
to exhibit similar dynamic characteristics as positive affect (Fredrickson & Losada,
2005). Overall, we argue that that PWB intervention science can benefit from studying all
elements of PWB in terms of these three sufficient dynamic characteristics, to
investigate how different elements of PWB may or may not share the same dynamic
features. A better understanding of these dynamic characteristics may enable
researchers to more fully understand what constitutes both healthy and unhealthy
experiences of PWB. Due the limitations of our most prevalent statistical methods, we
have been unable to more deeply study these dynamic characteristics until now.
Expanding from the research on individual differences in dynamic PWB
characteristics, the next section considers how these dynamic characteristics may
change over time – and the role that PWB interventions play in the process.

b. Background theory on how PWB changes
A second goal of contemporary PWB intervention science is to elucidate how
PWB experience changes over time, and in the context of PWB intervention. In this
section we consider the growing literature on PWB intervention response, and the
mechanisms that underpin PWB change. Taking a process-oriented perspective, we
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hypothesize that effective PWB interventions incite responses that are processes, in and
of themselves, that lead to changes in dynamic PWB characteristics over time. Before
discussing current research on PWB intervention response, we begin by briefly
introducing the driving force behind these responses: two main types of PWB
intervention practices.

Categories of PWB intervention content
Two of the most widely recognized and validated PWB intervention practices
involve daily-level practices, which have an ongoing impact on PWB (Mind and Life
Education Research Network (MLERN): et al., 2012). (1) Contemplative practices are
defined as mental trainings for cultivating positive mental skills, through daily practice,
and are aimed at enhancing PWB and fostering health (Davidson et al., 2012).
Contemplative practices – including meditation, mindfulness, yoga, tai chi, and qi gong –
involve sustained daily disciplines, which positively influence PWB processes such as
attentional regulation and emotion regulation (Ekman, Davidson, Ricard, & Wallace,
2005; Roeser, 2013). Contemplative practices have been used to effectively improve
neurological, psychological and behavioral functioning, including PWB (Urry et al.,
2004). (2) Positive practices are defined as intentional positive activities that are
repeated regularly and aim to stimulate behaviors and thoughts associated with highlevels of PWB. Such positive interventions involve practices specifically for building
gratitude, forgiveness, strengths, meaning, empathy, and courage (Layous, Chancellor,
Lyubomirsky, Wang, & Doraiswamy, 2011). Positive practices have been effectively
used to reduce depression and anxiety, and improve PWB (Seligman, Steen, Park, &
Peterson, 2005). Both contemplative and positive practices aim to cultivate positive
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changes PWB, with a growing evidence base to substantiate their efficacy (Ricard, Lutz,
& Davidson, 2014; Layous, Nelson, Oberle, Schonert-Reichl, & Lyubomirsky, 2012;
Schueller & Parks, 2012).

Studying change in PWB intervention
Contemporary PWB intervention studies are beginning to explore whether PWB
interventions with contemplative and positive practices can effectively change, or
positively alter, PWB experience over time. Prior research has largely studied the
outcomes of PWB interventions in terms of aggregate PWB measures. For example:
randomized control studies have quantified high positive effects of mindfulness based
stress reduction programs on aggregate-level PWB (Cohen’s d effect size = 0.5;
Grossman, Niemann, Schmidt, & Walach, 2004); and meta-analyses show that a various
positive practices have also positively impacted PWB on an aggregate level (standard
mean difference = 0.34; Consolvo, McDonald, & Landay, 2009). Despite our theoretical
advancement from aggregate-level prior studies, research continues to show that
meaningful dynamic patterns are missed in cross-sectional intervention data. By using
cross-sectional data, or even data from two or three time points (Krapp, 2002), we ignore
the timeline along which intervention response processes unfold – a fundamental
component to understanding how interventions work (Hertzog & Nesselroade, 2003). For
instance, overlooking the time-course of intervention response processes introduces
oversights such as (1) neglecting the effects of different training components (e.g., the
effect of mindfulness practices in week 1, versus gratitude practices in week 2 gratitude),
and (2) preventing a proper understanding of contextual moderators (e.g. the effect of
negative affective experiences) – which we discuss further below as a potentially highly
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valuable for explicating heterogeneous interventions responses.
A growing number of studies are averting the issues of cross-sectional PWB
intervention response data by using longitudinal intervention studies that enable dynamic
measurement. For instance, recent findings suggest that positive and contemplative
practices can effectively change PWB experience over time, for instance by increasing
one’s moment-to-moment engagement (Seligman, Steen, Park, & Peterson, 2005;
Schueller & Parks, 2012). These studies are valuable in allowing us to flesh out the time
course, and specific behavioral patterns, involved in intervention change. Moreover, the
broader literature on behavioral intervention points to a deeper value in assessing
intervention change as part of a meaningful adaptive process in and of itself
(Zimmerman 2000) – which we consider next.

Learning as a dynamic response
The present study draws from the process-oriented literature on learning in
intervention, to hypothesize that longitudinal changes resulting from PWB interventions
are in fact a part of a meaningful process in and of themselves. Emerging theories in
longitudinal PWB intervention studies are newly identifying the theoretical processes
linked to dynamic intervention response (Schmitz & Wiese, 2006). A modest but growing
number of qualitative and quantitative studies have substantiated theories about the
intervention response as a measureable process of learning – defined as the experience
of transformational changes that reorganize an existing state or pattern into an entirely
different state or pattern (i.e., changes in baseline, IIV, and regulation; Ram & Gerstorf,
2009). Here, learning is considered a cumulative and ongoing process that (1) results
from an intervention program altering the patterns in dynamic processes of outcome
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measures, and (2) depends on previous learning, previous forgetting, and current
situational factors (Schmitz & Wiese, 2006). Moreover, the learning state is viewed as an
overarching process, comprised of sequences of subcomponent processes.
Specific to PWB intervention science, current findings support the application of
this theory – i.e., intervention response as a learning process – to the field of PWB.
Evidence suggests that successful mental trainings work by initiating learning processes
that, like exercise, involve a lifelong strengthening of PWB functioning processes. For
instance, Davidson and Schuyler (2015) propose that effective PWB interventions work
through instigating a process of skill building – akin to learning – comprised of four
subcomponent processes, namely: the cultivation of resilience, gratitude, outlook, and
attention. Although much remains unknown about PWB learning processes (as well as
their link to PWB change mechanisms, discussed next), process-oriented PWB
intervention scientists are now working to flesh out theories of the intervention response
as a learning process, to better understand and help optimize outcomes.
The present study argues that PWB intervention science can benefit from more
in-depth longitudinal studies of PWB intervention that meaningfully capture how dynamic
PWB characteristics change over time, to indicate whether learning is occurring over the
course of PWB intervention. A better understanding of longitudinal changes (or lack of
changes) in dynamic PWB characteristics during intervention may enable researchers to
identify specific PWB intervention practices that instill the most learning – and, ultimately
the kinds of practices that instill sustainable, ongoing, and cumulative skill cultivation
(e.g., lasting cultivation of PWB). Although the field would benefit from more in depth
assessment of longitudinal PWB change, further progress in this direction has been
hindered by limitations in our prevailing statistical methods.
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To further explore the causes of PWB change during intervention, the following
section presents a third line of research into how PWB intervention practices impact
PWB. Namely, this section explores the current theories about the change mechanisms
– which we hypothesize are implicit in the learning process – by which PWB
interventions lead to more positive PWB functioning.

c. Background theory on how PWB intervention practices work and impact PWB
processes
A third goal of modern PWB intervention research is to more deeply understand
how PWB intervention practices work. Foundational research has shown that various
practices can facilitate positive PWB change for adults of all developmental ages.
Currently, newer studies also indicate that the most effective practices take root by
targeting change at the momentary level (Biswas-Diener, Kashdan, & Minhas, 2011).
Such changes in momentary intervention experience have been overlooked in studies
that employ longer-term assessments (e.g., monthly or yearly measures). Here we
discuss the research into the mechanisms of change involved in PWB intervention – with
consideration for process-oriented perspectives.

Three key mechanisms of change
As discussed earlier, the present study supports the hypothesis that PWB
interventions succeed by inciting the intervention response process of learning (Schmitz
& Wiese, 2006). Separate but complimentary lines of PWB intervention research are
investigating how successful PWB interventions work in terms of key mechanisms of
change. Unlike the theory of one overarching intervention response process with
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subcomponent processes (i.e., learning, see above), PWB change mechanism theories
typically describe more specific causal factors that function as key ingredients in
successful PWB interventions. Moreover, change mechanisms are multifaceted,
meaning they may operate in tandem with other change mechanisms, depending on the
intervention, and they may target one or multiple aspects of PWB. For example, positive
practice interventions have been shown to target the mechanism of improving cognitive
evaluations – in terms of increased levels of satisfaction in weekly events over time –
which have been shown to lead to positive changes in multiple elements of PWB
including positive emotions, meaning, and relationships (Dickerhoof, 2007).
With caution that the literature on PWB change mechanisms is still formative, we
highlight three of the most pertinent causal factors emerging from the research: (1)
increased seeing/acting on the positive, i.e., improving one’s ability to notice positive
experiences and to simultaneously savor them (Garland et al., 2015); (2) increased
cognitive evaluations, i.e., fostering a more positive interpretation of one’s life events
(Peters, Flink, Boersma & Linton, 2010); and (3) increased present-moment awareness,
i.e., strengthened ability pay attention to present-moment experience without rumination
or mind wandering (Vago & David, 2012). To reiterate, one or more of the above
mechanisms may be involved in a successful PWB intervention, differentially leading to
improvements across various elements of PWB.
Up until now, research into these mechanisms of change has been largely limited
by the fact that few studies have investigated PWB change mechanisms from a processoriented perspective. However, recent longitudinal studies of PWB change mechanisms
are beginning to assess how PWB interventions work over momentary timescales
(Kuppens, 2015), and to explore whether PWB change mechanisms fall within the
broader process of learning discussed above (Schmitz & Wiese, 2006). This line of study
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brings an exciting potential for addressing our hypothesis that the learning process is a
key ingredient, comprised of other multifaceted change mechanisms, that is necessary
for PWB intervention success. Through understanding the processes implicated in PWB
intervention response we can begin to identify programs that are most effective for
improving PWB, and to explore ways of tailoring content that is optimally beneficial in
specific contexts. As with other computationally sophisticated research questions, our
investigation into these processes has been held back by common statistical limitations
The next and final part of this section discusses how the process-oriented line of
PWB intervention science is making headway in assessing heterogeneous outcomes.
This literature reveals how moderating factors lead to multifaceted PWB intervention
responses at the momentary level.

d. Background theory on heterogeneous experiences PWB intervention
A fourth line of contemporary PWB intervention research aims to more deeply
understand heterogeneous experiences during PWB intervention. At the simplest level,
findings show that PWB interventions lead to considerable variation in PWB outcomes of
participants in the same study (Holman, Johnson, & O'Connor, 2018). These diverging
outcomes result from the fact that intervention participants are inherently heterogeneous
on any number of personal or environmental moderator variables, leading to variation in
their behavior during intervention. In other words, the presence of certain moderator
variables may influence how much a person benefits from a particular PWB intervention.
As such, understanding the moderating factors that account for this outcome variation
may be useful in improving PWB intervention efficacy.
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PWB intervention response heterogeneity. In the clinical literature, diverging
intervention outcomes and their moderating factors have been investigated under the
term treatment response heterogeneity in studies that explore how different subgroups
of intervention participants may preferentially benefit from specific types of treatment
(Norbury & Seymour, 2018). These studies measure treatment response heterogeneity
in terms of variation in levels of intervention outcomes such as biomarkers of
physiological functioning (Saiman, Mayer-Hamblett, Campbell, & Marshall, 2005), and
have identified various moderators of this variation including age, sex, diet/exercise, and
drug habits (Goldstein, Need, Singh, & Sisodiya, 2007). Similarly, PWB intervention
science is beginning to amass a body of evidence regarding the diverse moderating
variables that influence PWB intervention outcomes. Here we review an emerging
literature on moderators of what is termed here: PWB intervention response
heterogeneity.
Moderators of PWB intervention response heterogeneity have been empirically
observed across both contemplative and positive practices. The various kinds of
observed moderators range from characteristics of the intervention (i.e., dosage, timing,
sequence, delivery platform) to characteristics of the person (i.e., motivation, beliefs,
personality, baseline PWB, perceived support, demographics; Lyubomirsky & Layous,
2013). For example, a particular PWB intervention study with contemplative practices
found that participants who were free of depressive or mental disorder symptoms
benefitted more, in terms of positive, aggregate level changes in PWB, from yoga than
participants who exhibited these symptoms (Klatte, Pabst, Beelmann, & Rosendahl,
2016). Another PWB intervention study with positive practices found that participants
with the following moderators exhibited more positive changes in PWB at the aggregate
level than individuals without: depression, older age, and self-selection into study (Sin &
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Lyubomirsky, 2009). A third intervention study with positive practices showed
participants benefitted most (on average) with the following moderators: high baseline
scores in happiness, depressive symptoms, middle range values on PWB scores (i.e.,
values that are neither low nor high; Versluis et al., 2016). In the examples above,
depression acts as both a positive and negative moderator across different PWB
intervention studies, with different intervention content. Such findings highlight the fact
that the PWB intervention literature can point to different moderators of PWB
intervention response heterogeneity, from study to study – possibly leading to
contradictory and problematic inference. Such contradictory findings motivate nuanced
approaches to research on intervention response heterogeneity, discussed next.

Deeper understandings of heterogeneity
To promote more nuanced research on intervention response heterogeneity,
without propagating misleading/contradictory inference, the field is now tackling two
primary criticisms of early PWB intervention research.
Firstly, critics argue that many prior studies are incapable of gaining nuanced
information about heterogeneity because they are based on collapsed data. Conversely,
process-oriented researchers are beginning to explore how heterogeneous PWB
intervention responses arise within a specific context (Sonnetag, 2015), which is
dynamically unfolding alongside specific moderator variables – like motivation, personal
characteristics, and environmental factors – that also unfold moment-to-moment
(Busseri & Sadava, 2013). Studies now show that overlooking the time-course of
intervention response processes can prevent a proper understanding of contextual
moderators (e.g. the effect of negative affective experiences) of heterogeneous
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intervention responses. Thus PWB research will benefit most from studying
heterogeneous treatment responses within the particular dynamic context of each
intervention and its interplay of specific moderators.
Secondly, critics argue that it is difficult (if not impossible) to compare outcomes
across different PWB intervention studies, due to the heterogeneity across a multitude of
specific PWB intervention implementations. The issue here is that different PWB
intervention practices represent largely heterogeneous practices with vastly different
delivery platforms – which naturally impact people differently (Chiesa, 2014). In short,
contradictory findings across interventions may have nothing to do with person-specific
moderators and, due to an infinite number of underlying factors, the root causes of these
contradictions may be impossible to identify. As a result, subsets of early PWB literature
have been criticized for comparing moderators of heterogeneity across different PWB
intervention studies, thus risking overgeneralized findings (Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015).
A growing number of researchers argue that, since all PWB interventions are the same,
we cannot soundly draw inferences across interventions without first accounting for each
intervention’s population, delivery platform, and contextual factors that influence
intervention responses (Van Dam et al., 2018). Thus, implementation scientists in the
field of behavioral intervention are spurring an initiative to reign in overgeneralized
intervention comparisons (Glasgow et al., 2012), and publish more contextualized
inferences that specifically assess particular implementations, with particular
participants, and particular moderator variables (Moir, 2018). In short, we can make
great headway by taking a systematic approach to investigating heterogeneous
responses to specific implementations – case-by-case, population-by-population – rather
than spreading overly simplistic comparisons.
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Current lines of research on PWB intervention response heterogeneity will
benefit future researchers and participants. By increasing our understanding of PWB
intervention response heterogeneity, and related moderating factors, their science
enables practitioners and researchers to choose more effective interventions and to
optimize programs for particular groups of people (Goldstein, Need, Singh, & Sisodiya,
2007). More nuanced knowledge of heterogeneity from both a dynamic perspective, and
an implementation-specific perspective, will allow us to maximize participant benefit and
also avoid negative consequences.

Synthesis of section
To recap, this first overarching section has provided a broad theoretical overview
of the current state of PWB intervention science. We have considered four key lines of
process-oriented research, namely those focused on: (1) PWB functioning, (2) PWB
intervention response, (3) how PWB intervention practices work, and (4) heterogeneity in
PWB intervention experience. The next main section of this study presents two key
outstanding questions arising from these contemporary pursuits in the field of PWB
intervention science, and the need for new quantitative approaches to answer them.

3. Outstanding questions and the need for new approaches
mHealth tools are increasingly facilitating the assessment and delivery of PWB
intervention in everyday life contexts, which brings a growing need for new statistical
approaches to keep with these methods. mHealth research offers one of the best (and
only) methodological solutions for answering process-oriented research questions, and
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can help strengthen our ability to more deeply understand PWB functioning.
Developmental researchers are increasingly using mHealth for its evidence-based
benefits in longitudinal research, namely through producing ILD (defined above). To
reiterate, the key advantages of ILD include allowing for simultaneous assessment of
psychological processes, as they unfold over both momentary and long-term timescales
– and a more nuanced understanding of their dynamic nature.
Despite this surge in PWB intervention research, preserving the integrity of our
findings is an ever-present challenge – particularly when the risks of misinterpretation
are heightened by the fact that non-scientific audiences are increasingly seeking out the
literature. PWB intervention is skyrocketing in the media, with a range of findings that
have been widely acclaimed in public spheres including business, education, and
healthcare settings (Williams & Kabat-Zinn, 2011; Hülsheger, Alberts, Feinholdt & Lang,
2013). An informal Google Scholar search of “psychological well-being intervention” in
academic publications produced 118,000 results for the years 2010-2019, compared to
50,000 results for the years 2000-2009. Consequently, there is a growing need for the
field to find sound statistical approaches that can handle evolving practical and
theoretical issues without compromising our data (Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015). The
following portion of this study is dedicated to discussing two central and overarching
questions that remain unanswered in the field of PWB intervention science, and the
statistical challenges impeding them.

a. Question 1: How can we best preserve the integrity of dynamic PWB inference?
The first outstanding question we will consider is: how do we preserve the
integrity of dynamic PWB inference? Researchers are challenged to conduct quality
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assurance of statistical inferences, while navigating the demands and features of new
ecologically valid tools for measuring PWB. It is increasingly important to be able
perform ongoing and trustworthy assessments of our longitudinal data – e.g., replicable,
error free, unbiased, low uncertainty – for measures gathered with such ecologically
valid tools. Due to the rapid evolution of these tools – which have varied measurement
issues that have already been studied and still require troubleshooting – these platforms
will inevitably continue to present uncharted methodological challenges over time, which
will only accumulate if overlooked. Unfortunately, a central reason why researchers
cannot confidently approach dynamic inference is due to limitations in our most common
statistical approaches. Below we discuss the statistical limitations that keep
contemporary PWB researchers from straightforwardly producing high-quality dynamic
inference. First, we briefly define the most prominent ecologically valid methods for
contemporary research, to give context for this discussion.

i. mHealth assessment and intervention tools
With the proliferation of mHealth technology, there are numerous research
methods and intervention platforms available for capturing and intervening on dynamic
psychological data, such as PWB, in everyday life contexts. Briefly, we summarize the
current main categories of “daily life research tools”. Firstly, ecological momentary
assessment (EMA) – known by various terms including slice of life methods and
experience sampling methods (ESM) – is one such category of flexible methods for
assessment via a variety of easily accessible technology-based delivery tools (e.g.,
smartphones, mobile tablets, wristband monitors; Smyth et al., 2017). The following
features distinguish these methods: prompts are delivered (and measurements
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collected) repeatedly, in “real time”, and in a person’s natural setting; yielding ILD
(Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008; Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013). Secondly, ecological
momentary intervention (EMI) – also known by various terms including mHealth (Kelly et
al., 2012; Consolvo, McDonald, & Landay, 2009) – is capable of extending beyond
assessment to deliver interventions. Similar to assessment tools, EMI platforms deliver
interventions to people as they go about their everyday lives (for more on EMI see Heron
& Smyth, 2010). Thirdly, when combined, ecological momentary assessment and
intervention (EMAI) – also under the terminology of mHealth – is capable of evaluating
and targeting the same processes, on momentary timescales. Note, for more information
on these ecological tools researchers may consult various comprehensive resources in
the literature (see, Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2009; Moskowitz & Young, 2006; Shiffman,
Stone, & Hufford, 2008; Smyth & Heron, 2014). For the purposes of the present study,
we refer to these ecologically valid assessment and intervention tools under the umbrella
term of mHealth.
Advantages. mHealth tools are one of the primary sources of data for bottom-up
assessment in psychological intervention science, and can strengthen our ability to more
deeply understand PWB functioning and intervention response. A key advantage for
assessment is that these tools improve ecological validity of measures by reducing recall
bias due to real-time monitoring, avoiding generalizability issues via person-specific
analysis, and producing ILD to facilitate nuanced dynamic assessment of an individual
across momentary time scales (Barta et al., 2012). Beyond assessment, mHealth
methods offer many advantages for intervention. Namely, these tools help improve the
promotion of PWB in a person’s daily life by offering accessible low (or no) cost,
unobtrusive, reinforcing, daily life tools (Heron & Smyth, 2010); bridging health
disparities to reach diverse populations worldwide through reusable and far-reaching
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tools (Muñoz, 2010); and intensively monitoring within-person experiences to promote
efficacy through the monitoring participant adherence and tailoring/adapting intervention
content (Walls & Schafer, 2006).
Given the above advantages, mHealth tools offer researchers a unique platform
for PWB intervention maturation, through continual refinement of interventions based on
interactive feedback, and the ability to accumulate knowledge from study to study.
However, the capacity of these tools to reach their full potential and enable such
maturation depends on whether they are accompanied by sound quantitative
assessment. Unfortunately PWB researchers commonly employ statistical methods that
incur practical and theoretical limitations for dynamic data assessment, thus risking
misleading inference from this data, and preventing meaningful intervention/research
maturation.
Next, we discuss limitations of the most common statistical methods for
assessing ecologically valid data, and the need for new methods that help us avoid
compromising the quality of our inference.

ii. Statistical challenges for mHealth inference
To date, researchers are still seeking statistical methods that can better handle
mHealth assessment and intervention data (i.e., ILD), and promote PWB intervention
maturation without compromising the quality of subsequent inference. Broadly, the
statistical issues for mHealth research methods are related to practical limitations of
being unable to accumulate information, and theoretical limitations of being challenged
by the inability to make straightforward statistical inference. Below we consider the
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practical and theoretical issues that threaten our ability to preserve the quality of our
dynamic PWB inference.
Barriers to accumulating information. Firstly from a practical standpoint, the
inability of classical statistical approaches to accumulate information is one of the most
common roadblocks hindering quality of our dynamic PWB inference. Accumulating
knowledge is a fundamental component of scientific advancement: empirical literature
inherently progresses through scientific “chains” wherein previous findings are
incorporated into current investigations (Zhang et al., 2007). Studies that neglect to
accumulate information compromise the reliability and replicability of their findings. As
introduced above, one of the most desirable features of mHealth tools is their capability
to facilitate PWB intervention maturation through interactive feedback that facilitates
continual refinement of interventions. However, researchers are limited in their ability to
capitalize on this advantage because common statistical methods are unable to
incorporate: (a) past information about findings and measurement issues in prior studies,
and (b) unfolding information about findings and measurement issues with brand new
ecological technology.
In regards to the former issue (a), most researchers do not commonly employ
statistical methods that incorporate lessons learned from past findings into present
studies. Classical statistical models that are founded on classical statistical significance
testing principles have no way to straightforwardly include prior information directly into
present analysis. This is problematic particularly for research studies with big data from
real-time monitoring, when we risk losing substantial amounts of knowledge by not
carrying forward information from study to study. Such methods that discard information
may at best require retesting the same study over and over, and at worst introduce
misleading inference that overlooks “lost” findings. Thus, because common statistical
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approaches to PWB research have no systemic way of accumulating the results of our
ecological research, these approaches impact the reliability of our mHealth analyses
(Walker, Gustafson, & Frimer, 2007).
Moreover, regarding the latter issue (b), traditional statistical methods cannot
flexibly monitor our ecological data and update our evidence as it unfolds in real-time,
particularly in complex dynamic models (Rouder, 2014). Classical statistical significance
testing cannot be enacted dynamically, rather it is performed only after completion of
data collection – any “dynamic” updating would require supplementary two-step datacollections, which introduce multiple sources of error (see earlier discussion). Moreover,
the inflexibility to account for real-time evidence is particularly problematic for dynamic
assessment where the volume of evidence takes on a much larger scale, and where the
speed at which evidence accumulates is much faster. Thus, two-step approaches risk
losing larger quantities of information in dynamic assessment, compared to typical data
collection. This is especially concerning for mHealth, since as technology continues to
evolve rapidly, with unpredictable issues emerging in real-time, there is a growing need
to conduct rigorous real-time monitoring/assessment of our data (Mohr, Cheung,
Schueller, Brown, & Duan, 2013; Luxton, McCann, Bush, Mishkind, & Reger, 2011). In
short, since common statistical methods lack the capacity to accumulate knowledge and
ongoingly monitoring new findings, they cannot keep pace with our daily life research
tools, leaving field unable to soundly monitor the quality of our inferences from ecological
data, over time.
Issues in inference. Secondly from a theoretical standpoint, common statistical
approaches impede straightforward inference from our model results, which becomes a
larger hindrance for mHealth research with high-dimensional dynamic data.
Such inferential barriers to quality assurance result from the operating theoretical
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assumptions of classical statistical approaches. To summarize the key inferential
properties of classical statistics: in this framework there is only one true value of any
parameter in the population (i.e., parameters are fixed). Classical statistical models rely
on the assumed properties of sampling distributions – defined by the asymptotic
statistical characteristics of infinite repeated sampling (see, e.g., McElreath, 2016) –
when estimating these “fixed” parameters. Consequently, parameter estimates in the
classical framework are evaluated by statistical significance testing, which test the
estimated relationship between our variables of interest with the underlying assumption
that there is “no relationship” in the general population. Thus, estimated parameters
must be interpreted in terms of unintuitive sampling distribution properties rather than in
straightforward probabilistic statements. For example, classical statistical significance
tests evaluate hypotheses about parameter values based on probability values (pvalues), which can only test the probability of observing data of equal or more extreme
value, assuming the null is true. Thus, classical statistical parameter estimates must be
interpreted based on the complex properties of sampling distributions, and cannot be
interpreted in terms of the probability that the parameter falls within a certain range of
values, which is far more intuitive. Consequently, because classical statistical methods
do not straightforwardly incorporate probability into inference – rather, they are based on
long-run probabilistic statements – this results in several problematic features for
theoretical inference, including: (a) no probabilistic information about parameter
estimates, (b) limited measures of uncertainty, (c) no probabilistic hypothesis tests, and
(d) discarded null results.
(a) Firstly, classical statistical methods do not yield intuitive probabilistic
information about parameter estimates. Due to its inferential properties above, classical
statistical models can only interpret the “significance” of a parameter estimate, with the
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assumed goal of estimating one true point value in the population – rather than an
interval that describes a likely range of values. Although in the, classical framework we
can define for example a 95% confidence interval around the fixed estimate, that is
interpreted as an interval that will contain the “true” (population) parameter 95% of the
time over many repeated samples. Meaning, a confidence interval depicts a probability
based on data that is not collected, but could be collected. Such probabilistic information
drastically differs from the probabilistic statement we intuitively seek, i.e., based on the
data at hand, there is a 95% probability that our parameter lies within a certain interval,
e.g., 5 ± 2.5 units. Thus the lack of straightforward probabilistic parameter statements
yields convoluted and error-prone inference, and contributes to the three following
limitations of classical statistical inference.
(b) Secondly, in addition to the first issue, classical statistical methods do not
measure empirically derived uncertainty about our parameter estimates. In these
models, uncertainty in the parameter estimates is expressed in terms of confidence
intervals, which are based on imaginary repetitions of the data collection/analysis, and
do not take prior uncertainty into account or give a probabilistic insight on the parameter
estimates based on the data at hand. Thus, the classical framework cannot incorporate
prior uncertainty (or certainty) into parameter estimation (van de Schoot et al., 2014).
This lack of probabilistic insight limits the conclusions we are able to make about our
model estimates, and impacts how our results inform future studies.
(c) Relatedly, the classical framework’s counterintuitive approach to hypothesis
testing limits our ability to address probabilistic questions of interest. In short, null
hypothesis significance testing (NHST) relies on long-run probabilistic properties of
sampling distribution theory, meaning that no straightforward probabilistic hypothesis
test exists in the classical statistical framework. Importantly, this prevents us from being
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able to test the probability that an alternative hypothesis is true. The field of psychology
has widely criticized this aspect of NHST for proliferating inferential issues in the
literature that oversimplify and overlook meaningful theoretical hypotheses (Heino,
Vuorre, & Hankonen, 2018).
d) Fourthly, related to the first issue, since classical statistical significance tests
assumes the existence of a null hypothesis in the population, which means that we
cannot prove, or gather evidence in favor of the null. As a result estimated parameter
values within the “null range” of its confidence interval typically go unreported and
remain nonsignificant null findings. For this reason, null findings commonly lead to
irretrievable lost information that may otherwise have informed future studies in the
confident specification of a preliminary model that includes “no relationship” between
variables of interest (van de Schoot & Depaoli, 2014). From an inferential standpoint,
through discarding null estimates, classical statistical models produce the misleading
inference that we have learned nothing significant, when in fact we might have gained
information about an absence of relationship between our variables of interest.

iii. Takeaway
The above discussion illustrates why researchers currently seek answers for how
to ongoingly preserve the quality of our dynamic measures so we can best serve present
and future participants of modern PWB intervention research. In short, this section
discusses how the inferences from our dynamic PWB data remain threatened by two
statistical challenges, namely by: (a) practical roadblocks to accumulating knowledge,
and (b) theoretical roadblocks that threaten to negatively influence our inference.
Although the current state of technology offers many potential benefits for entering a
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person’s everyday life (Walton, & Cohen, 2011), this intimate ground must be tread
lightly, with care not to inadvertently compromise participant experience.
As a solution, this paper suggests that we address outstanding quality assurance
questions for dynamic PWB research by taking proactive initiative in employing adept
statistical methods that can facilitate high-quality inference from our data via (a)
knowledge accumulation and (b) straightforward inference. To facilitate this solution, we
again advocate for the Bayesian statistical framework – which has unique advantages
for promoting and assessing reliability, and for facilitating sound and straightforward
inferences that are less likely to introduce errors. Before introducing this framework and
its advantages, we discuss the second outstanding PWB research question that can also
be addressed in the Bayesian framework.

b. Question 2: How can we best model the dynamics of PWB functioning and
intervention response?
Here we consider a second key outstanding question in PWB intervention
research: how can we best model dynamics PWB characteristics and their changes over
the course of PWB intervention? This remains difficult to answer due to the complexity of
the dynamic models needed to capture temporal PWB patterns. PWB researchers are
challenged to find statistical models that can capture the kinds of PWB processes
discussed above, and that can do so without being hindered by practical limitations of
our most desirable quantitative models. Researchers are looking to the field of
quantitative psychology for new solutions to dynamic measurement, thus in this section
we consider the most viable longitudinal modeling approaches and their challenges.
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i. Longitudinal modeling approaches
With the expansion of intensive longitudinal behavioral research, more and more
quantitative models are being developed and applied to dynamic psychological
phenomena such as PWB processes. As discussed above, ILD can shed light on daily,
within-person processes when assessed with appropriate longitudinal methods capable
of capturing different layers of temporal dynamics (Ram & Gerstorf, 2009; Ram et al.,
2014; Nesselroade, 1991). The most widely used longitudinal methods for ILD generally
fall into one of two categories: top-down methods, or bottom-up methods (Ram, Brose, &
Molenaar, 2013). Although this study advocates for using bottom-up modeling, we begin
by introducing both approaches to motivate our desire for the latter.
Top-down methods. Top-down methods capture development across broad
timescales (i.e., months, years, lifespans) and typically focus on aggregate measures
and group-level trajectories. Top-down models include: multilevel random coefficient
models (including stationary and non-stationary random coefficient models; Hsiao &
Pesaran, 2004; Walls & Schafer, 2006), growth models (including linear, polynomial,
latent basis, exponential, sigmoid, sinusoid, spline models, growth mixture models; Ram
& Grimm, 2015; Depaoli & Boyajian, 2014), and certain structural equation models
(including multiple-group latent difference, latent change, cross-lagged and mixed
models; McArdle, 2009).
Bottom-up methods. Bottom-up methods capture short-term change, or
momentary experience (days, hours, minutes), and typically focus on person-specific
measures. Bottom-up models include: descriptive approaches (including mean squared
successive difference and state-space grids (Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman, &
Tuerlinckx, 2015; Ebner-Priemer & Trull, 2009)); dynamic models (including state space
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models, including p-technique, autoregressive moving average modeling and
multivariate extensions, such as the vector autoregressive, dynamic factor analysis
(Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman, & Tuerlinckx, 2015) and multivariate extensions
(Bringmann et al., 2013), and Hidden Markov Models for discrete outcomes (Hamaker,
Ceulemans, Grasman, & Tuerlinckx, 2015; Ram & Gerstorf, 2009; Langrock et al., 2012;
Zucchini, MacDonald, & Langrock, 2016)); and differential equations models (including
ordinary differential equation models like the oscillator and reservoir models, and
stochastic differential equation models like the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model (Oravecz,
Tuerlinckx, & Vandekerckhove, 2016; Pettersson et al., 2013; Deboeck & Bergeman,
2013).
Given the scope of this paper, we are unable to fully flesh out the details of these
models and researchers interested in more specifics about these two approaches may
consult a range of comprehensive quantitative resources (see citations referenced
above). Here we acknowledge the fact that researchers are faced with a plethora of
statistical models that can be applied to an endless number of theoretical questions
about temporal psychological phenomena. Despite the many dynamic modeling options,
each method comes with varied limitations that strengthen the outstanding question:
what is the best modeling approach for capturing the dynamic characteristics of PWB?
Broadly, this study argues that bottom-up methods are preferable for process-oriented
PWB research, due to the fact that top-down modeling is limited in answering our
contemporary PWB research questions. Below we discuss several key top-down
challenges that underscore our preference for the bottom-up approach.
Top-down challenges. In general, the limiting issues for top-down PWB models
are related to the fact that these approaches risk overlooking and oversimplifying
meaningful dynamic behavioral patterns. In other words, top-down models alone are not
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designed to get at the research questions that contemporary PWB research is most
interested in asking. Below, we present three specific challenges related to the bigger
issue of oversimplification.
(1) Aggregate statistics. Firstly, top-down approaches often focus on discrete
point estimates and reduce data to aggregate statistics. By reducing the data to
aggregate statistics, such as mean and variance, top-down models offer limited
descriptives that cannot help us understand why and how variables interact over time.
To wisely study person-specific change requires acknowledging that methodological
assessments can never be exact, since observed trajectories are merely the realization
of a random process with irreducible uncertainty (i.e., Brownian motion; Ram, Brose, &
Molenaar, 2013). Thus, to ignore or discard uncertainty means reducing a valuable part
of the “fabric” of what we know (Nesselroade, 1991). For example, top-down “beforeand-after” intervention assessments have quantified affective change pre-to-post music
intervention (Randall, Rickard, & Vella-Brodrick, 2014), but these descriptive studies
simply reflect the fact that change took place. They do not proceed to investigate how
changes arose over the courses of the intervention, or why one person may have
succeeded more than another – both of which would help build the integrity of future
interventions. Moreover, many top-down analyses focus on a specific parameter value,
without considering that there may be a distribution of possible parameters, with ranges
of estimates that are equally important in understanding behavioral change amidst the
natural ebbs and flows of everyday life (Nesselroade, 1991).
(2) Stationarity. A second and related issue for process-oriented PWB research
is the problem of top-down models assessing aggregate change and assuming
stationarity. Growth models can explore long-term average change, but not meaningful
short-term dynamics. Most longitudinal behavioral studies and interventions must
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account for the fact that people are always undergoing habituation, learning, and
development — and these processes are inherently non-stationary (Molenaar, 2004).
Non-stationarity can be thought of as one of several change processes, i.e., change
within change, occurring simultaneously at multiple time scales (Ebner-Priemer & Trull,
2009; Hamaker, Kuiper, & Grasman, 2015; Molenaar, 2004; Ram, Brose, & Molenaar,
2013). This presents a challenge for top-down models that typically assume stationarity.
Without extensions for non-stationarity, longitudinal models will introduce bias by
inadequately capturing change patterns (Ram, Brose, & Molenaar, 2013; Ebner-Priemer
& Trull, 2009; Hamaker, Kuiper, & Grasman, 2015).
(3) Overlooking the individual. Lastly, top-down models introduce another
aggregation issue for process-oriented PWB research, due to assessing differences
across people, not within people, and overlooking person-specific processes. Top-down
models rarely separate out person-specific differences, but when they do the individual
is typically compared to aggregate group trends, instead of offering within-person
comparisons to an individual’s behavior at an earlier time. Conversely, bottom-up
methods facilitate a more exploratory approaches to investigating patterns in dynamics –
flexible enough to capable the ebb and flow of a person’s dynamics, rather than taking
an overly-deterministic, or confirmatory approach that defines how variables should
interact and tests pre-defined relations in the data (Ranganathan, Spaiser, Mann, &
Sumpter, 2014).
To summarize, top-down methods may be incapable of handling the most
pertinent research questions at the leading edge of the field, such as: How does PWB
change on a daily basis? How does PWB intervention impact PWB on momentary level?
How are heterogeneous PWB intervention responses dynamically shaped by moderating
factors? To avoid top-down limitations, an increasingly viable solution for researchers is
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to take a bottom-up modeling approach that can first establish dynamic patterns at the
individual level, before comparing them to the patterns of another individual – or group
(Ram, Brose, & Molenaar, 2013). However, along with their advantages, bottom-up
approaches also have unique practical limitations, which researchers must weigh in their
choice of statistical model. Below we parse apart the bottom-up limitations that prevent
us from finding a straightforward statistical solution.

ii. Statistical challenges for bottom-up modeling
The main barriers for bottom-up PWB models are centrally related to the practical
issue of high computational demands inherent in these models. Here we discuss three
specific computational demand issues that prevent researchers from straightforwardly
employing them.
Complexity at the individual, univariate level. Firstly, bottom-up models inherently
have high-dimensional model parameters – even at the single-individual, univariate
level. This presents a problem for researchers using classical estimation methods such
as maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which may at times be unable to estimate
highly-complex bottom-up models. More technically, the high-dimensional integration
demands of bottom-up models may exceed the capacity of the numerical integration
methods based on MLE (van de Schoot, & Depaoli, 2014). For example, the complex
single-person direct autoregressive factor score model – a bottom-up model for
assessing continuous-time measures – has rarely been implemented in behavioral
science, despite its utility, because these face convergence issues with MLE (Zhang &
Nesselroade, 2007). In addition, researchers run into issues when attempting to run
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there models with commonly used statistical software programs that are not setup to
handle them.
Complexity at the hierarchical, multivariate level. A second issue is that
computational challenges are even more problematic for bottom-up PWB models
designed to extend beyond univariate single-person analyses. Many PWB researchers
are interested in studying between-person differences in PWB functioning, thus requiring
hierarchical extensions of single-person bottom-up models (e.g. modeling data of
multiple people simultaneously; Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman, & Tuerlinckx, 2015).
However, when models on the individual level data are already challenged by
computational complexity, multilevel extensions are often impossible to implement with
MLE (Oravecz, Tuerlinckx, & Vandekerckhove, 2016). For example, prior quantitative
research has documented a number of behavioral science studies that have failed to
employ hierarchical extensions of dynamic factor models with MLE (Zhang &
Nesselroade, 2007). One common solution to avoid this issue is a more computationally
simple approach that is problematic for different reasons. Unlike a hierarchical approach
that models multiple people simultaneously, in this alternative two-step (or two-stage)
approach researchers run multiple single-person models individually (in a simpler model
that MLE can handle), and do follow-up regression analysis with the fitted parameter
estimates. However this approach introduces new issues, which include: accumulating
estimation errors across multiple individual models; sacrificing the accuracy of the mean
estimate of the average dynamic, as compared to a hierarchical estimate that gains
power from estimating multiple series at once; and inflexible model adaptation across
multiple “piecemeal” models (Song & Ferrer, 2012). Moreover, bottom-up model
estimation is also complicated by multivariate extensions – in both a single-level, or
hierarchical model (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013). This means that bottom-up researches
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may be incapable of modeling moderator variables and assessing their influence on
heterogeneous intervention outcomes.
Complexity of missing data in dynamic designs. Thirdly, missing data issues
further compound the computational demands of bottom-up methods. Dynamic PWB
research frequently includes substantial instances of missing data due to the fact that a
higher number of measurement occasions provide more opportunities for participants to
miss a response. Due to the computational limits of classical estimation techniques,
such as MLE, these modeling approaches require supplementary techniques to work
around missing data. For example, one common approach is multiple imputation. Similar
to the alternative solutions discussed in the previous section, multiple imputation is also
considered a two-step approach, with new problematic issues. For instance, multiple
imputation typically only incorporates a limited number of imputations (i.e., five imputed
datasets are usually considered to be sufficient), and this number has been found to
underestimate the uncertainty and bias standard error estimates in the imputation
procedure (Ji et al., 2018).
Researchers should always give thorough consideration for how the missing data
might impact subsequent inference (Ji et al., in press). More specifically, methodologists
have identified three classes of missing data mechanisms, with distinct inferential
implications. Briefly defined, these mechanisms include: missing completely at random
(missingness is not related to the study’s research questions, e.g., technical glitch),
missing at random (the probability of having missingness is related to observable
features of the data and not to unobserved features, e.g., young professionals are
generally more compliant; Fahrenberg and Myrtek, 2001); and not missing at random,
also known as nonignorable missingness (missingness mechanism is related to the
study’s research questions, e.g., participants do not report during periods of high
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anxiety). Findings show that researchers should choose a method of handling
missingness based on an accurate missing data mechanism assumption, because
wrong assumptions of missingness mechanisms can result in estimation issues including
biased parameter values estimates (Allison, 2003).
Although a growing number of cross-sectional studies are evaluating different
techniques for handling missing data (De Silva et al., 2017; Schafer, 2001; Schafer and
Graham, 2002; Sinharay, Stern, & Russell, 2001), bottom-up researchers still have few
resources to help them work around missingness. Outstanding questions remain
regarding the most appropriate ways of handling missing data in ILD PWB research,
how to ideally include a missing data model as part of the larger statistical model, and
whether these approaches will be computationally manageable for researchers.

iii. Takeaway
To summarize, the above discussion illustrates the complexity of how to choose
the best quantitative models needed to more deeply understand dynamic processes of
PWB, PWB intervention effects, and heterogeneous PWB intervention responses. While
top-down research may bypass the most relevant and nuanced dynamic questions we
want to ask, bottom-up methods may be intractable for researchers who cannot meet
their complex demands for implementation. Specifically, bottom-up methods are
challenged by three practical limitations of having highly demanding implementation
features, namely obstacles in handling: (a) complex individual-level dynamic models, (b)
multivariate and hierarchical extensions of dynamic models, and (c) missing data in
dynamic models. PWB researchers searching for an optimal assessment approach must
weigh these limitations carefully.
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As a solution that would enable PWB researchers to more easily employ bottomup models and navigate their implementation demands, this paper proposes that
researchers use the Bayesian statistical framework. Bayesian methods offer a uniquely
adaptable framework that differs fundamentally from the classical statistical framework,
and offers more flexibility for handling complex longitudinal PWB models with
momentary data.

Synthesis of section
To summarize, this second overarching section has provided an overview of two
outstanding questions in contemporary PWB science, and the practical and theoretical
statistical obstacles to our answers. We first considered how quality assurance
questions in dynamic PWB assessment are impeded by practical challenges in
accumulating information from (a) past studies, and (b) real-time monitoring. Lastly we
considered how quality assurance questions are also impeded by theoretical issues in
inference from (a) no probabilistic information about parameter estimates, (b) limited
measures of uncertainty, (c) discarded null results, (d) no probabilistic hypothesis tests.
We then considered how the best dynamic model solutions are impeded by
practical challenges in the complex implementations of (a) dynamic modeling, (b)
hierarchical and multivariate extensions of dynamic models, and (c) missing data in
dynamic designs. Simply put, new mHealth tools for PWB research require sound
statistical methods to avoid introducing misleading data in the mist of answering the
most important dynamic questions of our time. In the following section, we present the
Bayesian statistical framework as a quantitative solution to the most pertinent
outstanding questions in modern PWB intervention research. We present a broad
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overview of the framework itself, and explore its benefits for studying the multifaceted
processes of PWB and PWB interventions.

4. The Bayesian framework as a powerful tool for intensive longitudinal, mobile
delivered PWB interventions

a. Introduction to the Bayesian statistical framework
Leading up to this point, we have outlined two key outstanding research
questions currently faced by PWB intervention science, why new statistical approaches
are needed to address them, and how the Bayesian framework can serve as a powerful
solution. Before discussing the specific practical and theoretical ways that Bayesian
methodology can strengthen contemporary PWB intervention research, we briefly
introduce the main features of Bayesian analysis and the origins of their advantageous
features. Described below, Bayesian analysis can be simplified into three main steps.
Note that researchers who are interested in more in-depth explanation into the Bayesian
statistical framework can find many comprehensive introductory texts (Korner-Nievergelt
et al., 2015; Kruschke, 2014; McElreath, 2016).

Three main steps in Bayesian analysis
The Bayesian statistical framework is comprised of three core steps that
distinguish it from the classical statistical framework. It is through these steps that
Bayesian methods enable nuanced inference, i.e., the ability to make straightforward
probabilistic inferences based on the posterior distribution (defined below; KornerNievergelt et al., 2015; McElreath, 2016). More specifically, the steps for Bayesian
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estimation – ultimately, the process of estimating a posterior distribution – are derived
from Bayes theorem of conditional probability, which specifies the conditional distribution
of the parameters given the data (for technical details, see Depaoli & Boyajian, 2014;
Walker, Gustafson, & Frimer, 2007). That is, the posterior distribution is the focal point of
Bayesian estimation, and represents a distribution that is proportional to the product of a
likelihood function and a prior distribution. Below we define these individual components,
their features, and their advantages.

Step 1: Specifying background knowledge (the prior)
The prior distribution (prior) can be defined as a probability distribution that
describes the likely values of the set of parameters we intend to estimate (P), before we
observe our data (D). Step 1 thus involves specifying the prior, which means: identifying
a plausible range (i.e., probability distribution of possible values) for the unknown
parameters P that we wish to learn about. This plausible range is determined by using
the background information we have available, thus the priors can range between noninformative to informative depending on the quantity of our pre-existing knowledge
(Bayes & Price, 1763; Van de Schoot et al., 2014; Walker, Gustafson, & Frimer, 2007).
Step 1 is fundamentally distinct because existing information on any model parameters
can be taken into account. It should be noted that it is up to the researcher to decide
how much prior information they want to include, and they may keep the range of values
vague in instances where prior information is not available or trustworthy. That said, for
models that utilize prior information, priors facilitate a key distinct feature of: the ability to
accumulate information in multiple ways.
(a) Firstly, priors allow us to incorporate past knowledge through making use of
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any relevant prior results. Take for example Figure 2-5, which illustrates four different
prior specifications on an effect size parameter, based on varying levels of a priori
knowledge.

Figure 2-5: Four different prior distributions, illustrating different levels of existing
knowledge. These priors depict different a prior beliefs that one may have about the
range of plausible values the parameter effect size may take in within the context of a
particular population.
In the top left Figure 2-5, the prior distribution assumes that we know nothing about
effect sizes in the population, thus every value of effect size between negative and
positive infinity is equally likely. This “flat” prior is commonly referred to as an
uninformative prior distribution. The top right prior distributions in Figure 2-5
subsequently illustrates a “weakly” informative prior, with increasing levels of knowledge
about the range we expect to observe for effect size in the population. Lastly, the bottom
distributions in Figure 2-5 illustrate priors that are moderately to strongly informative,
with the extreme example (bottom right) illustrating a steep distributional peak over the
range of values we strongly expect an effect size to take on. Such highly informative
priors should only be used when modeling data that is preceded by high levels of
conclusive information – for instance in a follow-up study, that is preceded by several
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previous studies that share an identical study design and sample population.
(b) Secondly, priors allow us to conduct real-time data analysis, i.e., sequential
updating, through enabling real-time prior specification of parameter information.
Sequential updating thus facilitates statistically sound real-time monitoring (Oravecz,
Huentelman, & Vandekerckhove, 2017). For instance, prior distributions can be
sequentially updated to monitor evidence in favor or against a hypothesis. Put simply,
sequential updating means using posteriors from a previous study as priors for the next
(similar) study. When performing sequentially updated analysis of our model estimates,
at a certain point we will have enough evidence to determine whether our hypothesis is
true or false. This feature enables researchers to conduct optional stopping protocols
during continuous streaming data analysis. In an optional stopping protocol, we can
pause data collection when we have sufficient statistical evidence to make our targeted
inference. A more detailed example of sequential analysis will be illustrated below, after
fully explaining the remaining aspects of Bayesian estimation.

Step 2: Collecting data and formulating model (the likelihood)
The likelihood function, which also pertains to classical statistical models, is
defined as the data generating process that is assumed to have produced our observed
data. In other words, the likelihood is a statistical equation that specifies how our
observed data are linked to our chosen parameters. Step 2 involves first collecting data
(D), which we believe are linked to P, and formulating a likelihood function (statistical
model) that mathematically describes how they are linked. In other words, the likelihood
function specifies the conditional probability distribution for D given P (Walker,
Gustafson, & Frimer, 2007). Bayesian model formulation contributes to another distinct
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feature of Bayesian estimation: the ability to perform computationally sophisticated
estimation – which is fully illustrated by the resulting posterior distribution (explained in
below). Although the likelihood function in and of itself is not unique to Bayesian
estimation, the Bayesian framework handles extremely complex/high dimensional
likelihood functions, in instances when maximum likelihood estimation fails (Van de
Schoot et al., 2014).

Step 3: Updating knowledge (the posterior)
The posterior is defined as the joint probability distribution of all parameters (P)
that reflects our updated knowledge about the parameters after we have observed our
data (D). Step 3 involves combining the outputs of Step 1 and 2 to obtain a posterior
distribution, which maps our updated knowledge about P, after having seen D, onto our
statistical model (Bayes & Price, 1763; Van de Schoot et al., 2014; Walker, Gustafson, &
Frimer, 2007). To illustrate, consider Figure 2-6, which depicts how four different prior
specifications for the same likelihood function result in four different posterior
distributions.
When using the prior in the top left of Figure 2-6, the posterior distribution is
practically uninfluenced by the prior distribution. Note that for this specification the
estimates for the mean effect size obtained from classical statistical estimation and the
Bayesian posterior are nearly identical, however the intervals around them are
interpreted differently in the two frameworks (discussed more below). As we begin to use
more informative priors in the top right and bottom left of Figure 2-6, the variance of the
posterior distribution shrinks. Finally in the bottom right of Figure 2-6 we observe how a
strongly informative prior results in a highly narrow posterior distribution, with mean
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estimates that exhibit small variances. Note that this feature is a key reason for making
sure prior distributions are not misspecified: highly informative priors will bias the
posterior mean if misspecified. The posterior is arguably the most important outcome
measure of a Bayesian model. Because the posterior is so unique and influential, we
organize and detail its key features in terms of two categories related to: probabilistic
inference and computational flexibility.

Figure 2-6: The likelihood function (dashed blue line) and posterior distribution (solid
black line) for four different specifications of the prior distribution (dashed black line).
Probabilistic inference. A first distinguishing feature of the Bayesian posterior is
that it yields straightforward probabilistic inference, due to its underlying theoretical
properties. More specifically, in the Bayesian posterior estimated model parameters are
random variables with probability distributions. This feature reflects a fundamentally
distinct theoretical orientation of how the Bayesian framework views unknown
parameters. Recall that the classical statistical framework treats all unknown parameters
as “fixed”; however, in the Bayesian framework all unknown parameters are treated as
random variables – meaning, we assume that each parameter can take on a range of
plausible values in the population. Therefore, each Bayesian parameter is described by
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a probability distribution. This foundational assumption leads to other important
inferential capabilities, allowing us to: (a) directly describe the knowledge we have about
our parameters and (b) directly describe the uncertainty we have about our parameters,
which yield intuitive interpretations of parameter estimates (Korner-Nievergelt et al.,
2015; McElreath, 2016).
Another central inferential capability of the Bayesian framework, enabled by the
posterior, is that it (c) facilitates Bayes factor hypothesis testing. Using Bayes factor –
defined as a statistical index that quantifies the evidence for a hypothesis, compared to
an alternative hypothesis – Bayes factor hypothesis tests compare two or more
statistical models by “extending the concept of a posterior distribution over parameters to
that of a posterior distribution over hypotheses and parameters jointly” (Walker,
Gustafson, & Frimer, 2007). In short, BF quantifies the amount of evidence in the data in
favor or against a hypothesis. For instance, assume you have two competing
hypotheses, for example M1 over M2, which yields BFM1/M2 – a Bayes factor value for
BFM1/M2 that is > 1 indicates M1 is more strongly supported by the data than M2, whereas
a value for BFM1/M2 that is < 1 means that M2 has more support. When applicable,
researchers can test directional hypotheses to determine which group shows greater
change on the whole. As such, Bayes factor hypothesis tests allow us to quantify
evidence in favor or against our hypotheses (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson,
2009), instead of the traditional NHST which is limited to a simplified assessment of
either rejecting or failing to reject the null hypothesis. Also, Bayes factor hypothesis
testing allows us to compare the odds of two models (or two competing hypotheses,
e.g., M1 over M2), by computing the Bayes Factor and multiplying it with prior model
odds.
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Lastly, in the process of incorporating knowledge/uncertainty, the posterior allows
us to (d) incorporate null findings into our analyses, enabling us to avoid wasting
important findings that we would otherwise be forced to discard. For instance, since the
Bayesian hypothesis tests do not automatically assume the null to be true, we can
express the evidence in favor of the null. Also, Bayesian models can use previous null
findings to informatively specify prior estimates of current studies (e.g., normally
distributed with a mean equal to zero, and a moderately small variance) – and to
investigate whether this finding is still true in the current data. More broadly, since
posterior distributions preserve all sources of information we have about our parameters,
they can also help provide us a more unified approach to data analysis, which may
reduce bias in parameter estimation compared to traditional methods (van de Schoot, &
Depaoli, 2014). This allows us to sidestep the issues caused by handling parameters as
“fixed” estimates (see earlier), and to preserve parameter uncertainty during model
estimation and updating. For instance, statistical approaches that collapse an entire
posterior distribution into a single measurement point lose the ability to propagate
uncertainty to the appropriate parameter — for instance, two-stage analyses that do not
preserve parameter distributions lose valuable information, and may lead to
downweighting, or biasing measures (for example see Oravecz, Tuerlinckx, &
Vandekerckhove, 2016).
Straightforward implementation. A second distinguishing feature of the posterior
distribution is that it is can be flexibly implemented and handle an infinite range of model
complexities. In general, the posterior can be as complex as needed for answering
sophisticated research questions, and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
techniques are typically adept at taking samples from the posterior (see, e.g., McElreath,
2016). Thus, when fit with powerful MCMC techniques, Bayesian methods lead to
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computationally sophisticated modeling features of: (a) flexibly handling dynamic
models, and (b) flexibly handling dynamic model extensions. Bayesian models have
been found to estimate highly complex hierarchical models that would otherwise face
convergence issues in maximum likelihood approaches (Song & Ferrer, 2012; Helm,
Castro-Schilo, & Oravecz, 2017).
Moreover the flexibility of the posterior (c) seamlessly handles missing data in
dynamic designs. In the Bayesian framework a “missing data model” can be integrated
as part of the larger model for the data. This way missing data points are handled as
random variables and have posterior distributions. Since the posterior distribution maps
all latent (or unobserved) variables, this means that conceptually, missing data naturally
becomes part of posterior landscape.

b. Practical advantages of Bayesian methods for PWB intervention research
It is important to note that results from traditional frequentist models and
Bayesian models will likely produce numerically similar outcomes in studies with simple
models, and/or non-informative priors and/or large sample sizes (van de Schoot et al.,
2014). However, there are many practical advantages of using Bayesian methods that
arise from their distinctive features. Specifically, estimation methods developed for the
Bayesian statistical framework, such as MCMC, allow us to use sophisticated models
that are difficult to implement in the classical statistical framework. Moreover, these
methods also offer advantages for our simpler models – including enabling more
straightforward inference. Therefore, Bayesian methods open up a host of modeling
solutions to answer the outstanding questions in PWB research and intervention, and
allow an emergence of new and meaningful research questions (Heino, Vuorre, &
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Hankonen, 2018). Below we revisit the two outstanding PWB research questions
introduced above, and how Bayesian methods can practically address them.

Practical advantage 1: Enabling computational sophistication.
Recall that our second outstanding question of how to best model the dynamics
of PWB has largely remained unanswered due to practical limitations of common
statistical approaches. Namely, common statistical approaches lack the computational
sophistication needed to run the most desirable bottom-up models. For instance, such
complex and desirable models include those designed to: (a) investigate complex
dynamic behavioral change with person-specific insight; (b) investigate hierarchical and
multivariate dynamic behavioral change, with person-specific insight; and (c) flexibly
handle missing data (Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015; Roeser, 2013).
As a solution, Bayesian methods are highly computationally sophisticated and
adept at flexibility handling multiple nuanced methodological questions simultaneously.
Thus Bayesian methods enable us to run theoretically meaningful models that are often
impossible to implement in the classical statistical framework. For instance, the Bayesian
framework has proven to uniquely capable of handling such models as: bivariate
hierarchical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process models (Oravecz, Tuerlinckx, &
Vandekerckhove, 2016), multilevel stochastic differential equation models (Wood et al.,
2017), time series models of structural changes in level, trend and variance (Wang &
Zivot, 2000), and seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (Ghosh, Basu, &
O’Mahony, 2007). Specifically, quantitative studies show that: (a) Bayesian methods
flexibly handle complex, person-specific dynamic models for intensive longitudinal
assessment, which allows us to explore more nuanced questions about idiographic
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change (Heino, Vuorre, & Hankonen, 2018; Molenaar, 2004; Nesselroade, 1991). (b)
Bayesian methods are adept at handling complex hierarchical and multivariate
extensions of dynamic models, which allows us to explore granular questions about
group change and heterogeneous intervention responses, and avoid convergence
issues typically found in classical estimation techniques (Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015;
Davidson & McEwen, 2012; Heino, Vuorre, & Hankonen, 2018). (c) Lastly, Bayesian
estimation can flexibly work around missing data as part of the larger model, which
allows us to avoid introducing bias in parameter estimates and supplementary
techniques that are necessary in the traditional statistical framework. The Bayesian
framework can readily handle prevalent instances of missingness in dynamic PWB data,
unlike the classical statistical framework, which requires add-on techniques, such as
imputation, to work around them (Ji et al., in press; Ibrahim et al., 2005).
Resulting from the above mentioned modeling capabilities, Bayesian methods
open the door for us to explore leading edge research questions including: (a) How does
PWB intervention affect one person over time? (b) How does one person’s experience of
PWB compare to others? How are heterogeneous PWB intervention responses
dynamically shaped by moderating factors? (c) How can we draw inference from a PWB
intervention study with a subpopulation of students that were not compliant during a
weeklong holiday?

Practical advantage 2: Facilitating accumulation of knowledge
In regards to our first outstanding question, recall that another category of
practical limitations has impeded our answers to how best to preserve the quality of our
inference in dynamic PWB assessment. Namely, common statistical issues inhibit our
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ability to accumulate information, and effectively navigate the ever-evolving pitfalls of
daily life research methods (Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015; Gottfredson et al., 2015).
Bayesian methods offer a practical solution to quality assurance issues through
allowing us to accumulate information by incorporating (a) prior information, and (b) realtime updating directly into our models. (a) Firstly, Bayesian methods allow us to
incorporate prior information, which helps improve the reliability and out-of-sample
prediction capacities of our PWB research by using prior probability distributions that
incorporate information from past studies. For instance, in Bayesian parameter
estimation researchers can integrate information on previously observed effect sizes
from prior PWB intervention research directly into their model’s parameter distributions
(Walker, Gustafson, & Frimer, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Depaoli & Boyajian, 2014;
Stern, 2016). These advantages can broadly benefit our field because cumulative
Bayesian analyses can systemically improve the reliability of our findings in the
literature.
(b) Secondly, Bayesian methods also allow us to monitor and update evidence
as data come in, through sequentially updating prior distributions, thus facilitating study
of real-time responses in PWB intervention (Rouder, 2014; van de Schoot, & Depaoli,
2014; van de Schoot et al., 2014). For instance, researchers can invaluably gain from
real-time analysis that can inform us the moment we gain enough evidence to support or
disprove a hypothesis – enabling the ability to stop collecting data at any time, either to
conserve resources or to best serve our participants. Moreover, since Bayesian
modeling employs sequential updating by default through prior specification, real-time
updating remains straightforward (Oravecz, Huentelman, & Vandekerckhove, 2016). For
a practical example of sequential analysis, Figures 2-7 and 2-8 illustrate how real-time
information can be used in Bayes factor hypothesis testing.
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Figure 2-7: Prior and posterior for Bayes factor hypothesis test of difference in positive
relations scores from before to during the PWB intervention.

Figure 2-8: Sequential analysis of Bayes factor hypothesis test, showing strong amount
of evidence to support the null hypothesis at around sample size n=30.
In this example, we use Bayes factor to test the effect of a PWB intervention on positive
relationship experience in participants. Thus we specify hypothesis M1: pre-intervention
levels of PWB ≠ during-intervention levels of PWB; and test this against the null
hypothesis M0: these groups are equal. Per our Bayes factor estimate BFM1/M0 =0.085
(value < 1) illustrated in Figure 2-7, this test supports hypothesis M0 that this PWB
intervention did not have an effect. The reciprocal of this value (BFM0/M1 = 11.765, not
illustrated in 2-7) represents how much Bayes factor favors the null (i.e., M0 is 11.765
times more likely than M1). Moreover in terms of sequential analysis, Figure 2-8
illustrates that over the course of our data collection information accumulates to strongly
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favor hypothesis M0 (evidence for H0). Thus, we can identify the point at which Bayes
factor is strong enough to support this hypothesis – which occurs at n=30. Note that the
dotted lines in this figure represent a robustness check to determine whether different
(e.g., more disperse) prior specifications influence the Bayes factor estimate (in this
instance different priors do not substantially change our inference). If this sequential
analysis were conducted live, with an optional-stopping design, this study could have
stopped data collection at the 30th sample when we had sufficient evidence for example
that the intervention had no effect. If not conducted live, sequential updating can still be
used to inform future studies about the expected sample size needed to identify our
desired parameter estimate.
By removing classical statistical roadblocks to accumulating knowledge and
monitoring measurement issues, Bayesian methods enable us to explore the pertinent
new inquiries into PWB intervention, such as: (a) How does past PWB intervention
research advance our present work? (b) Can PWB interventions use optional-stopping
protocols to monitor the impact of mindfulness training on PWB, stopping at any point
that PWB functioning drops below a pre-determined threshold? Can PWB interventions
use a streamlined analysis protocol to improve cost efficiency?

c. Theoretical advantages of Bayesian methods for PWB intervention research
In addition to the practical advantages, the theoretical advantages of using
Bayesian methods can advance PWB intervention research by enabling researchers to
directly translate and raw deeper inference from their findings. From a theoretical
perspective, Bayesian inference is different – and more intuitive – than frequentist
inference.
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The Bayesian posterior uniquely facilitates straightforward probabilistic
inferences from model results, and can quantify evidence in support of (or against) a
desired value of a parameter estimate. Firstly, Bayesian models yield a credibility
interval, similar to a confidence interval, which typically designates the two endpoints
around the center 95% of the posterior probability distribution of a parameter. Secondly,
in a Bayesian model we can also specify a region of practical equivalence (ROPE)
around a chosen value range, to quantify the percentage of the posterior probability
distribution that is practically equivalent to a theoretically relevant value (Kruschke,
2014). For instance, ROPE is commonly placed around the interval (-0.05, 0.05), to
quantify the evidence that the parameter is practically equivalent to zero (e.g., if ROPE(0.05, 0.05)=0.14, then there is 14% probability that the parameter value is equivalent to
zero). As another alternative, ROPEs can also be placed below the lower/higher limits of
the previous interval, to calculate the evidence that a parameter is just outside the ROPE
interval (e.g., if “larger than” ROPE =0.90, then there is 90% probability that the
parameter value is above the ROPE). Thus, researchers may specify and adapt ROPE
intervals to suit their research questions.
Take for instance a PWB intervention effect size study. If we want to use the
Bayesian framework to quantify the probability of our intervention having a medium sized
positive effect, which we would define with correlation coefficient in the range of 0.3 and
0.5, we may straightforwardly calculate the percentage of samples from our parameter’s
posterior distribution that fall within the range (0.3, 0.5). If 60% of our correlation
coefficient estimates fall in this interval, we simply infer that the probability of observing a
medium sized effect is 60%. This inference is unavailable in the classical statistical
framework, which does not accumulate probabilistic information about parameters. Thus
posterior inference is a potentially invaluable asset to addressing the outstanding
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questions in PWB intervention research because future Bayesian analyses lead to more
trustworthy inferences that safeguard against misleading or “overhyped” (Van Dam et
al., 2018) statistical findings.
Main theoretical advantage: Facilitating inference from the posterior. Again we
revisit our first outstanding question, now in light of the theoretical barriers impeding us
from answering how best to preserve the quality of our inference in dynamic PWB
assessment. As discussed, classical statistical methods introduce issues in inference,
due to the unintuitive properties of classical statistical estimates. Theoretical gaps and
reliability issues have been introduced specifically through classical statistical
approaches that give rise to “lost information”, with methods that cannot offer: (a)
straightforward probabilistic inference, (b) direct measures of uncertainty, (c) ability to
make use of null information, (d) straightforward hypothesis testing (van de Schoot et al.,
2014).
The Bayesian statistical framework offers solutions to theoretical issues related
to inference by facilitating inference from the posterior distribution. The Bayesian
posterior deepens our ability to theoretically interpret the uncertainty of our findings –
particularly for dynamic PWB data, with high-density information that can be challenging
to handle wisely in classical approaches. To illustrate we reiterate the unique features of
Bayesian inference, now in terms of their advantages over classical statistical methods
for dynamic PWB research.
(a) Firstly, the interpretation of Bayesian results is unique: Bayesian inference is
less error prone and more intuitive, due to its theoretical view of probability (van de
Schoot et al., 2014). Thus Bayesian methods circumvent inferential challenges in
classical statistical approaches that have contributed to overly simplistic or inaccurate
interpretations of nuanced dynamic phenomena in PWB intervention research (Davidson
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& Kaszniak, 2015).
(b) Secondly, Bayesian inference directly measures uncertainty in a way that
frequentist inference cannot: both measuring the uncertainty we have about the
predicted value of our outcome variable, and also measuring uncertainty we have about
the parameters in and of themselves. This view allows us to reflect on, and learn from
the similarities and differences between previous and present studies (van de Schoot et
al., 2014).
(c) Thirdly, Bayesian inference can incorporate prior information about null
results from past studies directly into our model. Since Bayesian methods are uniquely
adept at preserving knowledge at all levels of analysis – where such forms of knowledge
are lost in the classical statistical framework – Bayesian inference allows for updating
knowledge and uncertainty instead of testing the same hypothesis (i.e., that our
parameter is truly zero in the population) repeatedly.
(d) Fourthly, Bayes factor hypothesis tests – most often used for simple
hypothesis tests, such as comparing means as in t-tests – capitalize on straightforward
probabilistic inference from the posterior and allow us to conduct more intuitive
hypothesis tests. To illustrate, Bayesian inference offers probability statements that
describe our degree of belief, rather than a more convoluted statistical statement. They
also allow us to test the probability of an alternative hypothesis.
These inferential advantages of Bayesian statistical methods are summarized in
Table 2-2, which offers compares the differences in three commonly encountered
statistical concepts in classical and Bayesian inference (van de Schoot et al., 2014; Van
Dam et al., 2018)
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Table 2-2: Inferential properties of classical versus Bayesian Statistics.
Estimated intervals

Hypothesis testing

Inference

Classical statistical framework
Confidence interval: there is a
95% probability that we will
collect data that produces an
interval that contains the true
parameter value, assuming there
is only one true value of the
parameter in the population

Bayesian statistical framework
Credible interval: there is a 95%
probability of the parameter having
values in this range

The probability (i.e., p-value) of
observing the same or more
extreme data assuming the null
hypothesis is true in the
population.
Dichotomous inference of either
rejecting null, or withholding
judgment (No opportunity to
incorporate prior information, or
distinguish it from prior
uncertainty.)

The ratio of evidence when
comparing null and alternative (via
Bayes factor).

Nuanced inference, either via
Bayes factor in favor or against a
hypothesis or based on the
posterior distribution of the
parameter estimates (e.g.,
probability of being different from
0).

By providing analytical approaches with straightforward inferential features,
Bayesian methods open a new door for research questions in PWB intervention studies.
Examples of these questions that are addressed by the four features discussed above
include: (a) what is the probability that this PWB intervention had no effect on
psychological well-being? (b) How does my uncertainty in parameter measures compare
between my pilot study and my present study? (c) How can I incorporate null findings
from my pilot study into my present study? Will I replicate my findings? Will I strengthen
my conclusions? (d) Do I have enough information to assess whether my present study
had a positive effect?

d. Consideration for Bayesian methods in PWB intervention research
Among the advantages, the literature has raised several criticisms regarding
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potential limitations of Bayesian methodological approaches. Here we briefly discuss
these issues and possible solutions that researchers can take into account for their own
studies.
Firstly, Bayesian methods have been criticized as being computationally heavy.
However, although these techniques are indeed computationally intensive, quantitative
studies show that Bayesian models are no more difficult to analyze than traditional
statistical models. Like traditional models, there is no need to calculate Bayesian models
or analyses by hand (Korner-Nievergelt et al., 2015; Gabry & Goodrich, 2017b).
Secondly, and in the same vein, Bayesian methods are not widely taught, and
Bayesian software can seem inaccessible to untrained researchers. Fortunately, userfriendly, open-source Bayesian software packages and programs have multiplied in
recent years, such as JAGS (Plummer, 2003), JASP (JASP Team, 2017), Stan (Stan
Development Team, 2017; Carpenter et al., 2017), and MPlus (Muth´en & Muth´en,
2008). Bayesian texts and tutorials are also growing in number (see e.g., Gelman et al.,
2013; McElreath, 2016; Kruschke, 2014).
Lastly, and arguably the most difficult and important decision in Bayesian
modeling, researchers are challenged with the task of properly choosing prior
distributions for each Bayesian model. Moreover, the prior is part of the model, and a
model with non-informative priors is more complex that a model with informative priors.
To surmount this challenge, Bayesian researchers can choose an approach that falls
between the two following: (1) Subjective approach: proactively collect knowledge from
experts in the field and set the prior informatively. (2) Objective approach: establish
general (broadly applicable) priors that have good properties for testing, and check for
their robustness. This topic is at the forefront of Bayesian research, with a growing body
of literature for guidance (Gelman et al., 2013). Researchers should note that for
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Bayesian model parameter estimation the effect of the prior is quickly overwhelmed by
the data, but this is not the case for the Bayes factor hypothesis testing – in which priors
are more influential (Rouder et al., 2009; Simpson et al., 2017).

5. Discussion
This study has discussed how the Bayesian statistical framework provides a
sound methodological approach that is uniquely capable of exploring exciting new
questions in PWB intervention research that we have been unable to ask up until now
(Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015). Evidenced by the various applications discussed, we
argue that the process of integrating Bayesian assessment into PWB intervention has
implications for broader impact in the field. The practical and theoretical benefits of
Bayesian methods support the nuanced and sophisticated questions that most need to
be addressed in contemporary PWB intervention research: how to capitalize on more
nuanced “daily life” methods with complex dynamic PWB modeling approaches, and
how to comprehensively evaluate and maintain the quality of our dynamic data.
Bayesian methods have tremendous potential to support the emerging field of
contemporary PWB intervention research, that is newly equipped to work towards
developing effective, ecologically valid trainings that are capable of being updated or
stopped in real-time, based on individual needs and experiences. In short, using the
Bayesian framework for dynamic PWB research can help us address more in-depth,
meaningful questions that are just now beginning to arise.
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Chapter 3
A new framework for more deeply assessing PWB change in intervention:
Applying a Bayesian approach to a smartphone-based intervention study for
improving psychological well-being in college students

1. Introducing the study: College students as a unique population with distinct
mental health needs
National surveys of adults in the US show that the perceived purpose of a college
education is twofold: to teach work-related skills, and to foster intellectual and personal
growth (Taylor et al., 2011). Despite the perception of college as a place for growth and
empowerment, college students face a vulnerable developmental transition marked by
high levels of adversity and mental health issues (Dvořáková et al., 2017). College
student mental health issues directly conflict with the central higher educational goal to
promote personal development. Behavioral psychologists argue that institutions of
higher education can ameliorate this adversity by providing forms of learning that
cultivate students’ mental health performance, not just academic performance.
College is a formative developmental transition period (moving from adolescence
to adulthood) involving multiple upheavals, including: dramatic changes in personal
responsibilities, an abrupt drop in institutional supports, and radically new social
environments (Schulenberg, Sameroff, & Cicchetti, 2004). As such, college can be a
period of increased risk for clinical levels of mental health issues, including depression,
anxiety, and stress (Bayram & Bilgel, 2008, Weitzman, 2004). Subsequently, students
who adopt maladaptive coping behaviors for navigating the college student transition –
such as frequent binge drinking (Bravo, Pearson, & Henson, 2017), poor sleeping habits
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(Singleton & Wolfson, 2009), and compulsive use of technology (Deatherage, ServatySeib, & Aksoz, 2014; Cotton, 2008) – are at higher risk of worsening mental health
issues. In the long-term, college student mental health issues obstruct personal
development, with consequences that are linked to negative outcomes into adulthood
(Mallett, Varvil-Weld, Turrisi, & Read, 2011).
Behavioral intervention research suggests that mental health issues and
maladaptive coping behaviors in college can be buffered by increased levels of
psychological well-being (PWB). Higher levels of PWB in college are linked to improved
physical and mental health at both clinical and non-clinical levels (e.g., decreased pain,
stress, depression, and anxiety; Chiesa, Anselmi, & Serretti, 2014; Weinstein, Brown,
Ryan, 2009; Sin & Lyubomirsky, 2009). Moreover, evidence suggests that PWB –
defined here as a continual process of healthy functioning that unfolds over a lifetime,
rather than a static endpoint of wellness – is a process that can be changed over time.
For instance, recent longitudinal studies are beginning to identify (1) individual
differences in dynamic PWB characteristics, and (2) longitudinal changes in these
characteristics over time. Firstly, evidence from adult populations show that quantifiable
individual differences in three dynamic model parameters (baseline level, intraindividual
variability (IIV), and regulation) are indicative of theoretically meaningful dynamic PWB
characteristics – for instance: emotional baseline (one’s equilibrium state of emotion),
emotional variability (one’s level of emotional reactivity after disturbance), and emotional
regulation (one’s ability to return to baseline after disturbance; Kuppens, Allen, &
Sheeber, 2010; Biswas-Diener, Kashdan, & Minhas, 2011; Pettersson, Boker, Watson,
Clark, & Tellegen, 2013). Secondly, research in adult populations also indicates that
improved PWB has been related to directional changes in dynamic characteristics, such
as increases in baseline emotion, decreases in IIV of emotion, and increases in emotion
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regulation all signal improved mental health (Segrin & Taylor, 2007; Rӧcke & Brose,
2013; Kuppens, Allen, & Sheeber, 2010). For instance, research has found that higher
levels of stability in positive emotion (i.e. low levels of IIV in positive emotion) are
associated with successful mental health outcomes, including lower levels of depression
and anxiety and higher overall levels of PWB (Gruber et al., 2013).
With relevance to educational institutions, and the development of new
socioemotional learning programs, recent research suggests that specific PWB
intervention practices – including positive and contemplative mental trainings – may
effectively teach skills for targeting PWB processes, and improving PWB over time
(Smeets et al., 2014; McConville, McAleer, & Hahne, 2017; Wasson et al., 2016).
Specific to college student populations, PWB interventions have been linked such
outcomes as: improved management of future life decisions, improved quality of
relationships, and improved resiliency in enduring various challenges (Shapiro, Brown &
Astin, 2008).
Working from general principles of dynamic systems theories (Ram & Gerstorf,
2009; Ford & Lerner, 1992), the present study hypothesizes that PWB is a process, and
that effective PWB interventions succeed in improving well-being by enacting
subsequent learning processes that fundamentally alter existing dynamic characteristics
of PWB (Zimmerman 2000). Here we develop a framework in which we can explore this
hypothesis via meaningful process parameters to articulate our theories of change. In an
empirical study utilizing a mobile-health care (mHealth) design, we aim to assess (1)
what are the characteristics of PWB functioning in the general college student
population, (2) how do specific PWB interventions longitudinally effect the dynamic
characteristics of PWB functioning, and (3) how do moderating factors influence PWB
intervention effects on PWB functioning.
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In order to answer these questions requires a comprehensive conceptual and
statistical framework for articulating (1) dynamic characteristics of PWB functioning (2)
longitudinal changes in these characteristics. To answer these pertinent processoriented questions we developed a new hierarchical dynamic process model. This
growth of hierarchical autoregression (GoHiAR) model offers a comprehensive modeling
approach for exploring the efficacy of PWB interventions – from a process-oriented
perspective – in terms of theoretically meaningful parameters that flesh out dynamic
characteristics of PWB in the population, and over the course of intervention.

a. Intervention designs for reaching college students

i. Mobile platform (mHealth) for accessibility and impact
mHealth tools offer multifaceted benefits for research and intervention in college
student populations. From a measurement perspective, thanks to mHealth
assessment/intervention designs that capitalize on mobile technologies, we are
increasingly able to capture real-time data that elucidate dynamic patterns of PWB
functioning. mHealth platforms use a variety of easily accessible technology-based
delivery tools (e.g., smartphones, mobile tablets, wristband monitors; Smyth, Juth, Ma, &
Sliwinski, 2017) to deliver prompts (and collect measurements) repeatedly, in “real time”,
and in a person’s natural settings (Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008; Bolger &
Laurenceau, 2013). Aside from its computational advantages in enabling us to advance
the process-oriented research questions of our field, this study utilizes the mHealth
platform particularly for its multifaceted strengths for our intended participants. Namely,
research indicates that mHealth is specifically advantageous for college student
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intervention due to the unique ability of mobile devices to help (1) promote college
student access to valuable PWB intervention trainings, and (2) influence behavioral
health in contexts that are implicated in maladaptive college student coping behavior
(technology use).
A first key advantage of mHealth for college students is that it helps promote
accessibility (and scale-up) by circumventing barriers to intervention entry and
adherence, which remain among the most difficult challenges for intervention
implementation. Poor adherence to treatment recommendations is one of the biggest
issues for real-life implementation, and modifying this adherence remains equally
challenging (O'Dougherty et al., 2012, Woolford et al., 2011). Barriers that impact
adherence in the general population include difficult accessibility (Fjeldsoe et al., 2010).
For college students, accessibility largely depends on whether interventions are
financially costly and socially unsupported (Yan et al., 2015). Many current PWB
intervention programs have these barriers that limit the scalability of these interventions,
thus there is a gaping need for these interventions to reach more college populations.
mHealth platforms directly impact these barriers and may drastically expand the
possible number of college students reached. First, mHealth is cost effective for the
college student budget (which is commonly limited), and ongoingly reusable due to the
fact that mHealth employs easily obtained delivery tools that many already own and are
engaging in (e.g. smartphone apps; Schueller et al., 2013). According national surveys,
95% of college students owned a laptop or smartphone in 2017 (ECAR Study of
Undergraduate Students and Information Technology). Technology-enabled
interventions can be used repeatedly in real life settings without losing therapeutic power
to serve more people, thereby serving as a useful tool for reducing health disparities in
college populations nationwide (Muñoz, 2010). Second, mHealth is highly socially
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integrated into college populations. Research shows that compared to other populations,
young adults within the same age group as college students use mobile phones more
often, interweaving them extensively into their daily lives. A 2011 study found that young
adult cell phone owners averaged 110 texts per day, and current rates are expected to
be dramatically higher (Smith, 2011). Another study reported that this population would
on average prefer to communicate via text message that via Facebook, email, or phone
conversation (Skierkowski & Wood, 2012; Madell & Muncer, 2007). Moreover, young
adult participants in intervention studies have reported preferring text message
monitoring, over paper diary monitoring, to assess physical activity, screen time, and
dietary consumption (Shapiro et al., 2012). This evidence on young adult mobile device
usage suggests potentially high gains from shifting behavioral change interventions to
mobile platforms. By employing mobile devices that college students are already using,
mHealth can facilitate broad dissemination of knowledge and awareness for example
about contemplative and positive practices. mHealth offers a cost-effective, socially
supportive approach that can be scaled to reach college students more broadly across
the US.
A second key advantage of mHealth is that the mobile assessment platform may
positively influence participant PWB – in and of itself. In other words, mHealth may offer
solutions to unhealthy college student coping behaviors directly at the source.
Compulsive use of technology is one of the key maladaptive behaviors exacerbating
mental health issues in college populations, and it is an issue that is growing in
prevalence and severity of consequences. Findings show that college students who text
more during class lectures perform worse academically in exams and class performance
overall (Dietz & Henrich, 2014). Moreover, college students who use mobile technology
in the classroom are more disengaged than their unplugged peers (Heflin et al., 2017).
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To date, compulsive technology-use behavior is increasing in college populations as
technology continues to evolve, proximally leading to social media fatigue, which
ultimately leads to increased anxiety and depression (Dhir et al., 2018). However,
findings show that college classroom instructors are hesitant to help college students
cultivate a healthier relationship with their devices. In a 2015 study of over 50,000
college students in the US, a majority of students reported that instructors did not want
them to use their smartphones (58 %) or tablets (65%) as learning tools in the
classroom, due to their potentially distracting effects (Brooks, 2015). More recently, a
2017 study of over 10,000 US college faculty members reported that 52% of faculty
discouraged or banned smartphone use in the classroom (Brooks & Pomerantz, 2017).
Presently, few studies have examined the efficacy of mobile-delivered interventions for
improving PWB in college students, despite increasing evidence that PWB interventions
can directly influence compulsive technology use (Feldman et al., 2011). For instance,
mindfulness-based PWB interventions – which have been shown to successfully
improve various other forms of risky and self-destructive behaviors like cigarette
smoking (Bowen & Marlatt, 2009), binge eating (Caldwell, Baime, & Wolever, 2012), and
non-suicidal self-injury (Neacsiu, Rizvi, & Linehan, 2010) – have been found to help
reduce texting-while driving behaviors in college students through the pathway of
improving emotion-regulation. Self-awareness and other factors related to PWB are
increasingly proving to decrease compulsive technology use in college students
(Aladwani & Almarzouq, 2016).
Relatedly, mHealth has been implicated in changing the phenomena it aims to
study due to reactivity: the act of assessing psychological states close to their
occurrence promotes self-awareness and changes in these states (Barta, Tennen, & Litt,
2012). Moreover, empirical evidence indicates that daily life mobile assessment, spurs
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change in key components of PWB (e.g., engagement) and inherently promotes PWB
even without supplementary intervention components (Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford,
2008). More research is needed to investigate whether PWB-EMA may promote mental
health of college students by fostering PWB in daily life settings. In summary, by
imparting PWB interventions via mobile-platforms with mHealth tools, this may dually
benefit our efforts to impart healthier technology skills. As such, we hypothesize that
PWB interventions via smartphone offer a dual benefit to: (1) improve PWB by the
nature of its content, and (2) interrupt maladaptive coping behavior – which together we
predict will have a much higher added value.

ii. PWB intervention practices for enacting change in college students
Research shows that specific forms of PWB interventions – namely, those that
employ both positive and contemplative practices – are more highly effective than other
behavioral interventions in promoting mental health in college student populations
(Galante et al., 2018; Kerr, O’Donovan, & Pepping, 2015).
Positive practices are intentional positive activities, typically repeated regularly
with the intention of stimulating behaviors and thoughts associated with high-levels of
PWB. These practices are often brief tasks tailored to cultivate positive emotional
experiences such as those relating to gratitude, forgiveness, strengths, meaning,
empathy, and courage (Layous, Chancellor, Lyubomirsky, Wang, & Doraiswamy, 2011).
Among the most commonly studied positive practices in the literature, three exercises
have proven to be especially effective for increasing PWB in adult and college student
populations (Seligman et al., 2005; Sheldon & Lyubomirsky, 2006).
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Firstly, college students have been shown to largely benefit from participating in
the gratitude practice of three good things. In this exercise, participants are asked to
complete a writing exercise at a certain dosage (number of days per week, number of
weeks). The task involves writing down three things that went well each day and their
causes (Emmons and McCullough, 2003; Seligman et al., 2005; Schueller & Parks,
2012). This gratitude exercise is designed to change college students’ positive emotional
experience through increasing one’s attention towards noticing feelings of gratitude in
daily life contexts that were previously overlooked. Empirical outcomes have been found
in terms of: longitudinal growth in college students’ positive emotions – including
gratitude, and happiness – compared to peers who had not participated in the exercises
(Emmons & McCullough, 2003; Schueller & Parks, 2012).
Secondly, college participants have largely succeeded with the cognitive
visualization practice of best possible self. The best possible self visualization requires
participants to imagine what they want most in their life ahead and the character
strengths they need to get there, and then write a description of their best possible future
(Peters et al., 2010). This cognitive practice is designed to positively impact college
students’ cognitive evaluation and self-regulation skills, and related aspects of PWB by
providing opportunity to learn about oneself and one’s priorities (Sheldon & Lyubomirsky,
2006). Empirical outcomes have been found in terms of: longitudinal changes in college
student PWB in both the short-term (spikes in happiness, optimism, hope) and the long
term (maintained levels of heightened positive emotion, improved resiliency and coping
skills), compared to peers who had not participated in the exercise (Sheldon &
Lyubomirsky, 2006; Meevissen, Peters, & Alberts, 2011).
Thirdly, college populations have exhibited high levels of success in the
generosity practice of acts of kindness. In this practice participants are asked to do
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perform a regular generous act (i.e., ‘do something nice’) for someone else and briefly
write down their account of it (Cohn et al., 2014; Layous et al. 2012; Otake et al., 2006;
Lyubomirsky, Sheldon & Schkade, 2005). This generosity practice is designed to
increase students’ ability to notice and appreciate positive experiences, and thus
improve PWB on a broader level, through increasing one’s sense of cooperation,
interdependence, and awareness of good fortune (Aknin, Hamlin, & Dunn, 2012;
Weinstein & Ryan, 2010). Empirical outcomes have been found in terms of: increases in
positive emotion and life satisfaction, with higher levels of positive change in
longitudinal-studies of longer duration (i.e., 6 weeks, as compared to 2 weeks; Layous et
al. 2012; Lyubomirsky, Sheldon, & Schkade, 2005).
In addition to positive practices, contemplative practices are mental trainings that
aim to reorient the mind (e.g., to quiet the mind, to focus the mind, to see that we are
more than just our thoughts) and to cultivate positive mental skills through daily practice
(Davidson et al., 2012). Contemplative practices include meditation, mindfulness, yoga,
tai chi, and qi gong, and various other forms of mind-body disciplines intended to be
sustained in the long-term, with the intention of enhancing PWB and fostering health
(Ekman, Davidson, Ricard, & Wallace, 2005; Ricard, Lutz, & Davidson, 2014; Roeser,
2013).
Meditation exercises are among the most commonly used and effective
contemplative practices for PWB intervention in college student populations (Bamber &
Schneider, 2016). Meditation practices are defined here as exercises geared towards
cultivating accepting and non-judgmental attitudes towards present moment experiences
(e.g., thoughts and feelings), which thereby increase intrapersonal and interpersonal
awareness (Kabat-Zinn, 1996). These exercises are designed to help students cultivate
more effective coping skills and improve self-regulation through fostering higher levels of
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present-moment awareness and improved cognitive evaluation (less negative
evaluation) via non-judgmental attention and a caring attitude toward one’s inner and
outer experiences (Shapiro, Brown, Astin, 2008). Meditation exercises have been shown
to result college student outcomes such as: increased positive emotions (Jain et al.,
2007; Rosenzweig et al., 2003), improvement in positive relationships (Greeson et al.,
2014), reduced IIV in reaction time (i.e., cognitive fluctuations associated with mind
wandering and academic difficulty; Morrison et al., 2014), and improved emotional
regulation (Garland et al., 2015).
Based on their efficacy in changing PWB outcomes in college student
populations, we hypothesize that a combination of positive practices – in terms of best
possible self, acts of kindness, and three good things – and/or contemplative meditation
practices can provide an effectively train students to change their existing PWB
processes, and incite a learning process for longitudinally cultivating and improving
PWB.

b. How and why PWB interventions work

i. Change mechanisms
It is important to be able to recognize and understand the mechanisms and
moderating factors that influence the success of PWB intervention, such that we can
design better content that has a higher change of reaching the individual student with
individual needs. Based on prior literature, this paper proposes PWB interventions
largely succeed by including several key ingredients. Namely, these interventions
include content that targets three key mechanisms of change, which may differentially
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act on PWB: (1) increased seeing/acting on the positive, i.e., expanding attention
towards noticing positive experiences and savoring them (Garland et al., 2015); (2)
increased cognitive evaluations, i.e., expanding perception to enable reappraisal of
adversity and more positive interpretation of life events (Peters, Flink, Boersma & Linton,
2010); and (3) increased present-moment awareness, i.e., increased attentional skills for
attending to present-moment experience with less rumination and mind wandering (Vago
& David, 2012). Note that although these change mechanisms underpin the proposed
framework of the current study, they are not directly measured in our study design
(outlined below). For more detailed information about these theories of change
mechanisms see, e.g., Lyubormirsky & Layous, 2013; Chiesa et al., 2014.
In the context of the present study’s operating theory of PWB as a process
(detailed below), we posit that when PWB change mechanisms are influenced by PWB
intervention, they may represent sub-processes within the broader processes of learning
(Ram & Gerstorf, 2009). Here, learning is defined as the experience of transformational
change that reorganizes an existing process into an entirely different pattern
(Zimmerman 2000), and is comprised of multiple subcomponent change processes at
once (Schmitz & Wiese, 2006). We propose that enacting the learning process – i.e.,
changing existing dynamic PWB characteristics – is centrally important to the success of
a PWB intervention. Moreover, to study whether sustainable change is being enacted it
is important to study PWB intervention at a dynamic level. This means, we need to move
beyond just measuring change mechanism outcome measures (e.g., did cognitive
reactivity decrease), to assess dynamic change: Are alterations in dynamic PWB
characteristics occurring during and after the intervention is delivered? Is learning taking
place?
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ii. Moderating factors
Furthermore, it is important to recognize whether certain PWB interventions more
positively impact certain students based on different moderating factors. When
assessing how PWB interventions succeed, we find that certain interventions more
positively impact certain kinds of college student students, as compared to others, based
on the unique personal characteristics of the participant. In short, most PWB
interventions result in heterogeneous outcomes, which may be linked to moderating
factors that influence interindividual differences (Wang et al., 2017). For instance,
negative emotional experiences have been found to moderate PWB intervention
success in college student populations. A meta-analysis study of interventions with
positive practices found that negative emotional experiences such as high levels of
sadness and depression moderated efficacy across a range of implementations, such
that positive practices were more effective in improving positive emotions for college
students with high levels of depression, compared to non-depressed students (Sin &
Lyubomirsky, 2009). Moreover, another line of research has identified acceptability – i.e.,
how participants react to a specific intervention implementation (Bowen et al., 2009) – as
another type of moderator of that is broadly pertinent to all behavioral interventions, and
also specifically relevant for college student PWB interventions. In one study on brief
mindfulness-based interventions for college students with binge drinking behavior, high
levels of acceptability were linked to higher intervention efficacy in terms of improved
dispositional outcomes and self-efficacy (Mermelstein & Garske, 2015). Contemporary
researchers are calling for further investigation into college student acceptability
particularly for technology-based PWB interventions, and how it relates to outcomes
such as changes in positive emotions (Walsh et al., 2018). Such literature on the specific
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moderators of intervention efficacy provide us more granular detail into the kind of
content that will best serve particular groups of college students. From a processoriented perspective, we can move from assessing how moderators impact intervention
effects at a mean level, and extend this query to see how moderators impact intervention
effects at a dynamic level.
In summary, process-oriented research is needed to extend our assessment of
moderators of PWB intervention outcomes, and explore: Are moderators helping or
hindering the dynamic effects of an intervention? Do these factors influence whether
certain people are more suited to learn from this intervention than others?
Based on the literature, we hypothesize that PWB intervention efficacy is
moderated by key factors that include negative affect and acceptability. We will
investigate this hypothesis in our empirical application.

c. A conceptual model for process-oriented study of PWB intervention
Here we will orient the reader on the inputs and outputs of the present study
within our proposed conceptual framework for studying how specific PWB interventions
impact PWB functioning. Figure 3-1 illustrates the logic of this conceptual model.
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Figure 3-1: Logic model representing the proposed framework, and its inputs and
outputs for more deeply assessing PWB change in the context of college student
intervention. Here: specific intervention inputs (i.e., PWB intervention program content),
catalyze a learning process (i.e., a developmentally transformative process comprised of
specific change mechanisms), that if successful is expected to activate change
mechanisms (i.e., increased seeing/acting on the positive, increased cognitive
evaluations, increased present-moment awareness) that yield measurable changes in
PWB process dynamics (i.e., baseline, IIV, and regulation) – which ideally represent
improving PWB. This framework also allows assessment of how moderating factors (i.e.,
negative affect, acceptability) influence whether or not a particular individual is more/less
likely to succeed with their particular program.
As applied to our empirical study, this conceptual framework guides our inquiry into how
two different PWB interventions – one with positive practices, and one with positive and
meditation practices – longitudinally impact PWB functioning in college students. As
depicted from left to right in Figure 3-1, our study design involves the core components
of: intervention inputs (content: acts of kindness, best possible self, three good things,
meditative exercises), which activate a learning process that, if successful, involves
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catalyzing intervention targets (mechanisms: increased seeing/acting on the positive,
increased cognitive evaluations, increased present-moment awareness) – all of which
may be differentially impacted at the outset by intervention moderators (personal
characteristics: negative affect, acceptability) – and ultimately which collectively impact
our chosen proximal outcomes of interest (improved PWB functioning, see below).
Here we introduce the central outcome measures of our study, which are
articulated by the statistical component of our framework, the GoHiAR model. These
core proximal outcomes (Figure 3-1, changes in PWB processes dynamics) represent
dynamic characteristics (baseline, intraindividual variability (IIV), and regulation; see
below) of PWB that are measured longitudinally over the course of an intervention study.
For the present application, these characteristics were derived from the core elements of
PWB that were monitored in our mHealth implementation. In terms of our chosen PWB
measures, we used Seligman’s PERMA model (Seligman, 2011; also see Measures
section below) which includes five dimensions of PWB: (1) positive emotions (P):
feelings of pleasantness in the moment; (2) engagement (E): feeling absorbed in a
challenging activity that is well matched to ones strengths; (3) positive relationships (R):
having a balanced social life and often being in the company of people who care about
you; (4) meaning (M): belonging to something larger than oneself (e.g., helping
humanity, participating in community activities, religion etc.); and (5) accomplishment
(A): achieving success in life for the sake of accomplishment alone.
In terms of the dynamic characteristics derived from PERMA measures, we
chose the three abovementioned dynamic characteristics (all occurring over the
momentary timescale) as the core proximal outcomes in this framework, based on
recent findings in affective science. Specifically, these variables have been identified as
a set of sufficient dynamic characteristics for describing the widely varying patterns with
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which core affect changes over time (Kuppens et al., 2012; Koval et al., 2012; Kuppens,
Oravecz & Tuerlinckx, 2010). In the present study we expected that these characteristics
would relatedly apply to sufficiently describing PWB – and PERMA specifically – thus,
our analysis will serve as the first exploration of such findings. Conceptually, these
dynamic characteristics represent meaningful aspects of PWB. Firstly, baseline
represents a person’s state of equilibrium or homeostasis. That is, if we visualize PWB
functioning as a process system, the goal of this system is to continually return to
homeostasis (Kuppens, Allen, & Sheeber, 2010). Previous research shows that
individuals with higher levels of baseline in elements of PWB, e.g., high levels of positive
relationships, experience higher levels of PWB overall (Segrin & Taylor, 2007).
Secondly, IIV represents the variability that an individual exhibits around their baseline
state after experiencing external perturbation. Although IIV has been used to represent
various factors in the literature, the present study defines IIV as a person-level
characteristic (note that environmental-level IIV characteristics may be inseparable from
the measure, and may require supplementary contextual assessment for nuanced
inference). As such, IIV can be viewed as an individual’s momentary reactivity to
external impetus. In other words, IIV is driven by “external forces.” The literature
indicates that individuals with extremely dramatic levels of IIV in elements of PWB such
as positive emotion, experience lower levels of PWB overall (Rӧcke & Brose, 2013).
Thirdly, regulation represents how quickly or slowly an individual returns to baseline
based on the strength of their own internal resistance to change, also termed level of
inertia. For instance an individual with a high internal resistance (high inertia) returns
slowly to their baseline, whereas for an individual with a low internal resistance (low
inertia) a return to baseline occurs more quickly. This means, regulation is driven by
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“internal forces.” Findings show that low levels of positive emotion regulation (e.g., high
inertia) have been linked to decreased PWB (Kuppens, Allen, & Sheeber, 2010).
Importantly, as in the affective process system, it is assumed that these dynamic
features may fundamentally change when the entire system is altered – such as during
the process of learning. Thus, together, these three dynamic characteristics provide a
framework for modeling differences in process systems across people, and fundamental
changes in the process system over time. More specifically, based on general findings
on PWB change (e.g., Segrin & Taylor, 2007; Rӧcke & Brose, 2013; Kuppens, Allen, &
Sheeber, 2010) the present study proposes that successful PWB intervention will result
in a specific pattern of longitudinal changes in PWB functioning characteristics, which
collectively describe improved PWB functioning. This specific pattern of improvement (as
depicted by the directional arrows on proximal outcome items in Figure 3-1) is defined
as: increased baseline levels (Segrin & Taylor, 2007), decreased IIV (Gruber et al.,
2013), and increased regulation (Rӧcke & Brose, 2013). In terms of big picture impact
(beyond the scope of the present study) this model predicts that successful proximal
outcomes of improved PWB functioning will lead to lasting distal outcomes (Figure 3-1)
of ongoing cultivation of PWB beyond college and into adulthood.
To summarize, our framework evaluates the efficacy of PWB intervention from a
dynamic process perspective. Altogether, our study offers a conceptual framework and
quantitative model for evaluating whether a PWB intervention program succeeds in
catalyzing learning processes that improve PWB over time. This framework also allows
us to evaluate whether an intervention will differentially benefit/harm certain individuals,
with certain characteristics of interest, shedding light on subpopulations that may be in
greatest need of tailored interventions. From the broadest perspective, this model’s
proximal positive outcomes may represent predictors of lifelong personal growth.
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Note that the logic presented in Figure 3-1 is also intended to stand as a
framework that is broadly applicable for studying how other behavioral health
interventions impact health-related processes over time. We theorize that for targeting a
vast array of behavioral-change processes, any input (e.g., intervention program
content), which successfully activates a learning process (i.e., successfully targets
change mechanisms), should be expected to yield measurable changes in three key
dynamic process features (e.g., baseline, IIV, and regulatory changes) – that will provide
valuable insight into how such intervention succeeds or does not succeed. As per our
current study, this framework allows future intervention scientists to assess how
moderating factors (e.g., personality traits) influence whether or not a particular
individual is more/less likely to succeed with their particular program.

2. Application: A mobile intervention to improve college students’ momentary
regulation of PWB through contemplative and positive practices.

a. Significance of the project

The present study
The purpose of the present study is to model dynamic changes in PWB
functioning for both general college students, and college student participants in two
forms of digital PWB intervention. Specifically, we aim to explore meaningful changes
that are (1) characteristic of the general population, (2) related to each intervention, and
(3) related to moderating factors – all while allowing for and exploring individual
differences.
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To achieve the aims of this paper we articulate three key dynamics aspects of
individuals’ PWB functioning (baseline changes, IIV, and regulation) with a GoHiAR
process model, and tailor this model to explore our dynamic research questions about
how different PWB interventions effect the underlying processes of PWB in college
populations. Thus we apply GoHiAR in a novel inquiry into PWB intervention efficacy
from a process-oriented perspective.
Operating theory of PWB as a process: overarching and specific
hypotheses. Working from theoretical principles established in the research on affective
dynamics, and PWB experience more broadly, we propose an overarching theory of
PWB as a process. This operating theory hypothesizes that (1) three aspects of PWB
functioning (baseline levels, IIV, regulation) can meaningfully capture changes in PWB
over time, and (2) that directional change in these aspects can signal improved PWB (in
terms of increased baseline, decreased IIV, and increased regulation). This operating
theory represents an overarching hypothesis for the present study, which aims to
investigate more specific aspects of PWB as a process, in the context of PWB
intervention. Here we investigate how PWB intervention changes PWB over time, based
on underpinning theories of transformative dynamic change occurring through the
process of learning. Namely, the present study presents four nuanced hypotheses
related to PWB as a process.
•

Aim 1 hypothesis: Working from dynamic theory established in affective
research (Kuppens, Oravecz, & Tuerlinckx, 2010) we hypothesize that PWB
interventions in college populations have a dynamic impact on PWB processes,
which cannot be captured by aggregate-level effect size hypothesis tests. On a
dynamic-level, we hypothesize that general college students (without
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intervention) will exhibit relatively stable PWB over the course of 8 weeks – and
that most students will not experience PWB improvement.
•

Aim 2 hypothesis: Subsequently, based on process-oriented theories of
learning (Ram & Gerstorf, 2009; Zimmerman 2000), we hypothesize that college
student intervention participants (enrolled in one of two forms of PWB
interventions with positive and contemplative elements) will exhibit improved
PWB functioning during and after the intervention, as compared to control group
participants.

•

Aim 3 hypothesis: Lastly, drawing from heterogeneous intervention response
theory (Wang et al., 2017), we hypothesize that certain factors moderate whether
or not a college student will experience more/less improvement in functioning
during/after PWB intervention, compared to other participants.

Thus, without assuming whether each intervention is successful or not, we broadly
expect that our research will prove the inherently dynamic nature of PWB in college
populations, and how PWB intervention trainings impact underlying PWB processes.

b. Method
The present study utilizes measures from its parent study, Temporal Changes in
the Dynamics of Well-being (TCDW) (2016-2017, PI: Oravecz, #48192), funded by the
John Templeton Foundation, a multiple timescale mHealth intervention study designed
to facilitate process-oriented assessment of PWB intervention in college populations.
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Participants
TCDW was designed as a 56-day long study targeting three study groups: (G0) a
control group (N=55) with daily PWB monitoring and no intervention; (G1) experimental
group 1 (N=51, excluding four people who dropped out of the study) with positive
practice intervention (PPI) and daily PWB monitoring; and (G2) experimental group 2
(N=54, excluding one person who dropped out of the study) with positive practice and
meditation intervention (PPI+Med) and daily PWB monitoring. All groups were assigned
with randomized control design (total N=160). Participants self-identified as 109 female
and 51 male undergraduate students aged 18-22 years, with middle- to high-SES. 77%
of participants were white, 12% Asian, 6% black, 4% Latino, and 1% did not disclose
their race. Participants were financially compensated in proportion to compliance at a
rate of $14 per hour participation. Measures were already anonymized before the
inception of the present study.
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Figure 3-2: Study design.

Participants completed a 56-days of assessment, subdivided into nine discrete

stages, depicted in Figure 3-2 and described in detail in Table 3-1. These stages were

subdivided into two broad design categories. The first design category involved four, 15-
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day phases: (a) an initial period of no-intervention content (14 days), followed by (b) a
period of smartphone-delivered intervention content (15 days; 5 cycles of 3 different
daily practices) (either G1: short positive practice exercises in the evening; G2: a

Table 3-1: Study procedure detail – 9 stages of the study design.
Phase
Study group
I. Introductory session

II. Phase 1: 14-day pre-intervention period
III. Intermediate interview 1
IV. Phase 2: 15-day intervention period
Control Group

PWB* Intervention Group 1
(PPI*)
PWB Intervention Group 2
(PPI + Med*)

V. Intermediate interview 2

Description
Participants were informed about the study and asked if they would like to
participate. Consenting participants were assigned randomly to either the
intervention or control group, familiarized with DWS* and smartphonedelivery, and asked to complete the lab session survey.
Participants were asked six times a day to fill out the online DWS.
Participants ere asked to complete the lab session survey, and briefed about
the intervention period to follow.
In addition to the DWS 6 times a day, depending on group assignment,
participants received the following additional activities:
This group received the same 6 daily DSW signals. To match activities in the
intervention groups, each evening the group was asked to complete a
working memory task.
Each evening this group received instructions to write about one of the
three positive practices: three good things that happened to them, random
acts of kindness they completed that day or reflecting in their character
strengths.
Each morning this group received instructions for a 3-minute meditation
session, with intention setting related to the positive practices, followed by
reminders and relaxation prompts along with DWSs six times during the day.
In the evening, the group was asked to write about one of the three positive
practices: three good things that happened to them, random acts of
kindness they completed that day or reflecting in their character strengths.
Participants were asked to complete the lab session survey.

VI. Phase 3: 13-day post-intervention period Participants repeated taking the DWS 6 times daily for the next 13 days.
1 Intermediate interview 3
VII.
Participants were asked to complete the PWB lab session survey.
VIII. Phase 4: 14-day post-intervention
period 2
IX. Final interview

Participants repeated taking the DWS 6 times daily for the next 14 days.

Participants were asked to complete the PWB lab session survey, and were
briefed about their experience.
*DWB = daily well-being survey, PWB = psychological well-being, PPI = positive practices intervention, PPI + Med = positive
practice intervention with meditation exercises

combination of brief morning meditation exercises (3 minute) – aimed at setting intention
on the positive practices – along with short evening positive practices; or G0: a nonintervention evening memory task), followed by (c-d) two post-intervention periods of nointervention content (13 and 14 days). These two-week phases were interspersed with
the second design category: five, one-hour in-person lab sessions in which participants
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completed a battery of surveys on standard psychological and demographic measures
(lab session survey). For all groups, the duration of the study involved daily completion
of a smartphone-delivered online survey (Daily Well-being Survey, DWS) on multiple
components of PWB, six times a day.

Measures
Our GoHiAR assessment of dynamic PWB intervention efficacy utilizes the
intensive repeated measures of PWB outcomes, which were measured at the state-level
via four core elements of the PERMA scale (positive emotions, engagement, positive
relationship, and accomplishment; Butler & Kern, 2016), that were captured via randomly
sampling two items for each of the selected subscales of the PERMA questionnaire (with
slight modifications of the items to fit the momentary assessment design). Note that the
present study excludes measures of the PERMA variable meaning, due an arising failure
in the estimation algorithm used in our modeling approach when handling these
measures (discussed later). PERMA outcomes were measured in each DWS by asking
participants to respond to prompts such as “I feel helped and supported by others” or “I
am feeling joyful” on a continuous sliding scale from 0-100, with the labels “Not at all”
and “Extremely” at the two endpoints. For aggregate-level Bayes factor analyses, raw
PERMA measures were collapsed to create period-level values per each study group,
i.e., each PERMA outcome was averaged across participants in each group, and then
across period, to create four period-level measures per each of the three groups.
Descriptives of PERMA variables across all individuals and measures are as follows:
positive emotion (M=71.47, SD=19.37); engagement (M=62.82, SD=25.84); positive
relationship (M=74.93, SD=18.12); and accomplishment (M=73.2, SD=18.65). These
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items are all approximately normally distributed with moderate negative skew, as
illustrated in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Descriptives of four PERMA outcome measures.
We also include two relevant moderator variables in the present analyses. Note
that unlike the momentary outcome measures above, these moderator variables
represent trait-level (collapsed) measures and were measured as follows. Firstly, (1)
mean negative affect was averaged within-person over the course of the study from the
positive and negative affect scale (SPANE; Diener et al., 2010), administered once daily
in the evening for 8 weeks, as part of the DWS. Negative affect measures were captured
by asking participants to respond to prompts such as: “Please indicate the extent to
which you have felt sad today” (with additional prompts focusing on: negative, bad,
unpleasant, afraid, and angry), on a continuous sliding scale from 0-100, with the labels
“Not at all” and “Extremely” at the two endpoints. Mean negative affect across all
participants was distributed with positive skew (M=24.58, SD=16.25) as depicted in
Figure 3-4. For our purposes, mean negative affect was transformed on a standardized
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scale (z-score) to facilitate interpretability. We emphasize here that the present measure
did not distinguish between negative affective experiences that were typical of one’s
general trait-level mood, versus experiences resulting from unique upsets or acute life
events. Our second moderator variable (2) acceptability was assessed once, directly
after the 15-day intervention during the intermediate lab session, via self-reports to the
survey question: “How much did you like the morning/evening exercises?” on a 5-point
Likert scale, labeled from “Not at all” to “Very much”. For our purposes, this covariate
measure was transformed on a standardized scale (z-score) to facilitate interpretability.
In the control group, 52 participants reported on this measure (missingness (NA) = 3),
with a group-level acceptability rating of the working memory exercises that centered on
“neither liked nor disliked” (M=2.49, SD=1.20). For the PPI group, 48 participants
responded (NA = 3), with a group-level acceptability rating of positive practices that was
closest to “neither liked nor disliked” (M=2.95, SD=0.97). For the PPI+Med group, 52
participants responded (NA = 2), with a group-level acceptability rating of practices that
was slightly lower than the previous group (M=2.64, SD= 1.22). The population
distribution of acceptability is illustrated in Figure 3-4. Note that for model parsimony, the
acceptability measure included in the present analyses was chosen because it pertained
to evening practices and involved all participants (including the control group); thus, it
does not comprise the PPI+Med group’s acceptability rating for morning meditation
practices, which were a bit more favorable (M=3.12, SD=1.11).
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Figure 3-4: Descriptives of moderator variables: mean negative affect and acceptability.

Compliance
In addition to acceptability measures discussed above, measurement quality and
adherence within this specific implementation are reflected in compliance measures of
participant responses over the duration of the 8-weeks. In terms of the overall study
compliance, out of a possible 336 within-person responses (6 daily responses, 7 days a
week, for 8 weeks), the average total compliance rate across all three experimental
groups was 82.6%, ranging from 41% to 100%. Moreover, in terms of specific
intervention program compliance, intervention 1 (PPI) participants completed an average
of 73% of the exercises, with specific completion levels ranging from 33% to 86%;
whereas intervention 2 (PPI+Med) participants completed an average of 69% of the
exercises, with specific completion levels, ranging from 16% to 86%. Overall, the present
compliance and acceptability scores demonstrate that the current study implementation
yielded high levels of compliance, with room to improve acceptability.
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c. Data Analysis: A statistical model for studying change in PWB intervention:
Bayesian growth of hierarchical autoregression (GoHiAR)

Improving PWB processes, not PWB states
PWB is comprised of processes that change momentarily and over a lifetime.
The challenge of sustainably improving PWB in college populations has prompted more
granular theoretical conceptions and more nuanced quantitative models to articulate (1)
the underlying dynamic characteristics of PWB, (2) how intraindividual differences
manifest these dynamics, and (3) how different interventions and moderating factors can
positively shape them.

A dynamic model for studying PWB intervention

Autoregressive (AR) modeling approaches map proposed theories of short-term
dynamic changes (e.g., emotion regulation) to an articulated statistical model. The AR
model, for instance, is time series approach that allows us to capture dynamic attributes
in terms of dynamic characteristics of one individual’s intensive longitudinal data. Such
time series models map processes over the momentary timescale (i.e., daily change
patterns), in terms of interindividual variation and intraindividual variability – with various
successfully applications to measuring psychological processes (Bringmann et al., 2018;
Lorber & Smith, 2005; Chow et al., 2004). Specifically relevant to our three dynamic
parameters of interest, AR models can be articulated in terms of baseline mean (MU),
intraindividual variability (IIV), and regulation, or inertia (IN) parameters (note that the
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inertia parameter is also commonly termed an autoregressive parameter in other
research contexts). Additionally, growth curve modeling (GCM) approaches map
proposed theories of developmental changes in multiple individuals over time, to another
statistical model. The GCM maps change over the long-term timescale (i.e., pre-to-post
intervention growth) in terms of interindividual change and intraindividual change – which
are captured by hierarchical regression parameters. For instance, longitudinal effects
and group trends are captured in terms of population-level intercepts and slopes, which
are allowed to vary from person to person – capturing individual differences in
effects/trends.
One of the key features of the GoHiAR model is its ability to consider higher-level
factors that influence the growth of dynamic PWB characteristics over time. For instance,
not only does the model account for the effects of participant group (e.g., intervention 1
versus control, intervention 2 versus control), but the model is also capable of measuring
whether moderating variables (e.g., low/average/high levels of negative affect,
openness, or baseline positive emotion) increase or decrease the effect of PWB
interventions on dynamic characteristics, as illustrated by Figure 3-5. For instance, this
allows us to investigate whether individuals with higher levels of openness succeed
more with a particular intervention, as compared to individuals with lower levels of
openness. Moreover, we reiterate that in order to obtain the most statistically accurate
estimates, all parameters of interest – i.e., all three dynamical parameters – should be
estimated at once and not step by step. The alternative option of taking a two-step
approach – i.e., (1) first modeling person-specific process parameters, and then (2)
inputting the previous output into a hierarchical growth model – incurs statistical
challenges, such as accumulating estimation errors across multiple individual models
(Song & Ferrer, 2012).
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Informed by contemporary modeling approaches to studying intraindividual
dynamics in affective processes (Wood et al., 2017; Kuppens, Oravecz, & Tuerlinckx,
2010), the present study joins together the AR and GCM models by placing an AR
model within a GCM – i.e., allowing MU, IIV, IN parameters to change over the long-term
timescale, and to vary from person to person – to provide a joint model that
simultaneously measures multiple individuals’ developmental changes in dynamic
parameters (characteristics) longitudinally. Altogether the GoHiAR model offers a
comprehensive and unified framework for studying how dynamic characteristics of PWB
are influenced over time by factors such as PWB intervention and moderating
characteristics.

Figure 3-5: Conceptual diagram of how the GoHiAR model articulates the effects of
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moderating variables on dynamic characteristics over the course of an intervention. For
instance, in this depiction, higher levels of the variable of openness are hypothesized to
help improve intervention effects of increasing baseline, reducing intra-individual
variation, and improving regulation in elements of PWB.

For mathematical illustration below, let 𝑌!,!,! be the observed value of PERMA for
person i (for i = 1,2…160), during period p (for p = 1…4), at measurement occasion t (for
t = 1, 2…90).
Dynamic equation. In the autoregressive model equation below, the dynamics of 𝑌!,!,!
are described by the AR component of the GoHiAR model:
𝑌!,!,! ~𝑁 𝑚!,!,! , 𝐼𝐼𝑉!,!
𝑚!,!,! = 𝜇!,! + 𝐼𝑁!,! ∗ 𝑌!,!,!!! ,
where dynamic parameters ( 𝜇!,! , 𝐼𝐼𝑉!,! , 𝐼𝑁!,! ) are extended in a growth curve model to
capture change over the course of an intervention, and thus distributed over time as:
𝜇!,! ~𝑁 𝛽!",! + 𝛽!",! ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒! ,

𝜎!!

𝐼𝐼𝑉!,! ~𝑁 𝛽!!"#,! + 𝛽!!"#,! ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒! ,

!
𝜎!!"

𝐼𝑁!,! ~𝑁 𝛽!"#,! + 𝛽!"#,! ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒! ,

!
𝜎!"
.

The (𝛽𝑠) above are growth curve model parameters – which describe the starting level
and linear rate of change for each dynamic parameter ( 𝜇!,! , 𝐼𝐼𝑉!,! , 𝐼𝑁!,! ). For instance,
𝛽!!"#,! is the intercept for the intra-individual variation, and 𝛽!!"#,! is the linear change
across the periods for intraindividual variation.
To explain group differences in these parameters, we regress them on
intervention group membership with the control group as baseline (depicted in the
equations below). Whether a person belongs to 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 1 (intervention with positive
practices alone) or 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 2 (intervention with positive practices and brief meditation
exercises) will be coded by two dichotomous (dummy coded) 0-1 variables: 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝!,! has
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value 1 for person i, if that person belongs to group 1, while 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝!,! has value 1 for
person i, if that person belongs to group 2. Further, all regression parameters are
allowed to covary, as illustrated for example for the IIV, as:

𝛽!!"#,!
~𝑁2
𝛽!!"#,!

𝜇!!!!"!#$ + 𝛽!!!!"!#$ ∗ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝!,! + 𝛽!!!!"!"# ∗ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝!,!
,
𝜇!!!!"#$%&' + 𝛽!!!!"#$%&' ∗ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝!,! + 𝛽!""#!!"#$% ∗ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝!,!
!
𝜎!"!!!"

𝜌!"!"!!" 𝜎!"!!!" 𝜎!"!!!"

𝜌!"!"!!" 𝜎!"!!!" 𝜎!"!!!"

!
𝜎!"!!!"

.

These regression parameters are further extended with additional contrast
parameters specified to capture the group-level differences between intercept and slope
parameters. For example, to capture the difference between control group and
intervention group with positive exercises only in terms of intercept, we introduce a
difference parameter 𝛽!!!!!!"!#$ , formulated as:
𝛽!!!!!!"!#$ =
𝜇!!!!

!"#

+ 𝛽!!!!"!#$ (0) + 𝛽!!!!"!#$ (0) −

𝜇!!!!"!#$ + 𝛽!!!!"!#$ 1 + 𝛽!!!"# 0

=

𝛽!!!!"!#$ 1 .
Or, to capture the difference between the two interventions groups in terms of linear rate
of change over the periods of the study as, we can set up a parameter 𝛽!!!!!!"#$%&' ,
specified as:
𝛽!!!!!!"#$%&' =

𝜇!!!!"#$%&' + 𝛽!!!""#$%&' (1) + 𝛽!!!!"#$%&' (0)
−

𝜇!!!!"#$%&' + 𝛽!!!!"#

!"#

0 + 𝛽!!!!"#$%&' 1

= 𝛽!!!!"#$%&' 1 − 𝛽!!!!"#$%&' 1 .
The posterior probability distribution of these parameters will be estimated, allowing for a
nuanced inference on the group differences. For example the variable 𝛽!!!!!!"#$%&'
represents the posterior probability distribution of the difference between the linear rate
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of change in intraindividual variability across the two intervention groups. Note that
directionality of difference is indicated by the estimate of the first group subtracted by the
second – i.e., G1G2 indicates G1-parameter minus G2-parameter – and G0 serves as
the baseline comparison group for all contrasts.
Additional predictor variables will be added as extensions of the group-level
models, with additional moderator variables added to the linear growth parameter
equations. Specifically, one combined GoHiAR model will simultaneously account for
moderating effects of (1) negative affect in terms of its interaction with PWB
interventions (e.g., 𝛽!"#∗!!!"#$% , 𝛽!"#∗!!!"#$%&' ), and (2) acceptability in terms of its
interaction with PWB interventions (e.g., see negative affect examples). These
moderator models still account for independent group-level effects in addition to
moderating effects.
Prior specification. Having defined all of the relevant parameters and hyperpriors – i.e., a
prior distribution on a parameter of a prior distribution (a hyperparameter) – we now set
the prior distributions. Here we set broad (“non-informative”) priors on all parameters
except the population intercept parameter. Thus, 𝛽!!!!"!#$ – i.e., a specific example
parameter that depicts how all parameters are similarly indexed, and here represents the
IIV intercept that is specific to the control group – is weakly informed by our pilot study
data such that population mean estimates (X) from pilot data models are employed as
prior means, as e.g.:
𝛽!!!!"!!" ~𝑁 𝑋, 10 ,
To reiterate, these weakly informative priors were used for all reference group (G0)
intercepts for (1) MU (e.g., 𝛽!!!"#$% ), (2) IIV (e.g., as above, 𝛽!!!!"!#$ ), and (3) IN (e.g.,
𝛽!!!"!#$ ). Note that we use these weakly informative priors because they represent prior
knowledge from the control group of a pilot experiment that was highly relevant to the
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present application, i.e.: estimates of identical model parameters in application to data
from a two-week dynamic PWB study with identical mobile assessment design and PWB
measures as in the present study – and with general college student participants. To
illustrate, based on the prior study’s control group estimate of positive emotion IIV (M =
6.12, SD = 0.08), the present study estimates all control group positive emotion IIV
parameters with a weakly informative prior distribution that is normally distributed as (M=
6.12, SD = 100). Since this is prior data is a preliminary investigation and we do not want
to be overly narrow in our estimation, we increased the variance of this distribution to
assign a reasonable range for the parameter estimates.
Aside from this specific group of priors, for all remaining growth and
variance/covariance parameters we used non-informative priors that distributed the
probability weight equally over a wide range of possible parameter values (again see,
e.g., Oravecz & Muth, 2018). Specifically, on slope parameters and standard deviations
we set a broad prior with normal distributions on any parameter, which can take values
along the whole real line (the regression coefficients). For example for the IIV slope
parameters and the population level standard deviation this is set as:
𝛽!!!!"#$%&' ~𝑁 0,10
𝜎!"!!!" ~𝑈 0, 100
For correlation parameters we set a broad prior with uniform distributions as:
𝜌!"!"!!" ~𝑈 −1, 1 .

Analyses overview
Using our state-level outcome measures and trait-level moderators, this study
used the GoHiAR model to articulate the dynamic features of PWB functioning (baseline
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changes, IIV, and regulation), and explored how these features changed over the course
of an 8-week study – with and without the influence of intervention. As a jumping off
point, we began with a simplified effect size hypothesis test, using Bayes factor – which
led us to appreciate the nuanced advantages offered by the GoHiAR approach.
Subsequent analyses were conducted using the Bayesian estimation engines: JASP
(JASP Team, 2017) for Bayes factor models, and JAGS (Plummer, 2003) implemented
in R via the RStudio interface (R Core Team, 2013; RStudio Team, 2016) for GoHiAR
models. All analyses were performed in the Bayesian statistical framework (for more
background on Bayesian statistics, see Chapter 2, as well as, e.g., Korner-Nievergelt et
al., 2015; McElreath, 2016), which offers advantages in this application through: (1)
flexibly handling a highly complex hierarchical model that would otherwise not have been
possible to estimate in the classical statistical framework, (2) offering nuanced inferential
interpretation of parameter estimates in terms of probability and uncertainty via posterior
distributions, (3) accumulating prior information from past studies, (4) handling real-time
updating in sequential analysis, and (5) seamlessly working around missing data (with
the possibility of including probability models of missing data) such that imputation or
other supplementary techniques were not needed; all of which deliver new answers to
research questions that cannot be explored in the frequentist framework.

Preliminary Bayes factor assessment
For the first half of Aim 1, Bayes factor independent samples t-tests on difference
scores were used to assess our preliminary hypothesis that the PWB interventions had
an effect on population-level PWB (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009).
Moreover, for Aim 3 a Bayes factor Pearson’s correlation test was used to assess our
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hypothesis that moderating variables mean negative affect and acceptability variables
were linearly related. Both instances of Bayes factor tests assessed our meaningfully
specified hypotheses, instead of the traditional null hypothesis test, which is limited to a
simplified assessment of either rejecting or failing to reject the null hypothesis. In the
frequentist framework, traditional hypothesis tests are based on the assumption that a
null hypothesis is true, meaning that frequentist probability values (p-values) pertain to
the probability of observing data of equal or more extreme value – if the null were true.
This p-value does not indicate the probability that a scientific hypothesis is true.
Conversely, Bayesian estimation does not use p-values, but uses Bayes factor, which
can assess the amount of information in the data in favor or against a hypothesis. Based
on our research question, Bayes factor allows us to compare the relative evidence in
favor of one hypothesis or another (i.e., two competing hypotheses, e.g., M1 over M0) by
using prior information and conditioning on our data. Conventionally, a Bayes factor
value > 1 indicates M1 is more strongly supported by the data than M0, whereas a
value < 1 means the odds are in favor of M0. Going a step further, Bayes factor can be
multiplied by prior model odds to get the posterior odds of two models.
Prior specification. In this study, all Bayes factor models utilized weakly
informative priors on the effect size, as specified by JASP’s default Cauchy prior, which
has a slightly narrowed width = 0.707.
Sequential updating. In addition, Bayes factor allows us to sequentially update
our evidence in favor of either hypothesis M1 or M0. The Bayes factor hypothesis tests
in this study employed sequential updating to illustrate the capacity of Bayesian methods
for analyzing data collected in real-time, without requiring adjustments for experiment
wise alpha. We illustrate this through sequential Bayesian updating in a Bayes factor
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test, which facilitates optional stopping and real-time inference, and can be of valuable
use for the planning and execution of future studies (Morey & Rouder, 2015).

GoHiAR model assessment
To address the key aims of this study we employed three phases of GoHiAR
models to explore: (1) how dynamic characteristics of PWB changed over the course of
a 8-week digital monitoring study, (2) how two different PWB interventions affected these
dynamic PWB characteristics, and (3) how moderating variables of negative affect,
openness, and baseline positive emotion influenced these intervention effects. Each
group of models investigated dynamic PWB characteristics separately for four individual
PERMA elements.
Parameter estimation. As stated earlier, the GoHiAR model is more
mathematically complex than most common longitudinal models – e.g., time series only,
or growth modeling only approaches – which is why we capitalize on specific features of
the Bayesian estimating framework to facilitate model estimation. Specifically, the JAGS
software employed for these models utilizes Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithms to sample from conditional posterior distributions encompassing all of our
parameters. For more in-depth discussion of Bayesian parameter estimation see Paper
1, and additional resources (e.g., Muth, Oravecz, & Gabry, 2018).
Using this sampling algorithm, GoHiAR models were fit to our complete ILD
datasets, for each of our four PERMA outcomes, which included unbalanced measures
due to varying levels of compliance (missingness = 17.4%). Note that, in this early-phase
model development, missing completely at random was assumed (see Chapter 2, i.e.,
missingness was not related to the study’s research questions). In addition as mentioned
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earlier, the estimation algorithm failed to run when attempting to fit models to the
PERMA variable meaning – follow-up efforts are currently being made to identify and
work around the source of this error, which may be due to a bug in the JAGS software
itself. In the four elements of PERMA outcomes assessed, all dynamic parameters (MU,
IIV, and IN) were regressed on period (e.g., intervention periods 1-4) to capture
longitudinal changes (Aim 1-3), with growth curve model parameters assessing the
effects of time (Aim 1, part 2). Subsequently, we also regressed these parameters on
either intervention group (Aim 2), or moderator variables (Aim 3).
GoHiAR models were fitted using two chains, taking 20,000 samples per chain,
after 1,000 samples of burn-in per chain. Convergence criterion was assessed for each
parameter – with convergence indicated by values of R-hat statistic (which reflects the
between-within variance ratio) that were either (1) smaller than 1.1, as per more
conservative cutoff recommendations (Gelman, A., & Shirley, 2011), or (2) smaller than
1.2, as per more liberal cutoff conventions (Brooks & Gelman, 1998); as well as large
estimated sample sizes (for more background on convergence checks, see e.g., Muth,
Oravecz, & Gabry, 2018). Resulting posterior distributions (which represent the
probability distribution of the plausible values of all parameters), were thus comprised of
40,000 samples, summarized by posterior means, credible intervals (CIs) which
represent the 95% range of values with the highest probability density, and a region of
practical equivalence (ROPE) which in our study was used to quantify the percentage of
the posterior probability distribution that is practically equivalent to 0, by calculating how
much of the probability mass falls into the interval (-0.05, 0.05; for more detail, see, e.g.,
Kruschke, 2014).
Prior specification. Across all GoHiAR models we utilized both non-informative
and informative priors – as discussed above (see model equation section).
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Prior specification. Across all GoHiAR models we utilized both non-informative
and informative priors – as discussed above (see model equation section).

d. Results

Results Aim1: Exploring PWB change over the course of the 8-week digital
monitoring study
Part 1: Comparing mean-level differences in PWB over the course of the
study. Conceptually, this analysis explored group-level intervention effects in terms of
differences between PWB changes, across intervention and control groups (n=160).
Firstly, to demonstrate aggregate-level analysis and sequential updating using Bayes
factor, (1) we conducted Bayes factor independent samples t-tests on group differences
in PWB change scores (pre-to-post intervention); and (2) we also performed sequential
updating to inform future preliminary-phase studies. Results from two rounds of
preliminary Bayes factor models are shown in Tables 3-2 and 3-3, along with selected
results plotted in Figures 3-6 and 3-7. .
Table 3-2: Bayes factor results: Control group change versus intervention 1 change.

BF10
Positive Emotion: Pre-post diff
Engagement: Pre-post diff
Relationship: Pre-post diff
Accomplishment: Pre-post diff

0.535
0.263
0.207
0.241

error %
2.470e -5
0.027
0.02
0.025
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Table 3-3: Bayes factor results: Control group change versus intervention 2 change.

BF10
Positive Emotion: Pre-post diff
Engagement: Pre-post diff
Relationship: Pre-post diff
Accomplishment: Pre-post diff

0.249
0.27
0.377
0.216

error %
0.017
0.019
0.025
0.013

Bayes factor models, across all four PERMA variables, tested the effect of a
PWB intervention on group-level PWB changes. We specified hypothesis M1 (BF10 in
Figure 3-5): that pre-to-post (i.e., period-1-to-period-3) intervention changes in PWB for
intervention participants ≠ period-to-post intervention changes in PWB for control group
participants; and tested this against the null hypothesis M0 (BF01 in Figure 3-5): that
there was no difference between control and intervention groups’ changes.

Figure 3-6: Posterior distribution of Bayes factor estimates for engagement model
comparing control and group 1.
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Figure 3-7: Sequential analysis shows moderate evidence at n=60, for engagement
model comparing control and group 1.

As indicated in Tables 3-2 and 3-3, all Bayes factor estimates regarding our
alternative hypothesis M1 were < 1, suggesting that there were no aggregate-level
differences in change scores between the control group and both interventions, across
all PERMA variables. To illustrate, the engagement model comparing control and
intervention 1 change scores (Table 3-2), yielded a Bayes factor value of BF10= 0.263,
suggesting no group differences, with a posterior distribution (illustrated in Figure 3-6)
that illustrated a high probability that there was no difference between the two groups in
terms of pre-to-post intervention changes. Results also indicated that Bayes factor
estimates regarding hypothesis M0 were indeed in favor of the null, 3.7 times (e.g.,
BF01= 3.7, illustrated in Figure 3-6), suggesting there was moderate evidence to
indicate no aggregate-level differences in change scores between the control group and
both interventions, across all PERMA variables. Although these findings go against our
broader hypothesis (that the level of PWB change would differ between control and
intervention group), comparing these results to the dynamical results will highlight that
nuanced PWB intervention effects cannot be captured on the aggregate level.
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Additionally, sequential updating – as illustrated in Figure 3-7, from the same
engagement model, comparing control and intervention 1 change scores – indicated that
over the course of our data collection, information accumulated to favor hypothesis M0.
Thus, the analysis identified the point at which Bayes factor indicated moderate level of
evidence (around n=60) for the null (i.e., no difference between control and intervention
group change scores). If this sequential analysis were conducted live, with an optionalstopping design, this study might have stopped data collection at the 60th individual
because evidence suggested that the intervention was not working at the group level.
Thus, this analysis offers us a recommended sample size for future aggregate-level
comparisons, which could potentially save us valuable resources by not unnecessarily
exceeding a sufficient sample. For our purposes, we proceeded with more nuanced
dynamic assessment of the 8-week study.
Part 2: Capturing temporal features of PWB functioning in the general
college student population. Conceptually, this analysis explored the average
population-level dynamic characteristics of PWB over 8 weeks of monitoring specifically
in the control group (G0, n_control=55), in terms of growth/decline in GoHiAR
parameters: (1) MU (baseline levels), (2) IIV (daily variability), and (3) IN (inertia,
resistance to returning to baseline after disturbance, i.e., the opposite of regulation) of
positive emotions, engagement, relationship (i.e., positive relationship), and
accomplishment. This analysis extended the Bayes factor approach by assessing
nuanced characteristics of PWB change over the 8-week timescale. R-hat values were
smaller than 1.1 for all parameters (4,032 out of 4,032) across all four GoHiAR models,
supporting good convergence.
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Table 3-4: Aim 1 results from GoHiAR with control group: Positive emotion dynamics.
Positive Emotion
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher than
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
(-0.05,0.05) ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05)
(-0.05,0.05)
Population-level growth parameters
MU intercept 38.989 32.965 43.650
0
0
1
IIV intercept 5.170
4.892
5.441
0
0
1
IN intercept 0.418
0.358
0.503
0
0
1
MU slope 5.726
3.859
8.307
0
0
1
IIV slope -0.291
-0.380 -0.199
1
0
0
IN slope -0.065
-0.101 -0.045
0.916
0.084
0.000
Variance parameters
SD of MU intercept 10.909
7.422 14.169
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.775
0.512
1.059
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.107
0.065
0.144
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope 3.084
2.092
4.162
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.234
0.129
0.338
0
0
1
SD of IN slope 0.021
0.009
0.035
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation

Table 3-5: Aim 1 results from GoHiAR with control group only: Engagement dynamics
Engagement
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher than
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
(-0.05,0.05) ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05)
(-0.05,0.05)
Population-level growth parameters
MU intercept 42.866 39.051 46.842
0
0
1
IIV intercept 6.226
5.973
6.476
0
0
1
IN intercept 0.235
0.182
0.282
0
0
1
MU slope 3.390
1.920
4.821
0
0
1
IIV slope -0.342
-0.461 -0.227
1
0
0
IN slope -0.025
-0.043 -0.005
0.002
0.998
0.000
Variance parameters
SD of MU intercept 10.850
7.901 13.737
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.651
0.313
0.965
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.103
0.052
0.151
0.000
0.028
0.972
SD pf MU slope 3.880
2.837
5.000
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.364
0.258
0.476
0
0
1
SD of IN slope 0.040
0.022
0.056
0.000
0.879
0.121
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation
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Table 3-6: Aim 1 results from GoHiAR with control group only: Relationship dynamics.
Relationship
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher than
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05)
Population-level growth parameters
MU intercept 43.799 39.421 48.499
0
0
1
IIV intercept 4.514
4.239
4.798
0
0
1
IN intercept 0.390
0.345
0.434
0
0
1
MU slope 4.880
3.800
5.934
0
0
1
IIV slope -0.241
-0.339 -0.149
1
0
0
IN slope -0.061
-0.071 -0.050
0.978
0.022
0.000
Variance parameters
SD of MU intercept 15.123 11.717 18.647
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.772
0.475
1.073
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.125
0.093
0.162
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope 2.613
1.990
3.275
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.248
0.137
0.356
0.000
0.001
0.999
SD of IN slope 0.006
0.000
0.017
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation

Table 3-7: Aim 1 results from GoHiAR with control group only: Accomplishment
Accomplishment
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher than
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05)
Population-level growth parameters
MU intercept
44.619 40.567 48.725
0
0
1
IIV intercept
4.750
4.436
5.049
0
0
1
IN intercept
0.375
0.335
0.415
0
0
1
MU slope
4.134
3.023
5.363
0
0
1
IIV slope
-0.191 -0.304 -0.079
0.993
0.007
0.000
IN slope
-0.054 -0.068 -0.041
0.684
0.316
0.000
Variance parameters
SD of MU intercept
12.697
9.656 15.948
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept
0.921
0.623
1.221
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept
0.093
0.065
0.123
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope
2.188
1.400
2.954
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope
0.334
0.225
0.444
0
0
1
SD of IN slope
0.015
0.002
0.026
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation
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Figure 3-8: Dynamic growth in PERMA (control group). Dark lines indicate estimated
population values, and surrounding lighter bands indicate 95% credible interval.
Parameter estimates for Aim 1 GoHiAR models are reported in Tables 3-4, 3-5,
3-6, 3-7 and depicted in Figure 3-8. These GoHiAR results captured meaningful patterns
of PWB functioning, across our four PERMA variables.
A. At the population level, college students exhibited similar patterns of PWB
functioning in the dynamic characteristics of positive emotion, engagement, relationship,
and accomplishment – across the 8-week monitoring period (see group-level growth
parameters Tables 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7). Such consistent directional changes across all
PWB variables indicates collective improvement in PWB elements over the course of the
8-weeks, in terms of: (1) positively increasing baseline levels (MU), (2) decreasing levels
of fluctuation (IIV), and instances of both (3) decreasing inertia (IN), i.e., ongoing
improvement in self-regulation, and unchanged IN, i.e., maintained self-regulation.
Credible intercepts and slopes – in this and all subsequent results sections – are
interpreted based on notable amounts of posterior mass (greater than 90%) centering on
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the “lower than” or “higher than” side of the ROPE interval (-0.05, 0.05) for parameters
(e.g., MU intercept, IIV slope). Credibly “equivalent to zero” parameters are interpreted
based on notable amounts of posterior mass (greater than 90%) centering within the
ROPE interval (-0.05, 0.05). Note that parameters with dispersed credibility (i.e., with no
instances of at least 90% posterior mass across “lower than”, “higher than”, and ROPE (0.05, 0.05) intervals) are considered non-credible, thus we will not draw inference from
such estimates. Specifically, we found credibly increased baseline levels of positive
emotion (Table 3-4, MU slope: M=5.726, CI=(3.859, 8.307)), engagement (Table 3-5,
MU slope: M=3.390, CI=(1.920, 4.821)), relationship (Table 3-6, MU slope: M=4.880,
CI=(3.800, 5.934)), and accomplishment (Table 3-7, MU slope: M=4.134, CI=(3.023,
5.363), over the course of the 8-weeks. We also found credibly reduced variability in
experiences of positive emotion (Table 3-4, IIV slope: M=-0.291, CI=(-0.380, -0.199)),
engagement (Table 3-5, IIV slope: M=-0.342, CI=(-0.461, -0.227)), relationship (Table 36, IIV slope: M=-0.241, CI=(-0.339, -0.149)), and accomplishment (Table 3-7, IIV slope:
M=-0.191, CI=(-0.304, -0.079)). Lastly we found varying changes in self-regulation
(reduced inertia). Specifically, students exhibited credibly improved self-regulation of
positive emotion (Table 3-4, IN slope: M=-0.065, CI=(-0.101, -0.045)) and relationship
(Table 3-6, IN slope: M=-0.061, CI=(-0.071, -0.050)) – both with large part of the
posterior mass – 91.6% for positive emotion and 97.8% for relationship – falling lower
than the ROPE interval (-0.05, 0.05) to indicate these parameter estimates were unlikely
to be 0. For accomplishment, around 31.6% of the posterior is in the ROPE around 0
and the rest falling on the lower side, which makes it difficult to draw highly credible
inference on this parameter based on the current data (Table 3-7, IN slope: M=-0.054,
CI= (-0.068, -0.041), ROPE(-0.05, 0.05)= 0.316). Unlike positive emotion, relationship,
and accomplishment, evidence within the ROPE interval (-0.05, 0.05) suggests that
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students may have maintained constant self-regulation of engagement, as more than
99% of the posterior mass for the inertia slope estimate is in the region that is practically
equivalent to 0 (Table 3-5, IN slope: M=-0.025, CI=(-0.043, -0.005), ROPE(-0.05, 0.05)=
0.998). These results notably elucidate that not all elements of PWB necessarily follow
the same longitudinal trends.

Figure 3-9: Person-specific dynamic growth in positive emotion – control group .

B. At the individual level, as illustrated in Figure 3-9 (also see variance
parameters in Table 3-4), results reflected individual differences in population-level
parameters. For instance standard deviations around population-level dynamic
intercepts for positive emotion captured meaningful person-specific variation (Table 3-4,
SD of MU intercept: M=10.909, CI=(7.422, 14.169); SD of IIV intercept: M=0.775,
CI=(0.512, 1.059); SD of IN intercept: M=0.107, CI=(0.065, 0.144) – all with ROPE(0,
0.05)=0). This variation indicates that college students have diverse PWB experiences,
due to unique personal and environmental factors.
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C. Summary. Firstly, results captured credible changes over the study periods in
all dynamical variables, supporting our hypothesis that changes in PWB over time may
be articulated in terms of (1) baseline levels (MU), (2) fluctuation (IIV), and (3) inertia (IN)
in the PERMA variables. When looking at the directionality of these changes, the results
indicate that the mobile assessment may have positively affected the multifaceted
dynamic characteristics of all PERMA variables – most unanimously in terms of higher
baseline and lower IIV, and differentially in terms of improved self-regulation (i.e.,
credible estimates of improved self-regulation in positive emotion and relationship,
credible estimates of maintained self-regulation in engagement, and less conclusive
findings for self-regulation of accomplishment). On one level, these results highlight the
value in assessing PWB as a multivariate construct – and how different elements may
respond differently to external stimuli (e.g., digital monitoring effects). On another level,
contrary to the literature, these results suggest that college students in the general
population experienced broad improvement in PWB functioning over 8-weeks – which
conflicts with current findings that levels of mental health are declining in general college
populations. Although these observed improvements in non-intervention participants
may be linked to countless factors beyond the scope of this study, two viable possibilities
include: (a) mHealth measurement reactivity (i.e., causing change in the very
phenomena one aims to study) in response to the digital monitoring platform itself –
which has been shown to impact various psychological states (Nilsen et al., 2012;
Moskowitz & Young, 2006; Robbins, Schlicht, Ebner-Priemer, & Kanning, 2013) and
possibly have a uniquely positive effect on elements of PWB through promoting selfawareness (Robbins, Kubiak, & Mostofsky, 2014; Steptoe & Wardle, 2011). A second
possible influence beyond the limits of this study is (b) mHealth measurement issues,
including burden, which has been identified as an obstacle to mobile
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assessment/interventions when participants cross a threshold for intensive
measurement and have lower motivation to preserve measurement integrity (Schueller &
Parks, 2012). Further consideration of both of these possibilities will be discussed in the
concluding section of this paper – with additional prospects for future study in the
concluding chapter of this dissertation. Lastly, variability across person-specific
trajectories in these models indicates that college students have diverse PWB
experiences, which may be explained by additional factors. Our subsequent analyses
investigate whether several specific factors – namely, engagement in PWB
interventions, and moderating variables – can help us better understand the various
ways that PWB is impacted in college populations, and whether PWB interventions lead
to more positive change.

Results Aim 2: Exploring how PWB interventions impact PWB functioning in
college student participants
Conceptually this analysis explored whether either of two PWB interventions (G1
= PPI: positive practices only with digital monitoring; G2 = PPI+Med: positive practices
and brief meditative exercises with digital monitoring) successfully changed (improved)
the dynamic PWB characteristics of college student participants above and beyond the
control group (G0 = digital monitoring only) – again in terms of our dynamic parameters
of interest (MU, IIV, IN). Using the entire study sample (n=160), this analysis estimated
group-level growth parameters for dynamic characteristics, while simultaneously
capturing contrast parameters for nuanced group comparisons. Convergence criterion
looked good across all four GoHiAR models, for all parameters in terms of: 97.7% of
parameters (11,485 out of 11,760) with R-hat values smaller than 1.1; 2.2% of
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parameters (262 out of 11,760) with R-hat values between 1.1 and 1.2; and 0.05% of
parameters (64 out of 11,760) between 1.2 and 1.4. Given the complexity of the present
model and the small percentage of values above 1.1, these R-hat values indicate good
convergence overall, with slight room for sampling quality improvement with longer
chains or perhaps with a different MCMC sampling algorithm (e.g., Hamilton Monte
Carlo sampling via Stan, see e.g., Stan Development Team, 2017; Carpenter et al.,
2017, and later discussion to follow).
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Table 3-8:
dynamics.

Aim 2 results from GoHiAR with intervention groups: Positive emotion
Positive Emotion
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
(-0.05,0.05) than ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05)
(-0.05,0.05)

Group-level growth parameters
G0MU intercept 40.201 36.669 43.749
0
0
1
G0IIV intercept 5.170
4.914
5.428
0
0
1
G0IN intercept 0.406
0.362
0.449
0
0
1
G0MU slope 5.308
4.139
6.483
0
0
1
G0IIV slope -0.291 -0.377 -0.199
1
0
0
G0IN slope -0.060 -0.073 -0.046
0.910
0.090
0
G1
G1MU intercept 47.138 43.310 51.078
0
0
1
G1IIV intercept 5.252
4.985
5.515
0
0
1
G1IN intercept 0.328
0.281
0.376
0
0
1
G1MU slope 2.353
1.072
3.681
0
0
1
G1IIV slope -0.253 -0.347 -0.160
1
0
0
G1IN slope -0.030 -0.046 -0.014
0.007
0.993
0
G2
G2MU intercept 47.163 43.387 50.838
0
0
1
G2IIV intercept 5.221
4.967
5.481
0
0
1
G2IN intercept 0.336
0.293
0.381
0
0
1
G2MU slope 1.973
0.738
3.263
0
0
1
G2IIV slope -0.322 -0.411 -0.232
1.000
0.000
0.000
G2IN slope -0.025 -0.040 -0.010
0.0009
0.9991
0
Group-level contrast parametrs
G0 v G1
G0G1DiffMU intercept -6.937 -12.050 -1.784
0.997
0.000
0.003
G0G1DiffIIV intercept -0.081 -0.445 0.291
0.563
0.193
0.244
G0G1DiffIN intercept 0.078
0.013
0.141
0.000
0.199
0.801
G0G1DiffMU slope 2.956
1.166
4.795
0
0
1
G0G1DiffIIV slope -0.037 -0.167 0.091
0.426
0.482
0.093
G0G1DiffIN slope -0.029 -0.052 -0.008
0.043
0.957
0.000
G2 v G0
G2G0DiffMU intercept 6.962
1.803 12.151
0.006
0.001
0.994
G2G0DiffIIV intercept 0.051
-0.293 0.427
0.293
0.206
0.502
G2G0DiffIN intercept -0.070 -0.132 -0.005
0.743
0.257
0.000
G2G0DiffMU slope -3.335 -5.012 -1.597
1
0
0
G2G0DiffIIV slope -0.031 -0.162 0.091
0.386
0.510
0.103
G2G0DiffIN slope 0.035
0.013
0.053
0.000
0.937
0.063
G2 v G1
G2G1DiffMU intercept 0.025
-6.070 5.620
0.478
0.013
0.509
G2G1DiffIIV intercept -0.030 -0.394 0.341
0.458
0.206
0.336
G2G1DiffIN intercept 0.008
-0.061 0.084
0.054
0.798
0.148
G2G1DiffMU slope -0.380 -2.248 1.637
1
0
0
G2G1DiffIIV slope -0.069 -0.199 0.061
0.610
0.354
0.036
G2G1DiffIN slope 0.005
-0.020 0.028
0
1
0
Population-level variance parameters
SD of MU intercept 9.778
8.174 11.468
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.634
0.462
0.810
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.099
0.081
0.117
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope 2.663
2.162
3.187
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.210
0.145
0.275
0
0
1
SD of IN slope 0.023
0.015
0.031
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation, G0=Control, G1=PPI intervention, G2=PPI+meditation intervention
G0
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Table 3-9: Aim 2 results from GoHiAR with intervention groups: Engagement dynamics.
Engagement
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
(-0.05,0.05) than ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05)
(-0.05,0.05)
Group-level growth parameters
G0MU intercept 42.865 39.221 46.577
0
0
1
G0IIV intercept 6.226
5.975
6.480
0
0
1
G0IN intercept 0.237
0.190
0.285
0
0
1
G0MU slope 3.528
2.079
5.017
0
0
1
G0IIV slope -0.341 -0.457 -0.227
1
0
0
G0IN slope -0.026 -0.042 -0.009
0.002
0.998
0.000
G1
G1MU intercept 44.201 40.254 48.163
0
0
1
G1IIV intercept 6.441
6.183
6.710
0
0
1
G1IN intercept 0.222
0.173
0.272
0
0
1
G1MU slope 3.120
1.584
4.673
0
0
1
G1IIV slope -0.370 -0.489 -0.247
1
0
0
G1IN slope -0.025 -0.043 -0.008
0.002
0.998
0.000
G2
G2MU intercept 46.475 42.690 50.389
0
0
1
G2IIV intercept 6.283
6.024
6.541
0
0
1
G2IN intercept 0.232
0.183
0.280
0
0
1
G2MU slope 2.610
1.170
4.134
0
0
1
G2IIV slope -0.366 -0.483 -0.250
1
0
0
G2IN slope -0.026 -0.044 -0.010
0.0038
0.9962
0
Group-level contrast parametrs
G0 v G1
G0G1DiffMU intercept -1.335 -6.676 4.060
0.681
0.013
0.306
G0G1DiffIIV intercept -0.215 -0.583 0.149
0.811
0.110
0.079
G0G1DiffIN intercept 0.015
-0.052 0.086
0.032
0.810
0.158
G0G1DiffMU slope 0.408
-1.663 2.521
0
0
1
G0G1DiffIIV slope 0.028
-0.142 0.194
0.179
0.421
0.401
G0G1DiffIN slope -0.001 -0.025 0.024
0
1
0
G2 v G0
G2G0DiffMU intercept 3.609
-1.487 8.886
0.084
0.006
0.911
G2G0DiffIIV intercept 0.057
-0.303 0.421
0.282
0.202
0.516
G2G0DiffIN intercept -0.006 -0.074 0.059
0.097
0.853
0.051
G2G0DiffMU slope -0.918 -2.973 1.121
1
0
0
G2G0DiffIIV slope -0.025 -0.194 0.137
0.381
0.432
0.187
G2G0DiffIN slope -0.001 -0.023 0.023
0
1
0
G2 v G1
G2G1DiffMU intercept 2.274
-3.466 7.662
0.206
0.009
0.784
G2G1DiffIIV intercept -0.158 -0.520 0.219
0.717
0.151
0.132
G2G1DiffIN intercept 0.009
-0.056 0.081
0.041
0.831
0.128
G2G1DiffMU slope -0.510 -2.647 1.663
1
0
0
G2G1DiffIIV slope 0.004
-0.162 0.171
0.265
0.442
0.294
G2G1DiffIN slope -0.002 -0.026 0.023
0
1
0
Population-level variance parameters
SD of MU intercept 10.603 8.974 12.362
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.687
0.524
0.850
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.104
0.082
0.128
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope 4.087
3.453
4.734
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.363
0.303
0.424
0
0
1
SD of IN slope 0.032
0.021
0.041
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation, G0=Control, G1=PPI intervention, G2=PPI+meditation intervention
G0
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Table 3-10:
dynamics.

Aim 2 results from GoHiAR with intervention groups: Relationship
Relationship
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
than ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05)

Group-level growth parameters
G0MU intercept 44.103 40.270 47.992
0
0
1
G0IIV intercept 4.511
4.251
4.771
0
0
1
G0IN intercept 0.395
0.352
0.439
0
0
1
G0MU slope 5.171
4.079
6.362
0
0
1
G0IIV slope -0.241 -0.333 -0.149
1
0
0
G0IN slope -0.064 -0.077 -0.052
0.999
0.001
0.000
G1
G1MU intercept 46.341 42.172 50.523
0
0
1
G1IIV intercept 4.728
4.456
5.004
0
0
1
G1IN intercept 0.360
0.314
0.405
0
0
1
G1MU slope 3.587
2.508
4.660
0
0
1
G1IIV slope -0.201 -0.299 -0.106
0.999
0.001
0.000
G1IN slope -0.042 -0.054 -0.031
0.119
0.881
0.000
G2
G2MU intercept 50.309 46.357 54.350
0
0
1
G2IIV intercept 4.359
4.096
4.628
0
0
1
G2IN intercept 0.340
0.295
0.381
0
0
1
G2MU slope 1.660
0.655
2.635
0
0
1
G2IIV slope -0.231 -0.327 -0.141
1.000
0.000
0.000
G2IN slope -0.026 -0.036 -0.015
0.000
1.000
0.000
Group-level contrast parametrs
G0 v G1
G0G1DiffMU intercept -2.238 -7.840 3.313
0.777
0.011
0.212
G0G1DiffIIV intercept -0.216 -0.592 0.164
0.806
0.111
0.082
G0G1DiffIN intercept 0.035
-0.028 0.099
0.004
0.677
0.320
G0G1DiffMU slope 1.585
0.168
3.162
0
0
1
G0G1DiffIIV slope -0.040 -0.174 0.092
0.443
0.465
0.092
G0G1DiffIN slope -0.022 -0.040 -0.006
0.001
1.000
0.000
G2 v G0
G2G0DiffMU intercept 6.206
0.814 11.666
0.012
0.001
0.987
G2G0DiffIIV intercept -0.152 -0.521 0.224
0.706
0.150
0.144
G2G0DiffIN intercept -0.056 -0.116 0.005
0.569
0.431
0.000
G2G0DiffMU slope -3.511 -4.992 -1.937
1
0
0
G2G0DiffIIV slope 0.009
-0.124 0.138
0.186
0.545
0.269
G2G0DiffIN slope 0.038
0.021
0.055
0.000
0.921
0.079
G2 v G1
G2G1DiffMU intercept 3.968
-1.921 9.657
0.087
0.005
0.908
G2G1DiffIIV intercept -0.369 -0.752 0.003
0.950
0.035
0.015
G2G1DiffIN intercept -0.021 -0.082 0.042
0.183
0.806
0.011
G2G1DiffMU slope -1.927 -3.549 -0.430
1
0
0
G2G1DiffIIV slope -0.031 -0.166 0.102
0.391
0.491
0.118
G2G1DiffIN slope 0.016
-0.001 0.034
0.000
1.000
0.000
Population-level variance parameters
SD of MU intercept 12.963 11.143 14.955
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.684
0.511
0.863
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.125
0.106
0.145
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope 2.318
1.914
2.733
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.230
0.164
0.294
0
0
1
SD of IN slope 0.018
0.009
0.024
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation, G0=Control, G1=PPI intervention, G2=PPI+meditation intervention
G0
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Table 3-11:
dynamics.

Aim 2 results from GoHiAR with intervention groups: Accomplishment
Accomplishment
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
than ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05)

Group-level growth parameters
G0MU intercept 44.907 41.629 48.247
0
0
1
G0IIV intercept 4.751
4.466
5.032
0
0
1
G0IN intercept 0.379
0.345
0.415
0
0
1
G0MU slope 4.242
3.214
5.207
0
0
1
G0IIV slope -0.191 -0.294 -0.094
0.997
0.003
0.000
G0IN slope -0.055 -0.067 -0.044
0.811
0.189
0.000
G1
G1MU intercept 51.348 47.509 55.160
0
0
1
G1IIV intercept 5.078
4.781
5.364
0
0
1
G1IN intercept 0.284
0.240
0.327
0
0
1
G1MU slope 1.924
0.690
3.162
0
0
1
G1IIV slope -0.292 -0.395 -0.187
1
0
0
G1IN slope -0.022 -0.037 -0.007
0
1
0
G2
G2MU intercept 46.669 43.018 50.187
0
0
1
G2IIV intercept 4.504
4.214
4.784
0
0
1
G2IN intercept 0.366
0.328
0.407
0
0
1
G2MU slope 2.653
1.730
3.630
0
0
1
G2IIV slope -0.203 -0.306 -0.104
0.998
0.002
0.000
G2IN slope -0.038 -0.049 -0.027
0.017
0.983
0.000
Group-level contrast parametrs
G0 v G1
G0G1DiffMU intercept -6.441 -11.607 -1.398
0.994
0.001
0.005
G0G1DiffIIV intercept -0.327 -0.729 0.089
0.910
0.055
0.035
G0G1DiffIN intercept 0.095
0.038
0.154
0.000
0.059
0.941
G0G1DiffMU slope 2.318
0.661
3.946
0
0
1
G0G1DiffIIV slope 0.100
-0.043 0.245
0.021
0.225
0.754
G0G1DiffIN slope -0.033 -0.055 -0.014
0.044
0.956
0.000
G2 v G0
G2G0DiffMU intercept 1.761
-3.224 6.807
0.238
0.012
0.750
G2G0DiffIIV intercept -0.247 -0.641 0.156
0.834
0.093
0.073
G2G0DiffIN intercept -0.012 -0.070 0.044
0.094
0.888
0.018
G2G0DiffMU slope -1.588 -3.025 -0.101
1
0
0
G2G0DiffIIV slope -0.011 -0.155 0.132
0.292
0.509
0.198
G2G0DiffIN slope 0.017
-0.001 0.034
0
1
0
G2 v G1
G2G1DiffMU intercept -4.679 -9.879 0.623
0.964
0.003
0.033
G2G1DiffIIV intercept -0.574 -0.990 -0.179
0.994
0.005
0.002
G2G1DiffIN intercept 0.083
0.028
0.148
0.000
0.116
0.885
G2G1DiffMU slope 0.729
-0.840 2.358
0
0
1
G2G1DiffIIV slope 0.089
-0.055 0.234
0.031
0.267
0.702
G2G1DiffIN slope -0.016 -0.039 0.002
0.001
0.999
0.000
Population-level variance parameters
SD of MU intercept 10.419 8.839 12.000
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.773
0.591
0.947
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.093
0.074
0.111
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope 2.256
1.814
2.720
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.267
0.201
0.331
0
0
1
SD of IN slope 0.022
0.017
0.027
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance,
IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation, G0=Control, G1=PPI intervention, G2=PPI+meditation intervention
G0
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Aim 2 results are depicted in Tables 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, and 3-11, with select figures
illustrating estimated group trends for positive emotion (Figure 3-10) and engagement
(Figure 3-11).
A. At the population level, across all positive emotion, engagement, relationship,
and accomplishment models, trajectories reflected patterns of longitudinal growth (see
group-level growth parameters Tables 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 3-11) that were similar to the
control group trajectories captured in Aim 2, with similar directional change across
control (G0), PPI (G1), and PPI+Med (G2) groups. In other words, these measures
reflect consistent changes across all PWB variables and experimental groups, in terms
of (1) positively increasing baseline levels (MU), (2) decreasing levels of fluctuation (IIV),
and instances of both (3) decreasing inertia (IN), i.e., ongoing improvement in selfregulation, and unchanged IN, i.e., maintained self-regulation.
For instance illustrated in Figures 3-10 and 3-11, all groups exhibited credibly
similar increased baseline levels of PWB (e.g., engagement in Table 3-9, G0MU slope:
M= 3.528, C=(2.079, 5.017); G1MU slope: M= 3.102, CI=(1.584, 4.673); G2MU slope:
M= 2.610, CI=(1.170, 4.134) – all with 100% posterior mass higher than ROPE(-0.05,
0.05)), and credibly similar decreased levels of variability in PWB (e.g., engagement in
Table 3-9, G0IIV slope: M= -0.341, CI=(-0.457, -0.227); G1IIV slope: M= -0.370, CI=(0.489, -0.247); G2IIV slope: M= -0.366, CI=(-0.483, -0.250) – all with 100% of posterior
mass lower than ROPE(-0.05, 0.05)). We emphasize here again that results showed
differential self-regulation change across elements of PWB. For engagement, consistent
across groups, credible estimates suggest participants maintained constant selfregulation (e.g., engagement in Table 3-9, G0IN slope: M= -0.026, CI=(-0.042, -0.009);
G1IN slope: M= -0.025, CI=(-0.043, -0.008); G2IN slope: M= -0.026, CI=(-0.044, -0.010)
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– all with over 99.6% posterior mass in ROPE(-0.05, 0.05) to suggest that these slopes
did not differ from zero). For positive emotion, relationship, and accomplishment,
although there were instances of both maintained and improved self-regulation (see
Tables 3-8, 3-10, 3-11: G0IN slope, G1IN slope, G2IN slope, all with at least 90%
posterior mass in either ROPE(-0.05, 0.05) or in the “smaller than ROPE” interval),
group-level contrast parameters showed these group differences were practically
equivalent to zero (see Tables 3-8, 3-10, 3-11: G0G1DiffIN slope, G2G0DiffIN slope,
G2G1DiffIN slope, with at least 90% posterior mass in ROPE(-0.05, 0.05)). Thus, overall
these population-level trends indicate that college students in the two intervention
groups exhibited similar aggregate-level changes in PWB, compared to their control
group peers (Aim 1). Next we take a closer look at these “directionally similar” changes,
to consider whether GoHiAR captured any credible differences between intervention
groups. Namely, we explore potential intervention effects in terms of credible group-level
differences in dynamic parameter trajectories.
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Figure 3-10: Dynamic changes in positive emotions, accounting for intervention group
(left column = G0 control group; middle column = G1 with positive practices; right column
= G2 with positive and meditation practices; top row = MU; middle row = IIV, bottom row
= IN). Dark lines indicate the estimated population value, and the surrounding lighter
band indicates the 95% credible interval.
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Figure 3-11: Dynamic growth in engagement, accounting for intervention group (left
column = G0 control group; middle column = G1 with positive practices; right column =
G2 with positive and meditation practices; top row = MU; middle row = IIV; bottom row =
IN). Dark lines indicate the estimated population value, and the surrounding lighter band
indicates the 95% credible interval.
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B. At the intervention group level, across all positive emotion, engagement, relationship,
and accomplishment models, GoHiAR captured instances of both credible group-level
differences as well as credible group-level similarities in dynamic change trajectories
(see group-level contrast parameters Tables 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 3-11). These patterns are
reviewed in detail below, and then interpreted in the following paragraph.
1. Positive emotion exhibited credible group-level differences and similarities
(see Table 3-8 for estimate values) in terms of the following dynamic characteristics.
Baseline: G2 had credibly higher starting level positive emotion, compared to the
control group (G2G0DiffMU intercept), with G1 starting levels credibly higher than the
control group (G0G1DiffMU intercept). The control group had credibly higher baseline
growth of positive emotion, compared to G1 (G0G1DiffMU slope), and G2 (G2G0DiffMU
slope), and G1 had credibly higher baseline growth than G2 (G2G1DiffMU slope).
Variability: No credible group differences or similarities were found for startinglevel variability in positive emotion (G0G1DiffIIV intercept, G2G0DiffIIV intercept,
G2G1DiffIIV intercept), or variability changes for positive emotion (G2G0DiffIIV slope,
G2G0DiffIIV slope, G2G1DiffIIV slope).
Inertia: No credible group differences or similarities were found for starting-level
inertia in positive emotion (G0G1DiffIN intercept, G2G0DiffIN intercept, G2G1DiffIN
intercept). Credible evidence showed all experimental groups exhibited similar inertia
changes for positive emotion (G0G1DiffIN slope, G2G0DiffIN slope, G2G1DiffIN slope)
with over 93% probability that there were no differences between these “zero-equivalent”
slopes (G1IN slope, G2IN slope) and slightly negative slopes (G0IN slope).
2. Engagement also exhibited credible group-level differences and similarities
(see Table 3-9 for estimate values) in terms of the following dynamic characteristics:
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Baseline: Similar to positive emotion, G2 had credibly higher starting levels of
engagement, compared to the control group (G2G0DiffMU intercept), with no other
credible differences/similarities across group baseline starting levels. Also similar to
positive emotion, the control group had credibly higher baseline growth of engagement,
compared to G1 (G0G1DiffMU slope), and G2 (G2G0DiffMU slope), and G1 had credibly
higher baseline growth than G2 (G2G1DiffMU slope).
Variability: Similar to positive emotion, no credible group differences or
similarities were found for starting-level variability in engagement (G0G1DiffIIV intercept,
G2G0DiffIIV intercept, G2G1DiffIIV intercept), or for variability changes in engagement
(G2G0DiffIIV slope, G2G0DiffIIV slope, G2G1DiffIIV slope).
Inertia: Also similar to positive emotion, there were no credible group differences
or similarities in starting-level inertia for engagement (G0G1DiffIN intercept, G2G0DiffIN
intercept, G2G1DiffIN intercept). Moreover, credible evidence showed all experimental
groups exhibited similarly zero (see “zero-equivalent” estimates G0IN slope, G1IN slope,
G2IN slope) inertia change for engagement (G0G1DiffIN slope, G2G0DiffIN slope,
G2G1DiffIN slope) with over 100% probability that each of these group differences was
equivalent to zero.
3. Relationship also exhibited credible group-level differences and similarities
(see Table 3-10 for estimate values) in terms of the following dynamic characteristics:
Baseline levels: Similar to the above variables, G2 had credibly higher starting
levels of relationship, compared to the control group (G2G0DiffMU intercept). Also, G2
had credibly higher starting levels of relationship, compared to G1 (G2G1DiffMU
intercept). There were no credible differences/similarities between the control group and
G1 (G0G1DiffMU intercept). Also like the above variables, the control group had credibly
higher baseline growth of relationship, compared to G1 (G0G1DiffMU slope), and G2
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(G2G0DiffMU slope), and G1 had credibly higher baseline growth than G2 (G2G1DiffMU
slope).
Variability: Relationship had only one instance of group-level difference in
starting-level variability – with G2 credibly higher than G1 (G2G1DiffIIV intercept). There
were no other credible differences/similarities in relationship starting-level variability.
Moreover, similar to the above measures, no credible group differences or similarities
were found for variability changes for relationship (G2G0DiffIIV slope, G2G0DiffIIV
slope, G2G1DiffIIV slope).
Inertia: Also similar to the above variables, no credible group differences or
similarities were found for starting-level inertia in relationship (G0G1DiffIN intercept,
G2G0DiffIN intercept, G2G1DiffIN intercept). Moreover, credible evidence showed all
experimental groups had equivalent levels of inertia changes for relationship
(G0G1DiffIN slope, G2G0DiffIN slope, G2G1DiffIN slope) with over 92% probability that
the differences between these “zero-equivalent” slopes (G2IN slope) and slightly
negative slopes (G0IN slope, G1IN slope) were practically identical to zero.
4. Accomplishment also exhibited credible group-level differences and
similarities (see Table 3-11 for estimate values) in terms of the following dynamic
characteristics:
Baseline: Unlike the above variables, accomplishment reflected no credible
differences/similarities between G2 and control group baseline starting levels
(G2G0DiffMU intercept). However, G2 had credibly higher starting levels of
accomplishment, compared to G1 (G2G1DiffMU intercept), and G1 starting-levels were
credibly higher than the control group (G0G1DiffMU intercept). Also like the above
variables, the control group had credibly higher baseline growth of accomplishment,
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compared to G1 and G2 (G0G1DiffMU slope, G2G0DiffMU slope), and G1 had credibly
higher baseline growth than G2 (G2G1DiffMU slope).
Variability: Unlike the previous PWB elements, for accomplishment, G1 had
credibly higher starting-level variability compared to the control group and G2
(G0G1DiffIIV intercept, G2G1DiffIIV intercept), with no credible differences/similarities
between the control group and G2 (G2G0DiffIIV intercept). Similar to the above
measures, no credible group differences or similarities were found in terms of variability
changes in accomplishment (G2G0DiffIIV slope, G2G0DiffIIV slope, G2G1DiffIIV slope).
Inertia: Accomplishment had one credible group-level difference in starting-level
inertia – with the control group higher than G1 (G0G1DiffIN). Credible evidence again
showed similar group-level inertia changes for accomplishment (G0G1DiffIN slope,
G2G0DiffIN slope, G2G1DiffIN slope) with over 95% probability that the differences
between these “zero-equivalent” slopes (G1IN slope, G2IN slope) and slightly negative
slopes (G0IN slope) were equal to zero.
Overview of group-level differences and similarities. Firstly, in terms of
starting-level PWB dynamics of our three experimental groups, group-level comparisons
across all dynamics characteristics, and all PWB variables, indicated inherent
differences and similarities in PWB dynamics at the outset of the study, specific to each
of the three experimental groups. In terms of the baseline (MU) characteristic, this
dynamic had the highest number of credible group differences across PWB variables,
particularly with (1) the control group, which had lower starting-level baselines than PPI
and PPI+Med for the majority of models, and (2) the PPI group, which had lower
starting-level baselines than PPI+Med for relationship and accomplishment. In terms of
the variability (IIV) characteristic, this dynamic exhibited three credible group differences
across PWB variables in terms of IIV intercepts – with PPI higher than PPI+Med and the
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control group in terms of starting-level variability for accomplishment, and PPI+Med
higher than PPI in terms of starting-level variability for relationship. Lastly, in terms of the
regulation (IN) characteristic, the models captured one instance of credible group
difference for this dynamic, in terms of IN intercepts – with the control group higher than
PPI in terms of starting-level inertia for accomplishment. Since these starting-values
reflect PWB dynamics before any digital monitoring or intervention content, these
findings represent inherent features of our group assignment, which ideally would have
been similar across all groups. Moreover, the above instances of starting-level
differences may point to another factor that may have played a role in intervention
efficacy and subsequent PWB change: higher/lower baseline need for PWB intervention.
Secondly, in terms of the dynamic PWB changes of our experimental groups
over the study, instances of credible group-level differences/similarities in dynamic
slopes across all four PERMA variables indicated unique PWB changes distinct to the
intervention groups. Consistent with starting-level findings (above), in terms of the
baseline characteristic, baseline (MU) slopes had the highest number of credible group
differences across PWB variables. Across all four PWB variables, the control group had
more positive baseline slopes than both intervention groups. Also across all models, the
PPI group had more positive baseline slopes than the PPI+Med group. This indicates
that the control group experienced the highest baseline improvement in PWB, with the
PPI showing the second highest positive growth, and PPI+Med showing least positive
growth overall. These results suggest that digital monitoring alone was most effective for
baseline PWB growth in college students, with PPI slightly less effective and PPI+Med
least effective in this implementation. However, further exploration, beyond the means of
the present study, is needed to determine the broader contextual factors that most
strongly effected PWB change in these groups. Other mechanisms behind these
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baseline results might have been: (a) participants in the control group succeed more
because they had greater need for PWB intervention; (b) digital monitoring in and of
itself had a greater effect on PWB than the digital interventions; or (c) measurement
issues conflated these results. Additional consideration for the role of these and other
contextual factors on dynamic PWB change in this study will be offered in the conclusion
of this paper, with recommendations for future study offered in the final discussion
chapter.
Moreover (still in terms of dynamic PWB changes), considering the variability
(IIV) characteristic, across all models there were no instances of either credible grouplevel differences or group-level similarities in IIV slopes. This result is notable, as it is
contrary to the pattern we would have predicted from our proposed model for improved
PWB functioning (e.g., simultaneously increased MU, decreased IIV, decreased IN).
Additionally, considering the regulation (IN) characteristic, across all models, all groups
were credibly similar in their longitudinal regulation slopes, with no differences between
estimates of “zero-equivalent” and slightly negative slopes. Both of the above findings –
(1) the lack of credible group-level similarities/differences in IIV change, and (2) the
credibly zero differences in group-level regulation changes – are surprising in that we do
not fight stronger evidence to support that the groups with more baseline growth also
exhibited more improved variability and regulation. Furthermore, we lack evidence to
state that overall changes in regulation across all groups and PWB variables are not
credibly different from zero. These results suggest that the different dynamic
characteristics of PWB differentially change during intervention – and that baseline
levels may be more sensitive to group effects from the particular study implementation(s)
than variability and regulation levels. Possible factors that differentially impacted
more/less sensitive PWB characteristics in the present study might have been: (a)
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intervention dosage, for instance these relatively short-term interventions may have
lacked the intensity needed to change variability and regulation, compared to changing
baseline levels; (b) intervention platform, for instance digitally delivered interventions
may be poorly suited for changing regulation, compared to changing baseline; or (c)
measurement issues, for instance participant burden that causes fatigue and reduced
measurement variation may have yield misleading “changes” in variability and
regulation, that were not captured at the baseline level. Additional consideration for the
role of these and other contextual factors on dynamic PWB change in this study will be
offered in the conclusion of this paper, with recommendations for future study offered in
the final discussion chapter.
C. Summary. We did not find evidence that college student participants in
PWB interventions exhibited improvements in PWB dynamics over the course of 8-week
study, when compared to their control group peers. Although all participants broadly
appeared to improve in PWB dynamics related to baseline changes (MU), decreased
variability (IIV), and maintained/improved regulation (IN), results suggest that the control
group improved most, followed by PPI, with the PPI+Med group least improved, in terms
of baseline growth over the course of the study. Although it is possible that this finding is
related to the fact that this particular digital monitoring implementation was more
effective for eliciting PWB change – compared to the possibly less effective PPI, and
possibly least effective PPI+Med – these results require further investigation to elucidate
the most meaningful factors that influenced PWB improvement in this particular context.
For instance, broader contextual factors – i.e., implementation features, population
characteristics (including baseline-level need for intervention), or other
moderating/environmental factors – will be discussed in more depth to follow. Lastly,
across all groups and PWB variables, (1) non-credible differences/similarities between
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variability changes, and (2) credibly similar patterns of slightly improved/maintained
regulation, indicate that our chosen dynamic characteristics – baseline, IIV, inertia – may
be differentially sensitive to these particular intervention implementations, i.e., baseline
levels appeared more sensitively changed by these PWB interventions, and
IIV/regulation did not appear to be changed. The differential sensitivity of dynamic PWB
characteristics to intervention group effects posits an interesting question regarding the
efficacy of PWB implementations for targeting different dynamic aspects of PWB.
Although the present study is limited in its ability to disentangle all the factors that
underpinned PWB change in participants, the next section extends the discussion by
assessing whether two moderating factors played a role in intervention success.

Results Aim 3: Assessing how PWB interventions more positively impact certain
college students based on different moderating factors
Conceptually this final analysis digs further into the heterogeneity of our
intervention responses to investigate whether moderating factors account for differences
in intervention success. Based the body of literature on negative affect and acceptability
as moderators of PWB intervention efficacy, here we added these two moderators to
GoHiAR model with positive emotion as an outcome. Note that we focused solely on
positive emotion in this section – and not engagement, relationship, or accomplishment
– because we expected this dimension of PERMA to be most informative as a starting
point for investigating moderating effects in the present study, due to the existing
literature on negative affect as a moderator of positive emotion outcomes in PWB
intervention (see discussion in the Moderating Factors section, earlier in the chapter).
This model expanded from the positive emotion model in Aim 2, to explore whether
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dynamic trends (MU, IIV, IN intercepts and slopes) in our experimental groups (G0, G1,
G2, see above) depended on one’s level of either (1) mean negative affect, or (2)
acceptability of evening exercises. Using the entire study sample (n=160), this analysis
estimated group-level growth parameters for dynamic characteristics, in addition to
simultaneous group-level moderator effects on these parameters. For the present model,
convergence criterion was met for all parameters in terms of 97.6% of parameters (2,906
out of 2,976) with R-hat values smaller than 1.1, and 2.4% of parameters (70 out of
2,976) with R-hat values between 1.1 and 1.2.
A. At the population-level and intervention group-level, parameter estimates were
practically identical to Aim 2 findings for positive emotion, illustrated in Table 3-12
(comparable to Table 3-8 and Figure 3-10). To briefly recap, these estimates again
reflected that at the population-level (see group-level growth parameters Table 3-12),
experimental groups exhibited consistent directional changes in positive emotion in
terms of (1) positively increasing baseline levels (MU), (2) decreasing levels of
fluctuation (IIV), and instances of both (3) decreasing inertia (IN) for the control group,
and maintained IN for both intervention groups. Moreover, from the group-level
perspective (see group-level contrast parameters Table 3-12), the control group
exhibited the lowest starting-level PWB in terms of MU, as well as the highest
improvement PWB in terms of MU slope. The PPI+Med group exhibited the least
positive MU slope in comparison to the PPI and control groups. In terms of IIV, there
were no credible group differences or similarities in starting-level variability or variability
change. In terms of IN, there were no credible group differences or similarities in
starting-level inertia, and credibly similarity zero/slightly-negative inertia slopes across
groups. Without accounting for moderating effects, these results again did not support
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our hypothesis that the interventions positively improved PWB dynamics at the
population-level.
Table 3-12: Aim 3 part 1 results from GoHiAR with intervention groups: Positive emotion
dynamics.
Positive Emotion
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
than ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05)
Group-level growth parameters
G0MU intercept 40.595 37.128 44.016
0
0
1
G0IIV intercept 5.169
4.915
5.422
0
0
1
G0IN intercept 0.402
0.359
0.444
0
0
1
G0MU slope 5.154
3.979
6.205
0
0
1
G0IIV slope -0.291 -0.382 -0.202
1
0
0
G0IN slope -0.057 -0.070 -0.043
1
0
0
G1
G1MU intercept 48.339 44.585 51.920
0
0
1
G1IIV intercept 5.224
4.933
5.500
0
0
1
G1IN intercept 0.324
0.282
0.367
0
0
1
G1MU slope 1.920
0.787
3.014
0.000
0.000
0.999
G1IIV slope -0.231 -0.331 -0.131
1
0
0
G1IN slope -0.024 -0.036 -0.010
0
1
0
G2
G2MU intercept 46.190 42.601 49.742
0
0
1
G2IIV intercept 5.260
4.994
5.521
0
0
1
G2IN intercept 0.335
0.292
0.381
0
0
1
G2MU slope 1.621
0.573
2.704
0
0
0.999
G2IIV slope -0.304 -0.395 -0.209
1
0
0
G2IN slope -0.021 -0.035 -0.008
0
1
0
Group-level contrast parametrs
G0 v G1
G0G1DiffMU intercept -7.744 -12.739 -2.572
0.999
0.000
0.001
G0G1DiffIIV intercept -0.055 -0.437 0.329
0.510
0.197
0.293
G0G1DiffIN intercept 0.077
0.016
0.141
0.000
0.194
0.806
G0G1DiffMU slope 3.234
1.575
4.890
0
0
1
G0G1DiffIIV slope -0.060 -0.191 0.077
0.556
0.391
0.053
G0G1DiffIN slope -0.033 -0.052 -0.012
0.050
0.950
0.000
G2 v G0
G2G0DiffMU intercept 5.595
0.828 10.466
0.016
0.001
0.983
G2G0DiffIIV intercept 0.091
-0.272 0.462
0.225
0.189
0.586
G2G0DiffIN intercept -0.066 -0.125 -0.004
0.740
0.259
0.001
G2G0DiffMU slope -3.533 -5.034 -2.050
1
0
0
G2G0DiffIIV slope -0.014 -0.144 0.113
0.287
0.550
0.163
G2G0DiffIN slope 0.036
0.017
0.055
0.000
0.960
0.040
G2 v G1
G2G1DiffMU intercept -2.149 -7.247 2.948
0.787
0.011
0.202
G2G1DiffIIV intercept 0.036
-0.354 0.418
0.329
0.200
0.471
G2G1DiffIN intercept 0.011
-0.050 0.073
0.025
0.860
0.116
G2G1DiffMU slope -0.299 -1.802 1.233
0.624
0.047
0.329
G2G1DiffIIV slope -0.074 -0.209 0.061
0.632
0.332
0.036
G2G1DiffIN slope 0.003
-0.016 0.021
0
1
0
Population-level variance
parameters
SD of MU intercept 9.598
7.968 11.323
0
0
1
SD of IIV intercept 0.637
0.461
0.816
0
0
1
SD of IN intercept 0.101
0.082
0.121
0
0
1
SD pf MU slope 2.282
1.793
2.786
0
0
1
SD of IIV slope 0.208
0.140
0.274
0
0
1
SD of IN slope 0.021
0.014
0.029
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual
variance, IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation, G0=Control, G1=PPI intervention, G2=PPI+meditation
G0
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(B) With respect to the results on the moderator level, we begin with a
preliminary assessment (separate from GoHiAR) of the association between mean
negative affect and acceptability via Bayes factor Pearson correlation test. Here, we
specified hypothesis M1 as linear relationship existed between the two moderators (with
BF10 expressing evidence for this correlation, see in Figure 3-12), and tested this
against the null hypothesis M0 (BF01 in Figure 3-12) that these variables were not
linearly related. Results, depicted in the posterior distribution of Figure 3-12, suggest that
there was no evidence for correlation (r = -0.167; BF01 = 1.037). Thus, in the GoHiAR
model we proceeded under assumption that these were not confounding variables, and
further examined the simultaneous and distinct impact of both negative affect and
acceptability on intervention efficacy.

Figure 3-12: Bayes factor correlation test of association between negative affect and
acceptability.
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Table 3-13: Aim 3 part 2 results from GoHiAR with intervention groups: Positive emotion
dynamics moderated by negative affect and acceptability
Positive Emotion Dynamics ~ Negative Affect
Positive Emotion Dynamics ~ Acceptability
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher
Posterior 95% CI - 95% CI - Lower than ROPE
Higher
mean
lower
upper
ROPE
than ROPE mean
lower
upper
ROPE
than ROPE
bound bound (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05)
bound bound (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05) (-0.05,0.05)
Group-level moderator:
Interaction with PPI
MOD*G1 MU intercept -7.084 -10.667 -3.264
1
0
0
0.588
-3.446 4.522
0.370
0.018
0.613
MOD*G1 IIV intercept 0.140
-0.127 0.404
0.080
0.171
0.749
0.037
-0.258 0.325
0.279
0.258
0.463
MOD*G1 IN intercept 0.052
0.006
0.096
0
0.447
0.553
-0.019 -0.068 0.030
0.099
0.896
0.005
MOD*G1 MU slope 0.362
-0.896 1.541
0.275
0.049
0.676
0.197
-1.105 1.518
0.369
0.056
0.575
MOD*G1 IIV slope 0.017
-0.076 0.110
0.079
0.681
0.240
-0.069 -0.171 0.034
0.645
0.343
0.012
MOD*G1 IN slope -0.016 -0.030 -0.001
0
1
0
-0.005 -0.022 0.011
0
1
0
Group-level moderator:
Interaction with PPI + Med
MOD*G2 MU intercept -1.570 -5.772 2.772
0.751
0.015
0.235
2.626
-0.511 5.763
0.051
0.007
0.943
MOD*G2 IIV intercept 0.201
-0.105 0.526
0.060
0.116
0.825
0.058
-0.182 0.295
0.186
0.284
0.530
MOD*G2 IN intercept -0.028 -0.084 0.027
0.247
0.750
0.003
-0.033 -0.068 0.005
0.184
0.816
0
MOD*G2 MU slope -3.995 -5.369 -2.662
1
0
0
-0.534 -1.457 0.457
0.838
0.043
0.119
MOD*G2 IIV slope 0.087
-0.025 0.198
0.009
0.247
0.744
-0.017 -0.099 0.068
0.221
0.722
0.058
MOD*G2 IN slope 0.035
0.017
0.053
0
0.938
0.062
0.011
-0.001 0.021
0
1
0
*CI = credible interval, ROPE = region of practical equivalence, MU = mean, IIV = intraindividual variance, IN = inertia, SD = standard deviation, G0=Control, G1=PPI
intervention, G2=PPI+meditation intervention, MOD=moderator (i.e., negative affect, or acceptability)

1. Negative affect. The GoHiAR model captured instances of credible interaction
between negative affect (NA) and intervention (see group-level moderator intercepts and
slopes, left side of Table 3-13), suggesting that participants’ average level of NA may
have moderated some elements of PWB intervention success. Credible effects are
reported below.
PPI group: For PPI intervention, negative affect showed one instance of credibly
negative moderation, and one instance of credibly zero moderation, on dynamic
trajectories. Firstly, PPI participants with higher NA had credibly lower starting-level
positive emotion functioning in terms of lower MU intercepts (MOD*G1 MU Intercept),
compared to PPI intervention participants with lower NA. Secondly, NA appeared to
have no effect on PPI intervention efficacy in terms of inertia change, with 100%
probability mass to indicate that NA did not moderate IN slopes in PPI (MOD*G1 IN
Slope).
PPI + Med group: For PPI+Med intervention, negative affect also exhibited one
instance of credibly negative moderation, and one instance of credibly zero moderation,
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on dynamic trajectories. Firstly, NA appeared to be linked with lower PPI+Med efficacy in
terms of MU PPI+Med. Thus, participants with higher NA showed credibly negative
changes in positive emotion functioning in terms of negative MU slopes (MOD*G2 MU
Slope) – notably, the first instance across all GoHiAR models of declining PWB
functioning (previous models captured instances of maintained PWB and low levels of
positive PWB changes, but not declining PWB) – also illustrated via combined parameter
values from Table 3-12 and 3-13: G2MU slope+MOD*G2 MU slope). Secondly, like the
PPI group, NA appeared to have no effect on PPI+Med intervention efficacy in terms of
inertia, with 93.8% probability mass indicating that NA did not moderate IN slopes in
PPI+Med (MOD*G2 IN Slope).
2. Acceptability. Similar to NA, the GoHiAR model captured one credible
interaction between acceptability and intervention in regards to starting-level dynamics of
positive emotion (see group-level moderator intercepts and slopes, right side of Table 313), however, there was no evidence to show that intervention success depended on
how much participants liked the exercises during the intervention period. Detailed effects
are reported below.
PPI group: For PPI intervention, acceptability exhibited one instance of credibly
zero moderation on dynamic trajectories. In short, similar to the NA findings,
acceptability had credibly zero effect on PPI intervention efficacy in terms of inertia
change, with 100% probability mass indicating that acceptability did not moderate IN
slopes in PPI (MOD*G1 IN Slope).
PPI + Med group: For PPI+Med intervention, acceptability showed one instance
of credibly positive moderation on starting-levels, and one instance of credibly zero
moderation, on dynamic change. Firstly, PPI+Med participants with higher acceptability
had credibly higher starting-level positive emotion functioning in terms of higher MU
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intercepts (MOD*G2 MU Intercept), compared to PPI+Med intervention participants with
lower NA. Unlike the strong negative effect of NA on PPI+Med baseline changes,
acceptability did not credibly moderate this group’s baseline changes. However,
consistent with the above moderator findings, acceptability also had credibly zero effect
on PPI+Med intervention efficacy in terms of inertia change, with 100% probability mass
indicating that acceptability did not moderate IN slopes in PPI+Med (MOD*G2 IN Slope).
C. Summary. Results from Aim 3 provide a glimpse into the possibility that
certain PWB intervention implementations may be differentially suitable for college
students who have specific personal characteristics, and that other implementations may
be more broadly suitable for all students. Moreover, the Aim 3 GoHiAR model reflected
that different moderators are more/less strongly impactful on intervention efficacy – i.e.,
acceptability was not credibly related to intervention efficacy (dynamic trajectories) of
either PPI or PPI+Med, and negative affect was credibly related to efficacy of PPI+Med
intervention, on one dynamic level – but not related to efficacy of PPI intervention alone.
Specific to negative affect, (1) higher NA appeared to be linked with less efficient
PPI+Med intervention efficacy such that high-NA participants in PPI+Med experienced a
negative decline in baseline positive emotion – compared to low-NA participants in
PPI+Med who maintained positively improved baseline. This result contrasts with the
fact that these models captured no credible link between high-NA and PPI efficacy. At
one level, such results suggest the possibility that individuals with high NA may be
poorly suited for the PPI+Med intervention – and there may be potential value in
investigating whether high-NA individuals warrant tailored PPI+Med intervention.
Moreover, given that groups with PPI and digital-monitoring, and digital-monitoring
alone, exhibited no instances of declining PWB in any previous model, this indicates that
these implementations may possibility be more appropriate for the population as general
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untailored interventions. Despite these important findings, at a more nuanced level,
additional factors must be considered to contextualize the findings. For instance,
declining trajectories for high-NA participants in PPI+Med may possibly involve: (a)
withdrawal effects, e.g., PPI+Med participants with high-NA may have declined in PWB
due to a higher level of PWB growth in this particular intervention (compared to PPI) and
a steep drop-off during post-intervention periods; or (b) measurement issues, such as
burden, for instance if high-NA participants in PPI+Med experienced higher fatigue than
in PPI, because PPI+Med required a greater level of participation. These factors will be
considered further in the concluding section, with possible future solutions in our final
discussion chapter.
Moreover, negative affect was credibly unrelated to changes in positive emotion
regulation (IN) for either intervention group, and it was neither credibly related nor
unrelated to changes in positive emotion variability (IIV). Consistent with the previous
Aim 2 models, it is notable that NA was credibly related to baseline changes in positive
emotion, but to not variability or regulation changes. These findings further strengthen
our motivation to reconsider the factors underlying the differential sensitivity of our three
dynamic PWB characteristics to PWB intervention (see Aim 2 discussion above).
Specific to acceptability, higher acceptability had credibly zero effect on positive
changes in regulation for both interventions. This indicates that participant success is not
related to how much one liked the intervention, and similar to NA, further contextual
assessment is needed to consider the role of acceptability in intervention success. For
instance, possible reasons behind why acceptability was unrelated to intervention
efficacy may be due to measurement issues, such as (a) a Likert measurement scale
(i.e., 1-5 scale, described above), which may not have been sensitive enough to
accurately capture participant experience; or (b) a one-time measurement survey, which
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occurred once in the middle of the study and not at the end of the study when burnout
may have been higher. These and broader measurement issues will again be further
discussed in the proceeding conclusion, and final discussion chapter.
In comparison across our two moderators, it is noteworthy that although negative
affect and acceptability were oppositely related to starting-level positive emotion in two
credible instances (NA was linked with lower baseline positive emotion in PPI at the
outset, acceptability was linked with higher baseline positive emotion in PPI+Med at the
outset), only NA was credibly linked with intervention efficacy in one instance (NA was
linked with decreased baseline positive emotion in PPI+Med, acceptability had no link to
changes in positive emotion dynamics in either intervention). This indicates that NA may
be a more important variable to explore in for optimally tailoring future interventions. For
instance, similar to recommendations arising from emerging literature on the potential
iatrogenic effects of meditation for clinical populations (see e.g., Dobkin, Irving, & Amar;
2011; Lustyk, 2009; and discussed further in our concluding sections), certain
interventions may have more substantial risks for individuals with high NA, as compared
to individuals with high acceptability. However, as with our previous findings, we note
that other differential mechanisms may have influenced our findings in this section.
Possible underpinning factors to consider regarding our chosen moderators include
measurement issues such as: (a) person versus environment conflation, for instance,
NA in this study may have differentially represented emotional temperament, as well as
a variety of situational factors and life events; or (b) heterogeneous personal motives, for
instance acceptability may have differentially represented satisfaction with the
intervention, as well as a higher/lower baseline interest in PWB intervention.
Overall, these results indicate that the general college population (i.e., college
student participants with any range of negative affect and acceptability) would benefit
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most from the present implementations of digital monitoring alone, and positive practices
with digital monitoring – with more exploration needed into other unmeasured contextual
factors. Moreover, these results also suggest the possibility that positive practices with
brief meditation exercises and digital monitoring may be particularly unsuitable for
individuals with high levels of negative affect. Although again, these findings require
more contextual exploration in future work, the moderator assessment overall offers a
nuanced exploration into how different interventions differentially succeed in impacting
PWB – thus providing more insight into how interventions may be differentially
tailored/targeted to heterogeneous college participants.

3. Discussion and limitations
The above GoHiAR analyses helped us understand the ways in which two PWB
interventions enacted more/less positive PWB change in college student participants.
Here we emphasize that inference from the present analysis is limited by our specific
study design, for instance we include participants who self-selected into the study and
we do not include an experimental comparison group without digital monitoring. Thus, in
order to build off of our findings, we must acknowledge the elements that were not
studied, and those that warrant further investigation. In the remaining passages, we
review the findings in line with our three key aims, via: (a) discussion of dynamic PWB
change in the control group, (b) discussion of intervention effects, and (c) discussion of
moderator estimates. Finally, we open our discussion to (d) considering other important
factors that were missing from our present design. The final section will serve as a
foundation for the concluding discussion chapter (Chapter 4), which will broadly consider
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the limitations of the present study and how we may redesign future studies to advance
our unanswered research questions.

a. How did PWB dynamics unfold in our control group?
Contrary to our hypothesis, results showed dynamic PWB improvement in our
control group over the course of 8 weeks of digital monitoring, in terms of increased
baseline levels (MU), decreased variability (IIV), and decreased/maintained inertia (IN)
across the PWB elements of positive emotion, engagement, relationship, and
accomplishment. Specific to our study design, we note that the control group
experienced intensive daily monitoring, with digital/smartphone delivery. This raises
questions about (1) how the use of technology and mobile devices influenced
intervention participant experience – whether it in and of itself served as an intervention,
as well as (2) the baseline needs of the control group (perhaps this group had lower
overall PWB at the outset, and was in greater need of intervention). Both possibilities are
suggestive of processes beyond the means of our present study: (1) we have no
comparison group that participated in the study without digital-monitoring, to explore
whether the mobile implementation induced intervention effects via measurement
reactivity (see definition in Aim 2 Results and earlier chapters, and more in-depth
discussion below); and (2) we lack qualitative or quantitative data to investigate whether,
despite our randomized experimental design, this group had a greater starting-level
need for intervention. To follow, we will discuss why more nuanced investigation is
necessary to assess measurement reactivity and starting-level needs in future studies –
with considerations for possible ways to do so in Chapter 4. First, we discuss the
remaining GoHiAR results.
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b. Did the intervention make a difference?
Based on our nuanced GoHiAR assessments, results showed that neither PPI
nor PPI+Med interventions had a positive group-level effect on PWB change over an
above the positive change observed in the control group. Similar to the control, the
intervention groups exhibited increasing PWB in terms of (1) positively increasing
baseline levels (MU), and (2) decreasing levels of fluctuation (IIV) – with instances of
both (3) improved and maintained positive emotion regulation. Specifically, results
suggested that the control group improved most in terms of baseline growth (MU) over
the course of the study, with the PPI group showing the second-highest level of
improvement and the PPI+Med group least improved. Results also showed that the
control group had lowest starting-level PWB values (across baseline, IIV, and regulation
characteristics), compared to PPI and PPI+Med groups. As mentioned above, the
control group’s lower starting-levels possibly indicate a greater need for PWB
improvement at the start of the study, and a potential reason why this group showed
most positive PWB change – which this study does not have the measures to fully
investigate. Moreover, the control group’s higher level of growth may also suggest that,
via measurement reactivity, the digital-monitoring platform alone may have served as a
more effective intervention for PWB change in the present context (i.e., individual,
digitally delivered programs for college students), compared to the other intervention
programs – however as also mentioned above, this study lacks a comparison group
without digital-monitoring to investigate this.
Additional results captured no credible differences/similarities between IIV
changes across groups, and credibly zero differences between IN changes across
groups. Overall this suggests that baseline levels may be most sensitive to change in
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these specific digitally delivered implementations, compared to variability and inertia
changes, which did not differ across group. Perhaps further studies may investigate
whether different PWB intervention and monitoring implementations – i.e., individual
versus group programs, short-term versus long-term dosages, in-person versus digital
delivery – may more strongly impact IIV and regulation changes, compared to the
implementations in the present study. These findings advance the literature on the
nuanced ways in which PWB changes over time, in college student populations and in
the context of intervention.
Overall, it appears that the general college population improved most with
intensive (daily) digital monitoring of PWB (mHealth platforms), as well as with positive
practices and digital monitoring. More information is needed to flesh out the differences
between positive practices and monitoring, and to understand digital monitoring effects
and moderator effects on participants – which the final results section discusses more
below.

c. Can we understand the factors underlying who does better or worse in these
particular interventions?
When accounting for moderating effects, negative affect (NA) appeared
differentially linked to PWB intervention efficacy, based on the program content.
Specifically, it appeared that for college students with low NA, both interventions (as well
as digital monitoring alone) were beneficial in improving PWB. Conversely, for college
students with high NA, digital monitoring and PPI remained beneficial; but the added
component of brief meditative exercises (PPI+Med) may have negatively affected PWB.
These findings elucidate the factors that differentially influence how PWB changes over
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time, and inform our development of effective intervention. In addition, the moderating
variable acceptability, as it was measured in this implementation, appeared unrelated to
PWB intervention efficacy in either group.
On a specific level, this finding informs us about a notable PWB intervention
experience that was distinct to college students with high negative emotional experience.
Although we might have hypothesized that individuals with high negative affect would do
worse overall in both interventions – this does not explain why one intervention
appeared to work, and the other did not, for this specific group. Interestingly, the key
distinguishing feature between PPI with digital monitoring and PPI+Med with digital
monitoring was the added component of brief meditation exercises. This distinguishing
feature suggests that various factors may be related to this instance of declining PWB,
including: (a) highly negative individuals are not suited for meditation exercises, (b)
meditation exercises may require specific tailoring for “highly negative” individuals in
need, or (c) compared to the other two groups, highly negative individuals in the
PPI+Med group may have reported high-NA due to traumatic or difficult life events
(rather than trait-level mood) which interfered with their declining PWB, (d) highly
negative individuals in the PPI+Med group may have initially succeeded most with this
intervention (compared to those in the PPI intervention), but this resulted in negative
withdrawal affects that impacted their post-intervention experience.
Although the following section discusses the possible measurement related to
these findings (c and d, in the passage above), here we specifically highlight the
possible need for intervention tailoring (b, in the passage above) also implicit in the Aim
3 results. The plausible need to tailor meditation interventions for at-risk populations is
substantiated by literature on the iatrogenic effects of non-tailored meditation
interventions for specific-needs populations, such as those with clinical levels of
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depression, bipolar disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, etc. (Dobkin, Irving, & Amar;
2011; Lustyk, 2009; Didonna & Gonzalez, 2009; Van Dam et al., 2018). The theory
behind contraindications for meditation is that without sufficient clinical monitoring, an
intervention not designed to address highly negative experiences could lead to
deterioration in participants. Our present finding extends discussion of possible
iatrogenic effects of non-tailored meditation practices to the broader – non-clinical –
population. Namely, our results suggest that college students with high NA may warrant
meditative interventions with special tailoring, and possible monitoring. This brings in the
larger question of whether the digital intervention format – without human interaction with
a practitioner – is unsuitable for high NA students. Such questions warrant further
investigation and have important implications for improving the efficacy of interventions
for all non-clinical college students. Our final chapter will more broadly discuss the
potential importance of tailoring PWB interventions for participants with highly negative
emotional experiences, and will offer solutions for how future studies may further explore
this question beyond the limited present design.

d. Measurement limitations and further considerations
Despite the granular level of detail in the present study design, the literature
points to a number of empirically relevant factors that were beyond our scope of inquiry,
which may have played a role in participant experience. Here we summarize the most
important issues limiting our inference, and the literature – largely from the field of
implementation science – that substantiates why addressing these issues will bring us
closer to designing optimal interventions for heterogeneous college students.
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(1) Validity. Among various measurement issues, multifaceted risks to
measurement validity pertain to our present study. Two main categories of measurement
risks have been identified in the literature as threats to PWB intervention and
assessment validity. In other words, these issues risk potentially biasing research
findings by prohibiting researchers from disentangling whether their measures indeed
captured what they intended to measure (Davidson, & Kaszniak, 2015; Grossman, 2008)
Person versus environment issues. One risk to measurement validity in the
present study is the fact that we are unable to distinguish when our measures – both at
the trait-level and momentary-level – were capturing features of the participant or the
environment. This is a commonly observed issue in the field of implementation science,
due to the fact that behavioral interventions are inherently enmeshed in a participant’s
multifaceted daily life environment (Glasgow et al., 2012). For instance, the present
study is unable to disentangle whether measures of IIV or mean negative affect are
characteristics of the individual (i.e., a highly volatile personality), the environment (i.e.,
tumultuous life events) – or both. Consequently, population-level interpretations of our
model results may overlook differential experiences, i.e., perhaps certain individuals
experienced PWB improvement because of, or In spite of, a difficult period in their home
life, whereas other individuals experienced PWB improvement due to the interventions
being well suited to their dispositional personal characteristics. These possibilities offer
very different implications for how/why the interventions did/did not succeed.
Implementation science evidences that the overall quality of an intervention’s
implementation must be understood as a highly complex interaction within each specific
use-case (Moir, 2018; Ho, Jacob, & Tangiisuran, 2017; Kelly & Perkins, 2012). Although
we know that interventions can deeply and positively impact participant experience, to
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avoid overgeneralization or misinterpretation, intervention effects cannot be assessed in
isolation from their contextual interaction with the participant’s environment.
Interruption. Another risk to measurement validity in the present study was the
fact that our study design used prompts that interrupted participants repeatedly in their
everyday life contexts, risking measurement bias for sensitive PWB outcomes.
Interruption has been identified as an important threat to ecological momentary
assessment intervention validity, and an inherent aspect of non-passively collected
ecological data (Walton, 2014). Digital-monitoring designs that require participant
feedback involve interruptions that may compromise measurement validity of sensitive
PWB variables. For instance, interruption in the present study risked biasing the PWB
measure engagement, which has been shown to be susceptible to bias in previous
ecological momentary assessment studies (Goodwin, Velicer, & Intille, 2008). Moreover,
as will be discussed more to follow, findings show that participants who are not highly
motivated to participate in intensive digital monitoring, will experience decreased
motivation from non-optimal prompts (Kelly et al., 2012). To ensure the overall quality of
our inference, we need to be able to assess how interrupting a person with EMA
influenced our key outcome measures.
(2) Measurement reactivity. The issues of measurement reactivity – the
phenomena of assessing psychological states close to their occurrence causing selfawareness and changes in these states reactivity after disturbance – implicitly relates to
measurement validity, since changes in measurement may influence whether we are
measuring what we intended to measure (Biswas-Diener, Kashdan, & Minhas, 2011;
Pettersson, Boker, Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 2013). Although we consider
measurement reactivity separately from validity here, to highlight specific interventionrelated issues, we emphasize that these issues (and potential benefits) cannot be
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considered separate from validity issues. Below we consider how maximizing and
understanding the benefits of intensive digital assessment, requires more nuanced
assessment of monitoring effects, as well as careful consideration not to exploit, overtax,
or negatively influence a participant.
Intervention effects. In regards to intervention effects, it is unknown whether the
present study positively influenced the very phenomena it intended to intervene on due
to measurement reactivity. In a positive sense, previous mobile assessment studies of
PWB have shown that digital assessment in and of itself may have a uniquely positive
impact on PWB (Robbins, Kubiak, & Mostofsky, 2014; Steptoe & Wardle, 2011).
Empirical evidence indicates that digital monitoring of PWB spurs change in certain
elements of PWB (e.g., self-awareness) in daily life settings, and may inherently promote
PWB even without supplementary intervention components (Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford,
2008; Butler et al., 2006; Goodwin, Velicer, & Intille, 2008); however we are limited by
the lack of research into more specific assessment of digital monitoring effects on PWB.
For instance, in the present study, we lack a comparison group without digital monitoring
to explore to what extend the digital assessment alone impacted different elements of
PWB. More research is needed to determine whether digital monitoring in and of itself
can be used as an effective means of fostering PWB. If so, this could lead to farreaching benefits for future researchers and participants, and shape use of digital PWB
monitoring – similar to Fitbit monitoring for improving physical health – to reduce national
health disparities by building mental health as a byproduct of research participation
(Walton, & Cohen, 2011). Our current state of technology offers many potential benefits
for entering a person’s everyday life — the context in which any lasting change takes
place. More research is needed to identify to what extend intensive mobile assessment
in and of itself can serve as a PWB intervention.
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Burden. Separate from the potentially positive effects of the digital platform, the
present study involved a risk that is common to many ecological assessments and
interventions: burdening participants with intensive content (Goodwin, Velicer, & Intille
2008). Burden is an important issue because people have a threshold for tolerating
ecological measurement, and when this threshold is crossed participant motivation and
measurement integrity may weaken (Schueller & Parks, 2012). For instance, in the
present study participants may have experienced fatigue after several weeks of daily
assessment – which may have also led to fatigue that (1) influenced their
motivation/measurement accuracy, and (2) led to participant burnout during intervention
periods that demanded more effort from individuals. The literature shows that
researchers must take careful precautions not to overburden participants by designing
implementations with minimally intrusive prompts. Due to our limited qualitative feedback
from participants, the present study is unable to assess whether measurement burden
played a meaningful role in participant experience during 8 weeks of intensive
assessment, as well as amidst intervention content.
(3). Intervention context. Beyond assessment, similar methodological issues limit
the present study, particularly in regards to the common and specific factors of its
design. Broadly, implementation science defines intervention context in terms of: (1)
common factors (content-components) and (2) specific factors (human-components;
Castonguay, 1993). These common and specific factors together comprise all
components of the particular intervention, including: individual intervention participants,
specific intervention program content, and specific assessment/delivery platforms. For
instance, in this study’s particular implementation, common factors included: intervention
content (e.g., specific positive and contemplative practices), intervention dosage (e.g.,
six daily surveys for eight weeks, and two daily practices for two weeks), and
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assessment and delivery technology (e.g., smartphone); and specific factors included:
person-specific characteristics (e.g., participant personality, demographics, etc.), and
facilitator characteristics (e.g., lack of in-person facilitator). Each of these common and
specific factors – individually, and in interaction – are capable of contributing positively or
negatively to a person’s intervention experience, and when our research design does not
explicitly compare/contrast these, we must be careful not to make overgeneralized
statements regarding their influence (Crane et al., 2012; Strupp, 1979). Below we
consider several factors of which we have limited understanding in the present study.
Dosage of intervention. Although the present intervention design was based on
similar dosages delivered in previous studies, we cannot explicitly assess whether its
dosage was optimal for our participants. Research shows that intervention success is
strengthened by the ability to offer the optimal amount of content that suits the
participant needs. (Goodwin, Velicer, & Intille 2008) and that non-optimal dosages may
hamper participant experience (Schlicht, Ebner-Priemer, & Kanning, 2013; EbnerPriemer & Trull, 2009). For instance the present design may risk a too-high intervention
content dosage – particularly alongside intensive daily monitoring, however we are
unable to assess this. The present study is also unable to assess whether different
intervention dosages might be more effective for less sensitive PWB dynamics (e.g.,
changing IIV and regulation), and thus substantiate whether the present implementation
is uniquely effective for more sensitive PWB dynamics (e.g., changing baseline). This
issue relates to measurement burden (discussed above), in that daily life interventions
must be careful not to overtax participants (Schueller & Parks, 2012). To improve the
overall quality of the present inference, this study would aim to further assess the
appropriateness of the intervention dosage (in addition to intensive assessment), how
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different dosages may be more suitable for different sub-populations, and how different
dosages may or may not differentially impact different elements of PWB.
Lack of human contact. The present implementation offers a highly digital
implementation, and is limited in its inability to assess whether the lack of human contact
played a role in intervention efficacy. Research suggests that more studies are needed
to investigate whether the benefits of digital-only interventions outweigh the benefits of
in-person interventions. For instance the present design is unable to assess whether the
individual (as opposed to group) and digital-only (as opposed to in-person) design was
more or less effective for participants, compared to interventions with more in-person
components. On the one hand, both researchers and practitioners have voiced concern
that incorporating technology-use into interventions will reduce the invaluable human
component of common factors (e.g., limiting participant-practitioner interactions or
replacing practitioners entirely; Boland, 2007; Kenardy & Adams, 1993; Marks, 1999).
This concern stems in part from therapeutic alliance theory that the participantpractitioner relationship plays a key role in symptom and behavior change (Heron &
Smyth, 2010). On the other hand, certain participants may be unable or unwilling to get
treatment in person (due to their unique relationship to factors such as cost, distance,
stigma, etc.), and these individuals may want or need purely technology-based
interventions. To advance our understanding of the present study would require the
ability to specifically investigate how similar PWB interventions – with digital-only, and
with in-person components – differentially impact participant experience.
(4) Self-selection. Although the present study used a randomized assignment
design, participants were self-selected, which may have introduced unintentionally
skewed patterns of personal-characteristics in our sample. Research shows that selfselection biases are inherent to PWB intervention studies with self-selected recruitment,
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since the decision to enroll in an intervention study that might be psychologically
beneficial has been associated with specific personal characteristics and demographics
(Davidson & Kaszniak, 2015; Kok, Waugh, & Fredrickson, 2013). For instance the
present design may have inadvertently recruited a non-random subject pool, due to the
fact that participants read a short description of the study before enrolling, and thus may
have been motivated by similar characteristics – e.g., perhaps there is an substantive
reason behind why our population is over two-thirds female. Moreover, research shows
that such self-selection may exclude participants with other characteristics (such as low
levels of self-efficacy, low expectations of success, or lack of enjoyment in smartphone
use, etc.; Menchola, Arkowitz, & Burke, 2007). To strengthen our inference from the
present study we would need to be able to understand what role self-selection played in
the overall characteristics of our sample.
(5) Unmeasured factors. Furthermore, by nature of practical research limitations,
the present study did not include measurement of various additional factors that may
have played a central role in participant experience. In particular, we omitted a range of
variables related to change mechanisms and moderating factors. Current reviews of
PWB intervention science emphasize that there is a gap in our understanding of how
and why PWB interventions work, due to a lack of specificity around change
mechanisms and relate influential factors (Van Dam et al., 2018). For instance, this
study did not include measure of PWB change mechanisms, or the factors that may
have influenced them. Further research suggests that PWB intervention research should
address methodological concerns for the broader field by increasing specificity in
studying intervention mechanisms and outcome measures (Heppner & Shirk, 2018).
Although it is impossible to include the infinite number of unmeasured factors that
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remain unknown to the present study, we can strengthen our inference by considering
the specificity of our findings, and what other key measures might have been included.
(6) Statistical limitations. The present study presents an early-phase version of
the GoHiAR model, with lessons learned for future development to more flexibly handle
process-oriented intervention questions. Two key areas for future development are
discussed below.
Addressing sampling issues in present analysis. The present preliminary-stage
modeling approach encountered one notable sampling issue as currently implemented in
the JAGS statistical software program – namely, an inability to run models with the PWB
outcome meaning. This issue was possibly due to a bug in the software that is currently
being investigated. To further address this issue, in subsequent iterations we plan to
implement the GoHiAR model in the statistical program Stan (Stan Development Team,
2017; Carpenter et al., 2017), which uses a powerful MCMC estimation algorithm,
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (Betancourt, 2017), that was developed to handle sampling
from the posterior of high-dimensional multilevel models. Via Stan, we hope to be able to
handle all variables – including meaning – without issue, and to also strengthen our
sampling quality such that we improve the small percentage of results in this study that
were slightly outside the acceptable convergence range (R-hat values between 1.2-1.4,
see Aim 2 results section).
Sequential updating for dynamic assessment. Future GoHiAR models may also
benefit from exploring a sequential updating approach in real-time analysis - a more
advanced application of the Bayes factor sequential updating in Aim 1. Based on
Oravecz, Hueuntelman and Vanderkerchove’s 2016 study, sequential analysis can
benefit complex hierarchical models with big data by working around their
computationally demanding “volume and velocity” (see article for an accessible
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introduction). Put simply, sequential Bayesian updating for models with big data entails
summarizing what we currently know about our parameters, and using these details as
prior distributions as soon as new data becomes available. This is enacted through
constructing posterior distributions that can seamlessly update prior distributions, without
having to repeatedly compute the likelihood of our old data based on our new data.
Thus, future GoHiAR models with sequential updating may capitalize on real-time
information (1) without having to store large amounts of high-volume datasets (volume),
and (2) without having to pause or slow down data collection (velocity).

e. Conclusion
The current study extended previous research on PWB and PWB intervention in
college by offering as new statistical model for addressing previously unanswerable
research questions related to how PWB changes in intervention, and why
heterogeneous outcomes occur. We investigated efficacy of PWB interventions in terms
of whether they appeared to incite learning processes that changed a person’s dynamic
characteristics of PWB over time. Findings suggest that (1) the mobile assessment tool
itself may have had a positive effect on PWB change in college students, and (2)
although the digital interventions did not have added positive effects over mobile
assessment at the group level, (3) these interventions were differentially effective for
students – particularly based on their level of negative affect (NA). We explored the fact
that certain digital interventions – with positive practices and daily monitoring only –
appear more broadly suitable for diverse populations. Notably, we also explored possible
negative effects of one intervention – with positive and brief meditation practices and
digital monitoring – which appeared linked to participants with highly negative emotional
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experience. Although we acknowledge our limited ability to draw inference from this
finding (and need to fully investigate other relevant unmeasured factors), we also stress
that any instance of decreasing PWB, during an intervention intending to cause no harm,
must be taken seriously. Thus, we emphasize that these results warrant a need to
investigate the utility of tailored interventions for non-clinical populations in need: we
must consider that different populations have different learning needs, and not everyone
will benefit from the same form of PWB intervention. The nuanced intervention
assessment approach presented in this study offers a way to help us better understand
how and why PWB changes, and the kinds of programs that educational institutions can
use to effectively cultivate socioemotional growth in college. As such we hope to convey
that improving college students’ mental health performance – like any athletic, musical,
or academic performance – depends on imparting skills that strengthen its underlying
processes. Once learned, these skills can empower students to achieve the core
purpose of college education – personal growth – not only in the short-term, but also
over a lifetime.
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Chapter 4
Discussion

Considering our empirical study of individual, short-term, mobile PWB
interventions with intensive monitoring, for general college students

This dissertation examined the present state of PWB intervention science, along with an
arising hypothesis of PWB as a process (Chapter 2), and developed a new conceptual
and statistical model – GoHiAR – for more deeply assessing PWB change in intervention
(Chapter 3). The present discussion reviews our empirical findings, while emphasizing
the importance of untangling what we learned about PWB intervention, from what
relevant factors were beyond our scope of study. As such, we offer a highly specific
review of our study on individual, short-term, mobile PWB interventions with intensive
monitoring, for general college students. We then conclude by considering our study
limitations and possible solutions with hopes that this work will promote high quality
future research to advance the field. Before these discussions, we motivate this chapter
by considering why such nuanced considerations are necessary.
Meditation and positive practices are gaining more attention in behavioral
science (in both clinical and non-clinical populations) and simultaneously in public
domains. Although more rigorous studies are making valuable contributions to societal
public health initiatives, criticism of the movement points to broad claims that overextend
inference beyond the true scope of our study designs – risking overhyped and potentially
dangerous statements, such as: anyone can participate in these interventions and find a
cure for whatever ails them (Chiesa & Serretti, 2009).
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Firstly, there is a gap in our understanding of the efficacy of meditation and
positive practices for non-clinical populations, as opposed to clinical populations, due to
methodological concerns that are more prevalent in the non-clinical literature (Sedlmeier
et al., 2012; Eberth & Sedlmeier, 2012). For instance, although the literature on positive
practices was founded on studying its efficacy in individual (rather than group-oriented),
and short-term (rather than long-term and intensive) interventions – we lack strong
empirical evidence for how the same intervention contexts impact meditation efficacy
(Heppner et al., 2018). As a critical response, researchers have recommended raising
PWB intervention research to a higher standard by increasing specificity in studying
intervention implementation and outcome measures, to avoid overgeneralization and
related risks (Van Dam et al., 2018).
This dissertation on PWB intervention has been largely shaped by this critical
feedback, with motivation to avoid overgeneralized and misleading inference. Up until
this point, this dissertation has aimed to offer straightforward and detailed intervention
assessment: testing the efficacy of individual, short-term, digital PWB interventions with
intensive monitoring, for fostering short-term well-being processes in college students.
Moving forward, this concluding discussion chapter extends from our findings to highlight
areas of need for future research, and a range of possible solutions.
The remaining discussion is organized into three broad areas: (a) translating the
results of the applied study, (b) considering measurement limitations of the applied
study, and (c) concluding considerations. Below, we discuss present challenges and
possible solutions for this work in hopes that this discussion contributes to future, highquality research on PWB intervention.
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a. Translating the results of the applied study

i. Summary of results
On a methodological level, our applied study (Chapter 3) examined the efficacy of
Bayesian methods for assessing an 8-week, mHealth intervention study (n=160) with
intensive longitudinal data, for investigating and improving PWB in college students. In
short, we determined that a newly developed process-oriented model, implemented in
the Bayesian framework – the growth of hierarchical autoregression (GoHiAR) model –
was effective for studying PWB processes and how they are differentially impacted by
PWB interventions and moderating factors. As will be discussed more below, GoHiAR
allowed us to explore newly arising research questions about PWB change in the
context of PWB intervention, that we have not been able to study up until now.
Moreover, on a conceptual level, our applied study investigated how and why
PWB changes, and the kinds of interventions that educational institutions can use to
effectively cultivate mental health in college. Specifically, this study focused on three key
aims: (1) how dynamic PWB characteristics of college students change over 8 weeks of
mobile assessment – and how aggregate measures over look these changes, (2) how
two separate mHealth PWB interventions differentially change dynamic characteristics,
and (3) how moderating factors influence whether one student does better/worse with a
particular intervention.
Findings broadly indicated that improvement in PWB over time – and possible
markers of PWB skill learning – may be articulated in terms of (1) positively increasing
baseline levels (MU) of all PERMA variables, (2) decreasing levels of fluctuation (IIV) of
all PERMA variables, and instances of both (3) decreasing and maintained inertia (IN)
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across PERMA variables – with specific, nuanced findings per each aim. (1) For the first
aim, preliminary aggregate-level findings disproved our hypothesis that the two
interventions had an effect on PWB, but confirmed our hypothesis that nuanced dynamic
effects cannot be captured on the aggregate level. Subsequently, we proceeded to use
the GoHiAR model to parse apart aggregate effects into multifaceted dynamic
components. For the second half of aim one, GoHiAR findings captured positive
dynamic changes in control-group PWB – both disproving our hypothesis that PWB
would remain constant in the population, and opening the door to consider possible
positive effects of the digital monitoring platform. (2) GoHiAR findings for Aim 2 captured
no group-level intervention effects on dynamic PWB changes over the course of the
study, with considerable variability in these population-level measures. These results
disproved our hypothesis that college students would exhibit more benefits from the
interventions than the digital monitoring itself – however, this was further investigated in
the final analysis of whether moderating factors revealed more nuanced trends.
(3) Lastly, GoHiAR findings for Aim 3 confirmed our hypothesis that certain
moderating factors were related to PWB intervention efficacy. These results showed that
overall, the general college population as a whole (i.e., for people with all ranges of
moderator values) benefitted most from positive practices (PPI) and digital monitoring
alone. Importantly, results also showed that positive practices with brief meditation
exercise (PPI+Med) might have been particularly unsuitable for individuals with high
levels of negative affect (NA). Namely, for college students with high NA, PPI was most
beneficial; and, with the added component of meditation (PPI+Med) PWB in fact
declined over the course of the study. Conversely, for college students with low NA,
PWB improved across both interventions (PPI, PPI+Med) as well as digital monitoring
alone. Although we might have hypothesized that students with high NA would do worse
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overall in both interventions – this does not explain why one intervention appears to
work, and the other does not, for this sub-group.
The above results capture intervention trends that may be related to our
measurable factors, or may also be due to variables that were beyond our scope of
study. As will be discussed more below, we recognize that this highly specific study
design was unable to consider a number of relevant variables – thus we offer a several
alternative possibilities for each of our above results. This consideration aims to motivate
more highly specific follow-up research, to guard against overly ambitious and sweeping
studies that may lead overgeneralized inference.
For Aim 1: control-group trends suggest that PWB improved over 8-weeks with
digital monitoring alone. Several reasons behind this may include: (a) mHealth
measurement reactivity (i.e., causing change in the very phenomena one aims to study)
in response to the digital monitoring platform itself, which may have promoted positive
qualities (e.g., self-awareness) that thus improved PWB; (b) measurement burden, for
instance participants may have experienced fatigue from intensive
assessment/intervention that led to lower motivation to preserve measurement integrity;
(c) semester-effects, for instance students may have improved in the spring semester
mostly due to improving mood as summer approaches; or (d) self-selection effects, for
instance students who chose to enroll in the present study may have had higher levels of
self-motivation than the average population, and thus higher likelihood to experience
positive change.
For Aim 2: intervention group parameters suggest that the PWB interventions
were not effective in changing PWB dynamics compared to the control group. Changes
in baseline (which was more sensitive to group effects, compared to IIV or regulation)
were greatest in the control group, followed by PPI, with the PPI+Med group least
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improved. Several reasons behind these findings may include: (a) participants in the
control group succeeded more because they had the lowest starting-level values and
greatest need for PWB intervention; (b) digital monitoring alone was more effective for
PWB change than the digital interventions in this specific context; or (c) measurement
issues such as frequent interruption (inherent to the study/intervention design), or
unmeasured environmental factors, may have biased these results. Moreover, the fact
that baseline (compared to IIV and regulation) was more sensitive to group effects may
have been related to: (a) intervention dosage, for instance these relatively short-term
interventions may have lacked the intensity needed to change variability and regulation,
compared to changing baseline levels; (b) intervention platform, for instance digitally
delivered interventions may have been poorly suited for changing regulation, compared
to changing baseline; or (c) measurement burden and fatigue which may have reduced
variation in groups with more programmatic content.
For Aim 3: moderator parameters suggest that negative affect (NA) was credibly
linked with intervention efficacy in one instance (NA was linked with decreased baseline
positive emotion in PPI+Med) and acceptability had no link to changes in positive
emotion dynamics in either intervention. Several reasons behind the declining PWB
trajectories for PPI+Med participants with high NA may include: (a) poor fit, for instance
meditation may have had averse affects for individuals with high-levels of negative
emotional experiences, on average, thus indicating a need for tailored meditation
interventions with specific meditation guidance for high-NA participants; (b) withdrawal
effects, for instance participants in this group with high-NA may have declined in PWB
due to a higher level of PWB growth in this particular intervention, leading to a decline
during post-intervention periods when they no longer had the program; or (c)
measurement burden, for instance high-NA participants in PPI+Med may have
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experienced higher fatigue than in PPI, because PPI+Med required a more participation.
Specific to acceptability, efficacy may not have been related to this measure for multiple
reasons: (a) participant success was unrelated to how much one liked the intervention,
for instance a skeptical outlook may have led participants to exceed expectations and
experience greater benefit than those who liked the intervention more and were more
disappointed when its benefits did not meet their expectations; (b) measurement issues
may have resulted from using a Likert measurement scale (i.e., 1-5 scale, described
above), which may not have been sensitive enough to accurately capture participant
experience; or (c) measurement issues may have resulted from using a one-time
measurement survey directly after the intervention, and not at the end of the study when
burnout may have been higher.
Based on the above results, we emphasize that this study involved a wide range
of possible underpinning factors that cannot be fully parsed apart. Thus, although we
highlight meaningful and interesting patterns about PWB change derived from the
present smartphone-based intervention study, these patterns must be wisely considered
as part of a broader field of research – in which many researchers are continually
attempting to improve our study designs and methods with higher specificity and more
informative inference.

ii. Discussion of PWB and PPI intervention contributions
To reiterate from the above, our empirical study advances our conceptual
understanding of two individual, short-term, mobile PWB interventions with intensive
monitoring, for general college students. We zoomed in on participant PWB experience
of a digitally delivered positive practice intervention, lasting 15 days, with concurrent
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intensive monitoring of PWB via daily smartphone assessment. We also investigated
participant PWB experience of an intervention with positive practices and brief
meditation exercises – with the same duration, and also alongside digital monitoring.
Surprisingly, our study also offered interesting insight into a possible benefit of
monitoring PWB via daily smartphone assessment alone – without intervention.
On a group-level, these intervention findings show that participants in all three
implementations exhibited dynamic improvement in multiple elements of PWB (positive
emotion, engagement, relationship, and accomplishment). Such results evidence that
digitally-delivered positive practices, digitally-delivered brief meditation exercises, and
digital monitoring of PWB are worthy of deeper investigation, with more
contextual/qualitative data – i.e., related to user-feedback, acceptability, and outstanding
environmental factors – that allows us to more fully understand how and for whom these
practices work.
On a more specific level, this study revealed a potentially important factor related to
heterogeneous experiences within a digitally delivered PPI+Med intervention.
Specifically, our findings suggest that brief meditative exercises in the present format
may be unsuitable for individuals with high negative affect – in contrast to the positive
experiences of individuals with low negative affect, in this and other experimental
groups. Although we require more information about this finding, and whether other
related factors are implicated, such instances of declining PWB in an intervention that
intended to cause no harm must be taken seriously. As such, we conclude this section
by offering further consideration for addressing and averting any possible adverse
effects of brief meditation exercise, substantiated by the literature.
Future considerations for tailoring meditation interventions. Research shows that a
variety of meditation intervention implementations are broadly harmless for individuals
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who do not have highly negative experiences when quieting the mind, but also that they
may also introduce iatrogenic effects for individuals who indeed encounter high
negativity. Our present finding extends discussion of possible iatrogenic effects of nontailored meditation practices to the broader – non-clinical – population. Specifically, our
results suggest that non-clinical college students with high NA may warrant meditative
interventions with special tailoring, and possible monitoring, similar to clinical populations
that have benefitted from tailored meditations. Studies of the iatrogenic effects of nontailored meditation interventions for specific-needs populations – such as those with
clinical levels of depression, bipolar disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, etc. (Dobkin,
Irving, & Amar; 2011; Lustyk, 2009; Didonna & Gonzalez, 2009; Van Dam et al., 2018) –
have found that meditation interventions that are not designed to address highly
negative experiences, and that do not have sufficient practitioner monitoring, may lead to
deterioration in participants. Moreover, evidence shows that mindfulness interventions
may be successfully tailored for high risk participants – for instance, adapted
Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) programs for anxiety disorders, which
incorporated psychoeducation about anxiety in Session 1 (Arch et al., 2013), have been
found more highly effective for high anxiety populations as compared to generic MBSR
programs (Lustyk et al., 2009). Although we recognize that high levels of NA are not
equivalent to clinical levels of mental health issues, we argue that populations with highNA may encounter – to a lesser degree – similar iatrogenic experiences in meditative
exercises that involve tuning into one’s present-moment experience. As such,
populations with high NA may experience similar benefits (compared to clinically anxious
populations) from tailored meditation with psychoeducation on encountering unpleasant
emotions.
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Additionally, we recognize that specific features of the meditative exercises
delivered in our intervention study may also have impacted participant experience.
Namely, our meditative exercises were: brief guided meditation recordings (3 minutes),
delivered via smartphone, daily for 15 days. Thus, future studies may inquire into the
effects of dosage (i.e., length/brevity and frequency of meditations), language (i.e.,
emotionally sensitive versus emotionally neutral language), delivery format (i.e., in
person, or mobile), and guidance (i.e., recording, versus human interaction with a
practitioner). To accomplish this, we recommend that future studies explore differential
formats of PWB interventions with meditation, and assess longitudinal changes with
nuanced GoHiAR assessment.
Based on our findings, we suggest that future PWB interventions for general
college students focus solely on positive practices. Moreover, for untailored (universal)
PWB interventions that include positive and meditative practices, we suggest using
previously identified methods for screening participants (Lustyk et al., 2009) –
particularly to include only college students with low NA, and exclude college students
with high NA. We also reiterate, based on prior literature (discussed below), that
contraindicators of meditation – such as depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and
risk factors for other mental health disorders (Van Dam et al., 2018) – should continue to
be used to screen participants for interventions that are not specifically tailored to one of
these conditions. We emphasize that successful tailoring of meditation intervention has
been researched in clinical settings (Shonin, Van Gordon, Griffiths; 2014; Shonin et al.,
2015; Wielgosz et al., 2018), and that the capacity for meditative intervention to have
powerful impact (Sedlmeier, 2012) should not be taken lightly.
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iii. Discussion of GoHiAR model contributions
Our methodological contribution in this applied study, the development of a new
process-oriented model in the Bayesian framework (GoHiAR), opens the door to future
researchers interested in exploring leading edge research questions about how and why
PWB changes in the context of PWB intervention. Due to the advantageous features of
the Bayesian framework – which enables flexible specification of highly sophisticated
models, accumulation of prior information, and straightforward parameter inference – the
GoHiAR model allowed us to articulate mathematically complex patterns in intensive
longitudinal data, in terms of conceptually meaningful parameters. Thus we were able to
articulate our three key aims with specificity and nuance, and straightforwardly draw
inference from the resulting credible parameter estimates. As depicted in our
comparison aggregate-level t-tests in Aim 1, simpler statistical models (which are most
commonly used in the field) would have overlooked our dynamic results. Not only did we
assess PWB change over the course of the study, we assessed PWB change in terms of
different – and substantially meaningful – dynamic characteristics, opening the door to
future investigation of heterogeneous/homogenous dynamic change. For instance, future
studies may expand on our findings to investigate whether certain interventions are
more/less successful in impacting all three dynamic PWB characteristics at once, and
whether this relates to more lasting, long-term PWB change. In these and other future
studies, we hope that the flexibility of GoHiAR will offer a reliable and durable framework
for mHealth intervention researchers, who may adapt the model to their specific
research questions and implementation needs.
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iv. Overall intentions of the present study
This dissertation aimed to develop and implement a unified process-oriented
approach to more deeply understanding PWB interventions for addressing mental health
needs in college students. Broadly we intended to elucidate how and why participant
PWB changed in individual, short-term, mobile PWB interventions with intensive
monitoring. We were motivated by a desire to define the typical dynamic change
patterns that characterize college student PWB – although we were surprised to find a
possible digital monitoring effect, which we were unable to investigate without a proper
(non digital) control group. We were also motivated to assess the effect of two different
PWB interventions on these dynamic change patterns – and whether one digitally
delivered intervention was more successful at improving PWB than another – however
our intervention results require further investigation to determine whether they were
confounded by digital monitoring effects, or possible measurement issues (below).
Lastly, we aimed to determine whether moderating factors influenced intervention
efficacy, to inform any possible benefits for tailoring these interventions to sub-groups.
Our findings related to this last aim are both informative – pointing to a possible need for
tailored meditation interventions for participants with highly negative experiences – and
in need of further investigation regarding other unmeasured factors. Overall our efforts
aimed to better understand the intervention effects of our specific implementations, in
order to design more effective mHealth interventions that meet the needs of the diverse
population of college students in the US. We acknowledge that to reach these ideal aims
requires further assessment beyond the limits of our present study, thus the following
discussion of this study’s limitations opens the door for more advanced research that will
lead to these effective designs.
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b. Measurement limitations of the applied study
An important goal of this study is to convey the highly specific nature of our
particular PWB interventions – and that any progress we make in understanding the
efficacy of our implementations requires us first to recognize the various factors that
interplay to create the specific manifestation of our design and its interaction with
individuals and other intervention elements (Glasgow et al., 2012; Moir, 2018). For this
reason, this section expands from the concluding section of Chapter 3 by discussing the
key measurement limitations of our study, with various solutions for addressing these in
future work. Note that our overview is not intended to be all-inclusive, but aims to serve
as a starting-point discussion for advancing a broader inquiry for how our field may help
promote more high-quality research that improves PWB intervention science
(1) Validity. The present study incurred risks to measurement validity by the very
nature of its mHealth design (Davidson, & Kaszniak, 2015; Grossman, 2008). As
discussed in Chapter 3, the present study requires further analysis to ensure that we
avoided either of two main measurement validity risks – (a) person versus environment
issues, and (b) interruption issues – which threaten to bias research findings by
compromising whether our measures indeed captured what they intended to measure. In
regards to the person versus environment issue, for instance, the present study cannot
untangle the personal versus contextual meaning of IIV or mean negative affect. To
circumvent this problem, follow-up studies might plan to capture additional measures
that provide more information about one’s environmental experience, i.e. qualitative
reports on one’s daily life environment, or quantitative indicators that flag when a person
experiences a traumatic or unusually challenging event in their personal life. Qualitative
surveys that are distributed post-intervention might also be helpful to circumvent any
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measurement validity issues, by clarifying whether a participant’s general daily life
environment may have influenced their intervention experience. In regards to
interruption, for instance, the present study was also limited by a study design that used
prompts which interrupted participants repeatedly in their daily life contexts – particularly
risking the validity of engagement. To address this issue, future researchers might
investigate the utility of using scheduled daily monitoring assessments, in which
participants complete PWB surveys at multiple fixed times throughout the day, at their
convenience.
(2) Measurement reactivity. Another important issue for ecological assessments
and interventions, measurement reactivity, also challenged our empirical study. Although
not inherently problematic, measurement reactivity simply means: “What we measure
affects what we do” (Fitoussi, Sen, & Stiglitz, 2009). However, to untangle whether
intervention effects estimates are different from measurement reactivity, our empirical
study requires further assessment of: (a) possible intervention effects, and (b) burden
(Biswas-Diener, Kashdan, & Minhas, 2011). In regards to possible intervention effects,
the present study is limited by its inability to identify whether digital PWB monitoring in
and of itself influenced the very phenomena it intended to intervene on. To answer this
question, future researchers might design a study that specifically includes a comparison
group, i.e., participants who were monitored without mobile devices, to test the effects of
our platform in and of itself. For instance, one such study might assess mHealth
participants alongside participants in pen and paper daily diary forms of PWB monitoring
– possibly in addition to “true control” subjects who experienced neither monitoring nor
intervention. Moreover, due to the potential value of determining whether digital
monitoring can serve as an effective PWB intervention, further qualitative measures are
warranted to investigate the quality of the participant experience during monitoring
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experiences (e.g. level of awareness, level of boredom, etc.). In regards to measurement
burden issues, the present study involved 8-weeks of intensive daily monitoring in
addition to 15 days of intervention, and we are unable to investigate whether fatigue or
burden played a role in participant response. Possible solutions to burden issues might
also involve more qualitative assessment periodically throughout the study to assess the
quality of participant experience (e.g., engaged, satisfied, interested, bored, frustrated,
neutral). More advanced solutions might also involve exploring more person-specific
approaches to tailoring intervention dosage based on the unique qualities of the
individual. Knowledge of participant personality traits, such as introversion or aversion to
technology, might help researchers identify and reach out to individuals who are
predisposed to struggle with technology-based intervention methods (Runyan et al.,
2013).
(3) Intervention context. Moreover, intervention context was another factor that
challenged measurement in the present study. Namely, implementation science shows
that interventions involve a distinct interaction of common and specific intervention
factors (Castonguay, 1993), which have individual effects that cannot be assessed in
isolation. For instance the present study involves, (1) common factors (non-human
elements) of the present interventions include: (a) intervention content (e.g., specific
positive and contemplative practices); (b) intervention dosage (e.g., six daily surveys for
eight weeks, and two daily practices for two weeks); and (c) assessment and delivery
technology (e.g., smartphone). Secondly, (2) specific factors (human elements) of the
present interventions include: (a) person-specific characteristics (e.g., participant
personality, demographics, etc.); and (b) facilitator characteristics (e.g., lack of in-person
facilitator). These features become problematic when researchers draw overgeneralized
intervention inferences that overlook underlying multifaceted elements such as the roles
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of: (a) intervention dosage, (b) lack of human components. The present study, for
example, was unable to assess whether either of these factors (i.e., dosage: the 15-day
dosage with brief daily exercises; or human elements: lack of in-person interaction)
played a role in participant outcomes. Possible solutions to these overgeneralized
studies might include designing future studies with highly specific comparison groups
that can parse out nuanced intervention components, particularly in regards to digital
interventions. For instance, researchers might design studies with comparison groups
that differ only on one of the following element: digital delivery versus in-person delivery,
digital participation without group involvement versus digital participation with group
involvement, weekly dosage in person versus digital weekly dosage, etc. Such nuanced
designs would also highly benefit from detailed qualitative feedback regarding user
experience, to again monitor any of the previously mentioned measurement issues – as
well as to inform researchers about the most effective and well-liked interventions that
warrant further development.
(4) Self-selection. Additionally, using self-selection, as part of the intervention
recruitment process, may have played a limiting role in the present study. Research
shows that self-selection may PWB intervention studies with self-selecting recruitment,
since the decision to enroll in an intervention that may lead to self-improvement has
been linked with certain personal characteristics (Kok, Waugh, & Fredrickson, 2013). For
instance the present design recruited participants through fliers with brief descriptions
about the study, which may have inadvertently recruited a non-random subject pool. To
address this issue, future studies may try more nuanced recruitment techniques – such
as running a pilot study that reviews baseline differences in recruited participants based
on different ads with different language (e.g., including descriptions that are more
descriptive versus more succinct, using keywords such as psychology or well-being
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versus health or performance, using images of the brain versus images of the heart).
(5) Unmeasured factors. Furthermore, due to unavoidable practical limitations the
present study was limited by leaving out unmeasured factors that may have been
relevant to our inference. Contemporary PWB intervention scientists emphasize a need
to continue to increase specificity in our study designs – particularly around measuring
change mechanisms and related factors (Van Dam et al., 2018). For instance, this study
did not explicitly measures PWB change mechanisms, or related factors – nor did it
capture qualitative data on participants’ daily life environment (discussed above). One
solution to this issue, also mentioned above, is to capture more qualitative measures
about participant experience – both in regards to their experience with the
study/intervention, as well as in regards to their daily life experience. This solution would
free researchers from the daunting task of including cumbersome quantities of predictor
variables (which would also burden the participant), and may point to potent factors that
the researcher may not have thought to include. Moreover, to also ease participant
burden in digital research designs, qualitative feedback may be collected via audio
recording, which may also provide researchers insight into participant mood (tone of
voice, enthusiasm, etc.). Although these methods require additional qualitative research
skills, the benefits – in terms of more specific and nuanced insight into intervention
efficacy – is likely worth the effort.
(6) Statistical limitations. Lastly, the present study also faced statistical limitations
that impacted our assessment. Although the GoHiAR model is a newly developed, earlyphase model, with various aspects to consider for future development, we briefly
consider two possible limitations to illustrate its capacity for future development: (a)
discrete handling of time, (b) independence of person-specific parameters. In terms of
the handling of time, quantitative scientists advocate for process models that can
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longitudinally measure data in terms of continuous time. From a substantive perspective,
continuous time models are more straightforwardly interpreted, and do not require
theoretical explanations for how the data was evenly spaced (Chow, Zu, Shifren &
Zhang, 2011). However, the GoHiAR model is a time series model that assumes its
measures are discrete and evenly spaced in time, which may introduce misleading
estimates by not accounting for larger gaps between measurement intervals (e.g., night
time). For future studies that might involve significant gaps in measurement, researchers
might consider including additional predictors that account for unusual schedules (e.g.,
including covariates for characteristics such as weekend effects, or people who work
night-shifts). Researchers might also consider exploring a variety differential equation
models that can be tailored for capturing continuous-time change patterns (see. e.g.,
Hamaker, Ceulemans, Grasman, & Tuerlinckx, 2015). Moreover, in terms of
independence between predictors, one advantage of hierarchical models is that they are
often capable of being adapted to account for correlations across measures, such as
person-specific predictors, to explore whether longitudinal trends are similar or dissimilar
across individuals. Although the above implementation of GoHiAR in this dissertation
does not allow for covariance between person-specific parameters, its advantageous
flexibility straightforwardly allows for such covariance to be included in future iterations.
As illustrated in Chapter 3, GoHiAR offers a highly flexible framework, capable of being
tailored to various research questions across future studies.
To summarize the above discussion of the methodological limitations of this
study, we hope that this dissertation will serve as a stepping-stone for future
researchers. We intend for any inferences drawn from the present study to remain
specific to our particular implementation, and to be used in efforts to reach a greater aim
of advancing PWB intervention science such that we can more effectively design
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interventions that optimally serve diverse populations. (Bauer et al., 2015; Glasgow,
Phillips, & Sanchez, 2014; Nilsen et al., 2012)

c. Conclusion
In conclusion, we reiterate that it is invaluable to take a highly specific and
process-oriented approach to improving our understanding of PWB interventions for
addressing the mental health needs of college student populations – and for more
optimally reaching broader populations. Important issues remain prevalent in the field of
PWB intervention research – particularly in regards to new digitally delivered
applications – that warrant further research to better interpret and strengthen our
inference. Along these lines this dissertation offered two studies, which showed how the
most pertinent research questions related to PWB and PWB intervention can be more
deeply addressed via methods that explore how PWB changes. Our nuanced analysis
emphasized the importance of identifying which digital interventions are most beneficial
for the broader college population, and which subgroups of students are best suited for
which specific forms of digital intervention. We also carefully considered the
measurement issues that limited our empirical designs, and explored various and highly
specific solutions for addressing these. With these nuanced approaches we can more
fully understanding how PWB changes over time, and the various factors that
differentially impact it. Ultimately, we hope that the methods and framework developed in
this dissertation may be useful to other researchers, and applied to improving PWB
intervention in broader populations, in efforts to better foster mental health in our society
as a whole. We also hope that this work will help educational institutions begin to
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develop and offer effectively tailored interventions that incite socioemotional learning,
and sustainable personal growth for students with diverse backgrounds and needs.
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